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Abstract

Access control represents an important part of security in software systems, since access control policies determine which users of a software system have access to what objects and operations and under what constraints. One can view access control models as providing the basis for access control rules. Further, an access control policy can be seen as a combination of one or more rules, and one or more policies can be combined into a set of access control policies that control access to an entire system. The rules and resulting policies can be combined in many different ways, and the combination of rules and policies are included in policy languages.

Approaches to access control (AC) policy languages, such as XACML, do not provide a formal representation for specifying rule- and policy-combining algorithms or for classifying and verifying properties of AC policies. In addition, there is no connection between the rules that form a policy and the general access control and business models on which those rules are based.

Some authors propose formal representations for rule- and policy-combining algorithms. However, the proposed models are not expressive enough to represent formally classes of algorithms related to history of policy outcomes including ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides, and only-one-applicable. In fact, they are not able to express formally any algorithm that involves history including the class related to consensus such as weak-consensus, weak-majority, strong-consensus, strong-majority, and super-majority-permit. In addition, some other authors propose a formal representation but do not present an approach and automated support for the formal verification of any classes of combining algorithms.

The work presented in this thesis provides a uniform formal approach to business and access control models, policies and their combinations. The research involves a new formal representation for access control rules, policies, and their combination and supports formal verification. In addition, the approach explicitly connects the rules to the underlying access control model. Specifically, the approach

- provides a common representation for systematically describing and integrating business processes, access control models, their rules and policies,
- expresses access control rules using an underlying access control model based on an existing augmented business modeling notation,
- can express and verify formally all known policy- and rule-combining algorithms, a result not seen in the literature,
• supports a classification of relevant access control properties that can be verified against policies and their combinations, and

• supports automated formal verification of single policies and combined policy sets based on model checking.

Finally, the approach is applied to an augmented version of the conference management system, a well-known example from the literature. Several properties, whose verification was not possible by prior approaches, such as ones involving history of policy outcomes, are verified in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Access control is an important part of business processes and is a significant part of security, as “security depends on authentication, authorization, and auditing: the gold standard [65].” Access control constitutes an important component of operating systems, database management systems (DBMS), and applications. Access control policies define which users have access to what objects and operations and describe any existing constraints. Several incidents of information leaks in real systems owing to the implementation of incorrect access control policies (e.g., [109], [17]) have been reported. These incidents indicate the need for thorough analysis of access control policies and their properties. Although testing reveals many existing errors in software systems, errors still remain undetected even in safety-critical and economically vital systems [29].

One can view access control models as providing the basis for access control rules. Further, an access control policy can be seen as a combination of one or more rules, and one or more policies can be combined into a set of access control policies that control access to an entire system. The rules and resulting policies can be combined in many different ways, and the combination of rules and policies are included in policy languages.

Approaches to access control (AC) policy languages, such as XACML, do not provide a formal representation for specifying rule- and policy-combining algorithms or for classifying and verifying properties of AC policies. In addition, there is no connection between the rules that form a policy and the general access control and business models on which those rules are based.

Some authors propose formal representations for rule- and policy-combining algorithms ([36], [59]). However, the proposed models are not expressive enough to represent formally classes of algorithms related to history of policy outcomes including ordered-permit-
overrides, ordered-deny-overrides, and only-one-applicable. In fact, they are not able to express formally any algorithm that involves history including the class related to consensus such as weak-consensus, weak-majority, strong-consensus, strong-majority, and super-majority-permit. In addition, some other authors (e.g., [66]) propose a formal representation but do not present an approach and automated support for the formal verification of any classes of combining algorithms.

1.1 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis provides a uniform formal approach to business and access control models, policies and their combinations. The research involves a new formal representation for access control rules, policies, and their combination and supports formal verification. In addition, the approach explicitly connects the rules to the underlying access control model. Specifically, the approach

- provides a common representation for systematically describing and integrating business processes, access control models, their rules and policies,
- expresses access control rules using an underlying access control model based on an existing augmented business modeling notation,
- can express and verify formally all known policy- and rule-combining algorithms, a result not seen in the literature,
- supports a classification of relevant access control properties that can be verified against policies and their combinations, and
- supports automated formal verification of single policies and combined policy sets based on model checking.

1.2 Research Approach

This section provides a bird’s eye view of the research approach and then subsequently a more detailed presentation of this work.

**An Overview:** Access control (AC) is an essential part of any business process. This thesis proposes a new common representation for business models and classes of access
control models based on the resources, events, agents (REA) modeling approach to business processes. The common modeling representation is defined incrementally. First, access control primitives are mapped onto novel REA-based access control patterns. Then, REA-based access control patterns are combined to define access control models. Based on these models, access control rules are defined. General access control policies, which are combinations of rules, are formed by augmenting the common representation with state machines. This approach allows the specification and verification of more expressive access control policies than are reported in the literature.

Once a model is constructed, it is formalized and then mapped to a language to facilitate model checking analysis. Specifically, access control policies and related business processes are specified in PROMELA, the language of the SPIN model checker. Finally, formal AC properties to be verified are specified in linear temporal logic (LTL) and checked against the access control policies. A conference management case study [36] is augmented with these new access control policies to illustrate the proposed approach.

A property categorization for the specification of access control properties based on property patterns [28, 27, 62] and using REA primitives is introduced. This categorization involves four classes based on REA primitives, and each class has five subclasses (absence, existence, universality, precedence, and response) based on property patterns. In addition, this classification provides guidelines for reusing formal property specification. Currently, there is no such categorization of access control properties reported in the literature.

The Detailed View: This thesis presents a common modeling representation for describing both business and access control models, and their associated rules and policies [55]. The AC policy model is then formalized using state machines, and the properties of the model are specified in linear temporal logic (LTL). To mechanize the verification of the properties against the model, the formal specifications of the model and properties are translated into PROMELA (the language of the SPIN model checker) and LTL, which is used by SPIN, respectively. The entire approach is shown in Figure 1.1, where Box A shows the model, Box B shows the formalization, and Box C shows the automated support for formal verification. Each box contains several constituents that are described in the next few labeled paragraphs.

A. The Common Modeling Representation: Boxes A1, A2, and A3, which are components of this model, are described next.

A1. REA and Access Control Models: This thesis uses the REA model to represent business models for two reasons. First, REA contains rules that define relationships among resources, events, and agents to express business processes. Second, REA has patterns that provide descriptions of generic business processes. REA uses an object-oriented approach
and UML diagrams to represent business models. Access control models are then built based on REA primitives and patterns. Box A1 of Figure 1.1 shows this approach.

A first contribution shows how the common representation can be used to describe both business and access control models. According to Ferraiolo et al. [33], an access control model can be described by the five elements users, objects, subjects, operations, permissions, and the relationships among them. In Chapter 3, as a second contribution, these five elements are mapped to resources, events, and agents, leading to three generic patterns that support the representation of the main categories of access control (i.e., role-based access control, discretionary access control, and mandatory access control). However, the approach can be used to support any access control model that depends on these five elements (users, objects, subjects, operations, and permissions). Chapter 3 discusses these topics in detail.

A2. Access Control Rule: Moving from Box A1 to Box A2 of Figure 1.1 portrays the idea that access control (AC) rules are defined based on AC models. The grammar of AC rules is declared in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). The contributions with regard to AC rules are twofold: a definition of AC rules is based on the elements of the underlying AC model, and the syntax in EBNF for the AC rules is provided. Chapter 3 presents AC rules and their definitions in EBNF. In contrast, there is no connection between the AC rules and an underlying AC model.
A3. Access Control Policy: In its simplest form, an access control policy consists of a single access control rule, but several such rules are generally combined to make a policy. As a contribution, this thesis uses state machines to describe all-known policies. To summarize, the novelty of this research includes a) a rigorous systematic approach using general forms of state machines (algorithmic forms) to define AC policies and b) policies based on AC rules, which are based on AC models. Box A3 of Figure 1.1 shows access control policy as a combination of AC rules. Chapters 3 and 5 provide detailed discussion of this topic.

B. The Formal Model and Properties: Boxes B1, B2, and B3 are related to the categorization of properties, formal representation of AC policies, their combination and their properties.

B1. Access Control Property Categorization: Box B1 of Figure 1.1 shows a novel categorization for describing access control properties. This categorization uses property patterns and REA primitives and their combinations. This classification involves four categories based on REA primitives, and each category has five subcategories (absence, existence, universality, precedence, and response) based on property patterns. This topic is described in Chapter 4.

B2. Formal AC Property: Formal AC properties in linear temporal logic (LTL) are specified based on AC rules in EBNF. Chapter 4 describes the AC properties and their syntax in EBNF.

B3. Formal AC Policies: Box B3 of Figure 1.1 is the formalization of AC policies using AC rules and state machines where the AC rules govern the transitions between states. The state machine representation allows for the description and verification of more complex policies than are currently reported in the literature. For example, policies relying on history of policy outcomes and policies relying on consensus can be represented and verified in this formalism. This topic is discussed in Chapters 3 and 5.

C. Formal Analysis: This box shows formal analysis of access control policies and their properties in the context of business processes. Analysis of this type is needed because multiple access control policies can interact to produce undesirable behaviour.

C1. Formal Specification of AC Policies: This step consists of the specification of state machines in the specification language of a model checker. Since this thesis uses the SPIN model checker, state machines are encoded in PROMELA.

C2. Formal Specification of AC Properties: Properties are specified using the general form of properties from Box B2 and the specific notation of LTL for the SPIN model checker.
Finally, the properties are verified against the policy model using SPIN, and results are obtained.

**A Case Study:** An augmented version of the conference management case study called CONTINUE that uses Boxes A, B, and C is described in Chapter 5 to show the method presented in this thesis. This case study is enhanced with rule- and policy-combining algorithms that involve history of policy outcomes, which have not been formally specified and verified in the literature.

The notation used in this thesis makes it possible to specify and verify formally all known access control policy combinations, thereby significantly extending the coverage and correctness of AC decision-making in general and in the conference management system in particular. For instance, the use of only-one-applicable combining algorithm, which has not been formally represented before, makes it possible to detect whether access control policies have rules with contradictory results (i.e., one rule permits a case, and the other denies the same case). In this situation, the final decision according to only-one-applicable is indeterminate. By knowing that the result is indeterminate, the inconsistency can be resolved by removing the conflicting rule. As another example, the strong-majority combining algorithm can be represented and verified formally, allowing policies that take into consideration voting decisions under different majority conditions.

This case study uses access control models, rules, and policies, and their formalization that are presented in Chapter 3. In addition, the definitions, categories, and general forms of LTL AC properties from Chapter 4 are used to represent this case study’s properties. The case study is represented and verified using the SPIN model checker and its specification languages PROMELA and LTL.

AC properties of CONTINUE are verified including several properties where verification was not possible by prior approaches (as are attested by these approaches [36] and [59]) if certain rule-combining algorithms, such as properties involving history of policy outcomes, e.g., ordered-permit-overrides and only-one-applicable. The time and memory usage of the verification results are presented to indicate that the approach described in this thesis is practical.

### 1.3 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the related work, including prior research on access control models and policies, business patterns and business process models, and formal verification of both access control policies and business processes. Using
a running example, Chapter 3 describes the common modeling representation that consists of access control models, access control rules and policies, and their combinations. This chapter covers Boxes A1, A2, A3, and B3 of Figure 1.1. Chapter 4 discusses a categorization and specification of properties for business-related access control policies and corresponds to Boxes B1 and B2 of Figure 1.1. Building upon Chapters 3 and 4, Chapter 5 uses a conference management case study to evaluate the approach presented in this thesis. This chapter revisits Boxes A and B and is related to Box C of Figure 1.1. This chapter also describes the expressiveness of this thesis’s approach and compares the verification results with the outcomes of two previous works that use the same case study but apply different analysis approaches. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes by discussing contributions, limitations, and future extensions of this work.
Chapter 2

Related Work

Summary: This thesis discusses access control (AC) models, access control rules and policies (in addition to the combination of AC rules and policies) and uses a business process modeling notation. It also discusses the expression of access control properties in addition to formal specification and verification of these properties. Therefore, the related areas include access control models, access control policies, business processes, and formal verification of business processes and access control policies.

Section 2.1 discusses related access control work, and in two subsections, describes access control models, access control policies and policy languages. Section 2.2 provides an overview of business processes. Finally, related work on the formal verification of access control policies and business processes is discussed in two subsections of Section 2.3.

2.1 Access Control

Authentication, access control, and audit form the foundation of information and system security [89], as previously mentioned in Chapter 1. The focus of this thesis is on one aspect of security: access control or authorization.

An early work on access control in computer systems includes Lampson’s research [64] in which an access control or “protection” is defined as a “general term for all the mechanisms that control the access of a program to other things in the system.”

Section 2.1.1 presents access control models, and Section 2.1.2 describes access control policies and policy languages. These topics are related areas because this work describes
the addition of a class of access control models and a policy language to a business model in Chapter 3.

2.1.1 Access Control Models

This thesis presents access control models based on the five elements, as described in Chapter 1, that are needed by any access control model. There are numerous access control models (and policies) that are variously classified. In one classification [98, 12], three main categories of access control are Mandatory Access Control, Discretionary Access Control, and Role-based Access Control. These three categories are described next.

**Mandatory Access Control (MAC):** In the 1980s, the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) document (first version 1983; second version 1985), commonly referred to as the *orange book* because of the color of this document’s cover, described Mandatory Access Control (MAC). MAC is concerned with confidentiality, a need that evolved in a military information setting. Access is granted or denied based on comparing the security label of an object with the security clearance of a subject. The tight control of MAC is not suitable in all cases, but this type of control is needed in some specific situations.

In the 1970s, David Bell and Leonard La Padula described an example of MAC. Their description of MAC had two main entities: a subject and an object; each had also a *security class*. A *security clearance* describes a subject’s *security class*, whereas a *security classification* represents an object’s *security class* [98]. Bell and La Padula described two rules for MAC [98]: 1) simple security property (ss-property): a subject can read an object only if the subject’s security class is equal or higher than the object’s security class; hence, *no read up* represents an alternative name for ss-property, 2) star property (*-property): a subject can write an object only if the security level of an object is equal or higher than the subject’s class; hence, *no write down* is another name for *-property. If a subject can write at the level lower than his/her security class, then a subsequent read by a subject at this lower level can compromise confidentiality. BLP also includes an additional property, called the discretionary property (ds-property) that enables users to grant others access to an object; this discretionary access is constrained by the first two rules [98].

The goal of MAC is to provide confidentiality of information, and this main focus on confidentiality makes MAC rigid. MAC contrasts with the needs of commercial systems, including business processes. As a result, MAC and its specific variations or examples are not emphasized in this thesis since the AC model presentation in Chapter 3 does not start
off with MAC. However, Chapter 3 shows how the AC model that is presented in that chapter can be modified to represent MAC.

**Discretionary Access Control (DAC):** The TCSEC’s document also described DAC. As the name indicates, the owners of an object use their own discretion to grant others access to that object. DAC is also called *Identity-based Access Control* (IBAC) because of its emphasis on a user’s identity in allowing or denying access to an object [15]. The notion of control is more applicable than the concept of ownership for cases such as that of an organization that owns objects and has employees that control these objects [32]. Nevertheless, an individual or an identity holds the ownership or control of objects. The BLP *ds-property* represents the basis of DAC by providing for discretionary access control [98]. One disadvantage of discretionary access control, for which it has been continuously criticized, is the lack of assurance. For instance, individuals with ownership or control over objects can grant an object access to other individuals who should not have access.

Although DAC is used in commercial systems, it is known for its weakness in granting access [33]: if a person A grants access to B, then B can grant access to C who is unknown to A. Discretionary Access Control is not emphasized in this thesis because of the formal verification aspect of this thesis and its emphasis on correctness of policies. Even though DAC is not emphasized, since the presentation of AC models does not start with it in the next chapter, Chapter 3 shows the way in which the AC model presented in that chapter can be adjusted to represent DAC.

**Role-based Access Control (RBAC):** The RBAC model [32] was introduced in 1992 as a generalized model of access control by adapting the existing role-based access control approaches. RBAC represents a conceptually simple model in which an object’s access is determined by a subject’s role. RBAC [34] introduces roles between users and permissions, and permissions are assigned to roles instead of to users. This arrangement makes permission assignment easier because permission of roles changes less frequently than the user roles (i.e., people change jobs or are assigned to various roles more often than permissions are changed). In addition, an estimate indicates that the number of roles is about 3-4% of the number of users [90]; in other words, each individual usually takes three to four roles in an organization, that is, the ratio of users to roles is about three to four. As another advantage, introducing roles simplifies the assignment of permissions because the number of permissions in an enterprise is larger than the number of roles. Figure 2.1 [87] shows RBAC.

RBAC was extended and described as four models [87]: RBAC₀ is the base or the core model. The core model includes neither hierarchy of roles nor any constraints (e.g., separation of duties). RBAC₁ is the core model with role hierarchies. RBAC₂ is the core
model with constraints such as restrictions (e.g., a purchasing manager cannot be a paying manager). $RBAC_3$ is the comprehensive model and consists of the core, role hierarchy, and constraint models. Figure 2.1(a) shows role hierarchies and constraints; constraints are a significant element of RBAC. The arrowheads on both ends of the solid lines indicate many-to-many relations. Figure 2.1(b) [34] is a representation similar to Figure 2.1(a) and shows permissions (PRMS) as many-to-many relationships of operations (OPS) on objects (OBS).

RBAC has been used frequently in commercial systems and does not have the drawbacks of MAC and DAC, as described previously; therefore, RBAC is chosen as the model for this thesis.

One extension to RBAC is Rule-based RBAC (RB-RBAC). RB-RBAC [1] assigns users to roles on the basis of users’ attributes because RBAC does not describe how to assign
users to roles. As described in Chapter 3, RB-RBAC can be represented by the model that is presented in the next chapter because of the use of attributes in the discussed model.

Bertino et al. [14] propose temporal-RBAC (TRBAC), an extension to RBAC, to enable periodical activation and deactivation of roles; as a result, roles can be either active or inactive within a certain time. The authors provide the syntax and semantics of TRBAC and use an example. Although Bertino et al. [14] describe the features of TRBAC in detail, it has to be determined whether such an extensive extension to RBAC hinders its practicality.

RBAC is not concerned with the sequence of events, and layering other models, such as Task-based Authorization Controls (TBAC), on top of it is recommended [87].

An RBAC Extension: Task-based Authorization Controls. Thomas and Sandhu [102], in describing the need for a task-based authorization control paradigm, defined a task or an activity a) being long lived, b) as perhaps including subtasks to be authorized individually or collectively, c) as possibly having multiple individuals to perform each subtask, and d) as being distributed in space and time. Subsequently, Thomas and Sandhu [103] introduced the Task-based Authorization Controls (TBAC) paradigm, somewhat different from their initial work. In addition to subject, object, and action sets, TBAC includes two additional sets: “usage and validity count” and “authorization step” [103]. Each authorization step contains its own subjects, objects, and actions sets. In addition, TBAC includes the notion of “usage” and “validity” with a permission: no permission is unrestricted; each is limited and has an expiration period.

Similar to RBAC, TBAC is described as one of four models [103]: TBAC$_0$ (the core or base model), TBAC$_1$ (the model with composite authorization), TBAC$_2$ (the model with constraints), and TBAC$_3$ (the consolidated model). A TBAC$_1$ composite authorization includes more than one authorization step; for instance, transferring money from one account to another account consists of two steps. One step consists of an authorization to deduct money from a source account, and the addition of the money to a destination account represents the second authorization step.

TBAC and RBAC are not in contention, but TBAC is mainly a research work, and the extent of the use of this model in commercial systems, if any, is not discussed in the literature. For this reason, TBAC is not further discussed in this thesis.

2.1.2 Access Control Policies and Policy Languages

For the specification of access control policies, several research works present different policy languages that are not explicitly based on an access control model. In addition,
current approaches to policy languages are not able to specify and verify formally all forms of rule- and policy-combination. In contrast, this thesis describes the process of I) creating access control models and basing rules on access control policies and policy sets explicitly on these models and II) further provides rule- and policy-combining representation that supports formal specification and verification. A brief overview of policy languages in the literature is provided next as a contrast to this thesis’s approach.

A policy language is a language that describes security policies. These languages are classified into two categories [15]: 1) high-level policy languages describe conditions and constraints on entities independent of implementations and 2) low-level policy languages represent constraints as inputs or arguments to commands (e.g., the UNIX-based X-Windows provides a language to control access to the console such that typing `xhost +hostnamea -hostnameb` makes the system allow access from `hostnamea` but disallows access from `hostnameb`.) In this thesis, whenever the term policy language is used, the term means a high-level one.

Various such languages exist; some are, implicitly or explicitly, improvements and extensions of prior ones. eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is the standard and general-purpose XML-based access control language. In it, a rule constitutes the most elementary part of a policy and is composed of three components [79]: 1) a target that consists of subject, resource, action, and environment elements, 2) a condition that is an optional element, 3) an effect that can be either deny or permit.

Figure 2.2 [79] (with some abbreviations) represents an access control policy stating that “any user with an e-mail name in the ‘med.example.com’ namespace is allowed to perform any action on any resource.” Line one of this figure identifies a rule named Rule1 as an abbreviated id; a value of “Permit” for the effect is also shown. A condition does not exist for this example. In addition, resource, action, and environment, as three components of targets, have not been specified in Figure 2.2 because the access control policy in English states that any action and resource is allowed, and no description of an environment exists. Lines five to twelve use a matching function with the “med.example.com” literal value and a pointer using SubjectAttributeDesignator to identify a specific subject attribute.

The XACML specification [79] includes the core and hierarchical role-based access control (RBAC) profile within XACML v2.0, but separation of duties is currently beyond the scope of this profile. XACML describes rule- and policy-combining algorithms in English and provides pseudo-codes for the application of these algorithms. In contrast, Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis use these algorithms and provide their descriptions in algorithmic forms and state machines. In addition, the transitions between the states are governed by the elements of access control rules, which are defined in extended BNF (EBNF).
Finin et al. [35] presented ROWLBAC for the integration of RBAC with OWL. They used OWL to represent policies that can be represented by the RBAC model. Policy languages in the literature with the exception of ROWLBAC and to a certain extent the XACML profile of RBAC are not model-based. Despite the use of a language to describe a model (RBAC), ROWLBAC does not describe AC rule and policy combinations that exist in many policy languages. The description of ROWLBAC is limited to RBAC, whereas Chapters 3 and 5 and Appendix F clarify an approach for the combinations of AC policies and rules, which are based on the RBAC model in REA. These combinations are beyond the capability of RBAC and ROWLBAC.

Knowledgable Agent-oriented System (KAoS) [104] enables specifying and resolving conflicts of policies; policies are specified as an ontology. K AoS, originally a framework for software agents, can include policies describing positive or negative authorizations. K AoS includes the Policy Administration Tool (KPAT), a graphical user interface for specifying and revising policies, and an analysis framework that relies on algorithms written as an extension of Java Theorem Prover (JTV) for detecting policy conflicts [104]. The analysis of access control policies is also a part of this thesis and is described later. Nevertheless, similar to many policy languages, access control policies defined by K AoS have no connection to an explicit access control model. In addition, K AoS does not include the combination of AC rules and policies that currently exist in policy languages. Therefore, the last two points, i.e., AC rules based on a model and the inclusion of rule and policy

Figure 2.2: An XACML example
combinations, differentiate KAoS and the work presented in this thesis.

Rei [54] exemplifies a policy language and is capable of specifying a wide range of policies, such as access control policies. These policies are intended not to be tied to a specific application/domain. Rei’s policy representation can include rights and prohibitions corresponding to KAoS’s positive authorization and negative authorization, respectively. An entity, a, can perform an action, b, if certain conditions are met, a statement expressed as has(a,right(b,conditions)). Similar to KAoS, there is a core ontology that can be extended or retracted to fulfill specific needs of various applications. Rei relies on a Prolog engine for policy analysis. If conflicts exist, such as overlapping of subject, object, and target, then metapolicies, such as those created by specifying orders for policies, can be defined to resolve these conflicts. Similarly, the analysis of access control policies is also a part of this thesis and is described later. Nevertheless, Rei is a language that does not define rules based on an explicit model and does not discuss rule and policy combinations; therefore, Rei’s approach differs from the approach that is presented in this thesis.

2.2 Business Patterns and Business Processes

This thesis uses REA, which is presented as business patterns, for describing business processes. The common representation (Chapter 3) is based on the Resource-Event-Agent (REA) model, new combinations of access control and business patterns, and state machines. Therefore, a brief overview of business patterns and REA is provided next. In addition, other modeling notations for business processes are described.

Although the idea of patterns in software engineering was popularized by design patterns, which are still “the most popular and influential pattern work” [20], there are other types of patterns. Business patterns are one type of pattern, related to business domains, and are used to create business models that are simplified views of a business. The term “business” in business patterns describes an organization that uses resources and has goals [31].

The Resource-Event-Agent (REA) model is a collection of business patterns based on the notions of Resources, Events, and Agents. These patterns are collectively called REA. REA was initially introduced by McCarthy [68] and has been extended over the years. Hruby et al. [48] presented REA as a group of business patterns. (An overview of REA is provided in Appendix A.) Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) show an exchange pattern and another pattern to model a policy, respectively [48]. These two patterns can be combined by merging their common elements.
Figure 2.3: (a) An exchange pattern, (b) a pattern to model a policy

Figure 2.4 [56] shows two exchange patterns connected together such that an output of one exchange is an input to the other one. This figure shows two simple REA exchanges in Figure 2.4(a), renting a car, during which an employee receives a client’s cash and provides a car, and the customer provides cash and receives a car. In Figure 2.4(b), repairing a car, an inspector provides cash to a mechanic and receives the repaired car (the reverse also holds: a mechanic provides a repaired car and receives cash). These two models are connected to make a value chain: cash is the output resource of the car-renting process and is the input in the car-repairing process; similarly, a repaired car is an output resource of the car-repairing process and is an input in the car-renting process.

As an advantage, REA includes rules for constructing business models; as a result, this process is more orderly than others. As another advantage, REA uses an object-oriented approach and UML diagrams to represent business processes.

Eriksson and Penker [31] provide a collection of business patterns classified into three categories: resource and rule patterns, goal patterns, and process patterns. Each of these
categories contains several patterns. Arlow and Neustadt [4] also present a set of business patterns, but their patterns, such as customer and money, are related to the detailed modeling of individual concepts present in business; probably for this reason, they call their patterns “business archetype patterns.”

Figure 2.4: Two Exchanges in a Value Chain: (a) renting a car, (b) repairing a car
Process Modeling and Enterprise Modeling: Next, a brief description of a line of research, identified as enterprise modeling, is provided because the selected business patterns of this work are represented as an ontology and emphasize the semantic of entities. An enterprise model “is a computational representation of the structure, activities, processes, information, resources, people, behavior, goals, and constraints of a business, government, or other enterprise. It can be both descriptive and definitional–spanning what is and what should be [40].” TOronto Virtual Enterprise (TOVE) [39] exemplifies an effort on enterprise modeling. The OMG Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) describes a business modeling approach based on the semantics of business vocabularies, facts, and business rules.

Several modeling notations for specifying business processes exist. Because of the existence of various such languages and difficulties in translation from one language to another, some authors compare this situation with the Tower of Babel [21]. A few popular, currently or at some point in time, of these languages for modeling business processes are described next.

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN): The following description of BPMN graphical notation is mainly based on an article by Dijkman et al. [25]. BPMN, an OMG standard, includes numerous graphical elements or constructs divided into three groups: objects, sequence flows, and object flows. Object is subsequently classified into three categories: event, activity, and gateway; each category includes several elements. For instance, a start event graphical construct represents the beginning of a process, and an end event notation shows the end of a process. In addition, terminate, message, and error events represent other types of events. A sequence flow links two objects and describes an ordering within a process, whereas a message flow describes the interaction between processes as a method to connect them.

Despite BPMN being similar to the UML activity diagrams and part of OMG, BPMN has more constructs than activity diagrams; in addition, BPMN is not an approach related to object-oriented modeling.

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL): This XML-based specification language represents business processes in a declarative manner. BPEL can specify both abstract and executable business processes [77]: an abstract BPEL partially specifies a business process without describing all the detail of execution, whereas an executable one describes the process in detail. Barreto et al. [77] regard a BPEL specification as a container that starts with a process element. Similar to BPMN, BPEL is not related to object-oriented modeling. In addition, BPEL does not discuss business processes in general but considers them in the context of the Web.
Finally, the use of activity diagrams, Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs), flow charts, and Integration DEFinition (IDEF) models for process modeling is mentioned next.

**Activity Diagram**: These diagrams are the current UML standards for showing steps that make a process. An activity diagram resembles a sequence diagram, but the former focuses on operations, and the latter emphasizes objects [16]. (Although an activity diagram can also show objects by the addition of implicit and explicit pins and data objects, these additional elements are not necessarily included in every activity diagram.) An activity diagram is a variation of a flow chart: for instance, an activity diagram can show both sequential and concurrent processes, whereas a traditional flowchart cannot [16]. Activity diagrams comprise a few notations to describe processes, such as business processes; nevertheless, an activity diagram is a general representation and does not represent a modeling approach.

**Data Flow Diagram (DFD) and Flow Chart**: DFD was a popular diagram within the structured analysis paradigm, but its use has declined. As the name of this diagram indicates, DFD shows the flow of data within processes and sub-processes. Control of flow is not explicitly modeled, and what causes this flow is determined using other structured analysis techniques, such as decision tables [21]. The UML activity diagrams provide a means to represent DFDs by the addition of object nodes and pins to activity diagrams. Flow charts, variations of UML activity diagrams, can also describe control of flow.

**IDEF**: Integration DEFinition (IDEF) is a family of modeling notation; in it, IDEF0 and IDEF3 are related to business process modeling. The following IDEF descriptions are largely based on the IDEF web site, www.idef.com, unless stated otherwise.

**IDEF0/IDEF3**: The primary use of IDEF0 is modeling functions. IDEF0 shows a function as a box with inputs, mechanisms (i.e., “the means used to perform a function”), and controls (i.e., “conditions required to produce correct output”) as inflows to the box, and outputs as outflows from the box. Figure 2.5 [76] depicts IDEF0.

![Figure 2.5: IDEF0](image-url)
A function can be gradually decomposed to show sub-functions. IDEF0 recommends function decomposition up to six levels. Functions can be organized in a hierarchical representation, for instance from left to right, such that an output from one function is an input to another. Therefore, IDEF0 can show a sequence of activities without time considerations. IDEF0 identifies what functions are performed, and what is needed to perform these functions. Some authors note the lack of guidance in function decomposition as a drawback of this approach [21]. Although IDEF0 can represent a sequence of activities as described, IDEF0 is not intended for this procedure. IDEF3 is designed for process description and includes two diagrams: process flow and object state transition network. A process flow diagram shows the sequence of activities within a process, and an object state transition network presents an object-centered view.

REA is compatible with other approaches, such as IDEF0 [48]: IDEF0 inputs correspond to REA resources consumed, and IDEF0 outputs correspond to REA resources produced. IDEF0’s mechanisms (i.e., “the means used to perform a function” [76]) represent people and machines and therefore are equivalent to REA agents and resources; IDEF0 controls (i.e., “conditions required to produce correct output” [76]) are comparable to REA policies. The sub-functions of an IDEF0 can also be compared to the REA value chain model, described previously, in which an input from a module is the output to another one.

2.3 Formal Verification

This thesis uses model checking, a formal method approach, also used in the industry, with weaknesses and strengths. Baier et al. [8] list characteristics of model checking and note its strengths as follows: a) this general approach is applicable to software and hardware; b) it allows properties to be validated individually; c) when a property is not valid, the approach creates a counter-example for the invalidity of the property; d) the approach is rapidly being adopted by the industry, and new techniques and tools are constantly being introduced. The authors express the following weaknesses of model checking: a) the approach, in most cases, is suitable for “control-intensive” applications rather than “data-intensive” ones; b) model checking is subject to theoretical limitations of decidability and effective computations; c) this approach verifies a model and not an actual system; d) the state-space explosion is still a problem to overcome.

Model checkers use temporal logic to express various properties; therefore, an overview of temporal logic follows. Although several types of temporal logic for property specifi-
cations exist, Linear time Temporal Logic (LTL)\(^1\) and Propositional Computational Tree Logic (CTL), a branching-time temporal logic, are used most often by model checkers. In LTL, time is a set of paths, and each path is a sequence that consists of time instances; therefore, LTL is called linear because of this view of time. In CTL, time is viewed as a tree, and each moment can have various possible futures. CTL cannot express fairness properties because this type of property describes that something will happen or fail to happen, with or without certain conditions, infinitely often (read repeated liveness) [13]. The “infinitely often” of the above definition translates into GF, where G and F stand for “always” and “eventually,” respectively. A property that includes GF cannot be expressed in CTL because the temporal operators, such as G and F, must follow either the universal quantifier (\(\forall\)) or existential quantifier (\(\exists\)).

LTL does not have universal and existential quantifiers (\(\forall\) and \(\exists\)). The nonexistence of the universal quantifier (\(\forall\)) does not impose any problem in property specification because LTL implicitly quantifies over all paths. In addition, the nonexistence of existential quantifier (\(\exists\)) can be remedied using the dual negation relation between \(\forall\) and \(\exists\) [49]: to check whether there is a path from a state \(s\) that satisfies a formula \(\phi\), one can check its equivalent to determine whether all paths from the state \(s\) satisfy \(\neg\phi\). However, a property statement that includes both existential and universal quantifiers cannot be described by the negation of the original statement because its negation also contains the existential quantifier. For instance, “For every computation it is always possible to return to the initial state” (i.e., \(\forall G \exists F\) start) cannot be expressed by LTL [8].

Alloy [50] represents a formal specification and analysis mainly based on predicate logic with some similarities and differences to the model checking approach. Alloy Analyzer is a compiler that translates a problem into a Boolean formula; the formula is subsequently handed to a SAT solver. Alloy Analyzer also translates the SAT solver’s solution into Alloy’s language. Therefore, the Alloy analysis relies on SAT solvers.

Theorem provers are also used in the verification of access control and/or business processes. Theorem proving uses axioms and proofs to show the correctness of a system [23]. In addition, Description Logics (DLs) are formal languages for representing and reasoning about knowledge. In general, DLs represent subsets of first order logic, but some are supersets of predicate logic. The expressivity of DLs depends on the constructors they use in specification [7, 6]. Various DL reasoners such as FaCT++, Pellet, and Racerpro with different reasoning capability are available.

\(^1\)Berard et al. [13] use the term Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL) instead of LTL. PLTL is more descriptive and accurate, but because of the common use in literature of LTL to mean PLTL, the term LTL is also used here.
2.3.1 Formal Verification of Access Control Policies

Formal verification of access control policies is an active research area. This thesis also discusses the verification of these policies, but the policies are based on access control models. In addition, the combination of the policies is also represented by state machines. This section describes prior works on the verification of access control policies.

Various formal method approaches, such as logic programming, model checking, and theorem proving, are used for the verification of access control policies. Before describing a few examples, it may be beneficial to mention the theoretical limitation in analysis and to elaborate on the scope of this limitation.

The theoretical limitation always applies in that these types of analysis for the most difficult problems are probably intractable. Role-based Access Control (RBAC) analysis is shown to have PSPACE-complete complexity for general cases, and for certain restricted cases, the complexity changes to NP-complete; for some others, running time is reduced to polynomial [52]. It is known that $P \subseteq NP \subseteq PSPACE \subseteq EXPTIME$, although it has not been discovered whether any of the above containment relationships is an equality [95]. Some strict containment between the above non-adjacent classes, such as $P \subset EXPTIME$, is known, but it has not been determined whether $P \subset PSPACE$ holds [83]. Nevertheless, the intractability indicates the existence of possible exponential running time for difficult instances, but this possibility does not apply to every instance. Jha et al. [52] performed several experiments to determine how realistic the analysis of RBAC access control is. They included cases in which the number of roles varied from 12 to 100, and the number of rules were in the range of 31 to 250. The results were very positive because these nontrivial cases have been analyzed in an expected amount of time. In addition, an exponential running time such as $2^n$ indicates a worst-case measure and the existence of at least one problem of size $n$ to require such a running time; however, most cases require much less time than $2^n$ [41].

Harrison et al. [45] also describe the general theoretical limitation in analysis but are in favor of analysis. They study the safety analysis problem in an access control matrix and conclude that it is undecidable: no algorithm can determine whether, in a general case, an arbitrary configuration of an access matrix is safe. In other words, if users can grant rights for accessing objects or operations to other users, determining whether someone can gain a prohibited access when the access control system has no controls to limit users’ access is impossible [33]. Nevertheless, Harrison et al. [45] suggest that the undecidability of the general case should not prevent analysis of restricted versions. For instance, they show that analysis of the safety problem within an access control matrix is decidable if no subjects or objects are allowed to be created.
Next, a few representations of access control policy analysis are provided. Jha et al. [52] use model checking and logic programming to analyze access control policies and compare these two approaches. They perform two experiments and conclude that even a problem with a probably intractable running time (i.e., probably an exponential running time) for the most difficult cases, can be solved in a reasonable time for some realistic instances. They use both model checking and a logic programming approach and conclude that logic programming using XSB (the Stony Brook University Extended Prolog) performs better for small instances, while model checking using New Symbolic Model Verifier (NuSMV) performs better for larger cases. Their experiments show that the number of rules is a determining factor in runtime; even data sets with a larger number of roles and fewer rules run faster than data sets with fewer roles and more rules. The authors’ work provides insights in terms of using two different analysis approaches, but the scope of their work is limited to RBAC: Their work is not concerned with rule- and policy-combining algorithms that exist in policy languages.

Jürjens et al. [53] introduce UMLsec, extensions to UML using stereotypes to enable security specifications (both authorizations and authentications). In this approach, UML diagrams are annotated using a language with formal semantics. For instance, they use a permission-based access control (i.e., associating permissions to entities) and annotate UML class and sequence diagrams with these permissions to describe static and dynamic aspects. Then, the authors translate these permissions into the language of a first order theorem prover, such as SPASS, for the purpose of analysis. Despite the large scope of UMLsec (i.e., includes authorization and authentication), UMLsec annotates UML diagrams to define precise security definitions. Some may argue that this approach defeats the entire purpose and advantage of UML as a visual modeling language. Similarly, their work does not apply to policy languages and rule and policy combinations.

Several authors describe different approaches in which they initially use UML and OCL and then add analysis capabilities. HOL-OCL represents a tool for analyzing UML class models annotated with OCL constraints. HOL-OCL mainly relies on the Higher Order Logic (HOL) theorem prover for analysis and consists of several components [19]: a) a data repository that can accept UML and OCL specifications and translate them into XML Metalanguage Interchange (XMI). The data repository can also accept directly XMI; in addition, there are other tools to perform this translation from UML to XMI, b) a datatype package in HOL that includes object-oriented data structures of UML/OCL models, c) a library that consists of over 10,000 UML/OCL definitions such as those of integer, real, bag, and sequence, d) a collection of proof procedures for HOL that provides necessary modules of analysis. HOL-OCL describes an analysis approach for UML class diagrams, but the scope of this research is limited to only one type of UML diagram.
The current standard language for specifying access control policies is eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). Some research on formalizing XACML exists, and one representation is discussed next.

Fisler et al. [36] present an approach and a tool called Margrave\(^2\) for the verification of access-control policies written in an XACML subset, which will eventually be extended. For instance, some XACML features, such as conditions with nested non-boolean functions and multi-subject requests, are not currently handled by Margrave. To analyze access control properties, Margrave translates these XACML properties into Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams (MTBDDs), variations and general forms of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). An MTBDD has multiple terminal nodes. Margrave builds an MTBDD for each rule; then, these MTBDDs representing rules are combined. For instance, Figure 2.6(a) shows an MTBDD representing a rule in which a project manager (p) is permitted to book (b) a room (r), and Figure 2.6(b) describes another rule in which a member (m) is not allowed to book a room. Figure 2.6(c) shows the combination of these two rules.

In addition, the authors’ approach also includes a change-impact analysis component that compares two policies using a decision diagram called a change-analysis decision diagram. The authors use the policies of conference management to evaluate their approach.

\(^2\)“a margrave is a lord or keeper of borders: that is, a medieval access control manager [36].”
rule-combining algorithms, such as the ordered-permit-overrides algorithm. This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

Enterprise Policy Authorization Language (EPAL) resembles XACML. For instance, a policy in both XACML and EPAL consists of one or several rules with similar three-part structures [3]: a) an applicability that determines whether a rule applies to a request using attribute values, b) a condition that describes existing constrains, c) an effect with a value of either permit or deny that determines when a rule is applicable and conditions are met. Therefore, because of similarities between XACML and EPAL, the research on formalizing XACML can be applicable to EPAL. Fisler et al. [36] believe that Margrave “can, with minor changes, handle EPAL just as well as it does XACML.”

Finally, some research starts with UML and OCL and performs analysis using additional tools. Some representatives of this line of research for access control policy analysis are discussed next. UML-based Specification Environment (USE) enables the analysis of both structure (i.e., classes, associations, attributes, and invariants of these elements) and behaviour (i.e., operations and their pre- and post-conditions) of models [44]. It appears that the current scope of OCL specification contains only class diagrams, but the USE project also includes UML sequence diagrams. Gogolla et al.’s future work consists of more support for sequence diagrams and the import and export of diagrams to XMI [44].

Sohr et al. [96] present two approaches for the analysis of access control policies. In their first approach, USE receives both a textual format of UML models and OCL (i.e., a textual representation of class names, attributes, and associations) as input. After syntax checking, USE draws UML diagrams. The authors mention that USE may find errors in certain situations and recommend the use of theorem provers to find other errors [96]. Despite the stated limitation, USE has been capable of detecting bugs such as initialization errors within the first variant of Alloy [50]. In their second approach, the authors use the theorem prover Isabelle and first order temporal logic. They also use Temporal Object Constraint Language (TOCL), first introduced by Ziemann and Gogolla, to specify a type of dynamic separation of duties. The scope of this work is also limited to RBAC.

Basin et al. [10] present the SecureUML metamodel, which uses UML to visualize and extend RBAC. They also use OCL expressions, e.g., for expressing class invariants. Figure 2.7 [9] shows the updated SecureUML metamodel from a subsequent publication.

The RBAC model (Figure 2.1) shows permission, which is generally viewed as operations on objects. Figure 2.7 presents permission connected to the class of action (i.e., operation) and associated with the class of resource (i.e., objects), but permission is generally expressed as operations on objects. Therefore, the existence of class “permission” in addition to “action” and “resource” is not justified. Despite their choice, their model (Figure 2.7) can
be considered an extension of RBAC because it is not substantially different from RBAC.

Basin et al. [9] add querying capabilities to answer certain questions, such as whether two roles exist such that one includes the set of all actions of the other in addition to not being related to each other in a hierarchical manner in terms of privileges. The authors introduce SecureMOVA, an extension of MOVA, to provide query capabilities. (MOVA enables drawing UML class and object diagrams plus writing and evaluating OCL constraints.)

Finally, it is worth mentioning an effort called the Common Criteria for Information Technology and Security Evaluation, commonly referred to as CC. The description of this effort also compares common criteria and this thesis’ scope.

The Common Criteria started in the mid to late 1990s through the evolution, merging, and extension of three existing evaluation criteria: The Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) of the 1980s, the Canadian Trusted Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC) of the 1990s, and Europe’s Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) of the 1990s [15].

The Common Criteria consists of two categories [98]: a) functional requirements that describe desired security behaviour and consist of eleven classes, including audit and identification and authentication, and b) assurance requirements that specify the existing in-

Figure 2.7: The SecureUML metamodel
tended security measures and include several classes. The Security Assurance requirements use an Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) classification, which currently consists of seven levels, but the last three levels are hardly applied in practice.

The scope of CC includes all aspects of security, including access control, authentication, and auditing. Several licensed laboratories exist around the world to evaluate these criteria; in addition, annual conferences entitled International Common Criteria Conferences are dedicated to this subject. Despite continuously updated ISO (ISO 15048) and extensive classification of security requirements, the common criteria represents a general approach.

2.3.2 Formal Verification of Business Processes

This thesis describes the verification of business and access models and policies. Therefore, at this point it may help to outline some prior works on formal verification of business processes.

Similarly, and in a parallel effort to access control policy verification, the desired properties for business processes are verified using different analysis techniques. This formal analysis includes some properties, such as whether an action is reachable in a business process. A few representatives are discussed next.

Janssen et al. [51] present Architectural Modelling Box for Enterprise Redesign (AMBER) for the specification of business processes. AMBER has graphical constructs to describe actions, hierarchical compositions, and causality relations, among others. These graphical representations are automatically translated to the language of SPIN. The authors view their automatic translation as a bridge between informal and formal models. They define GARAGE, a process for repairing a car after an accident, and PRO-FIT, a process for evaluating a claim sent from a customer to an insurance company. Using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), Janssen et al. define and evaluate five properties, e.g., is the car always repaired when delivered? AMBER does not perform an automatic translation of properties, and users have to write properties in LTL. The work in this thesis (Chapter 4) also specifies properties in LTL, but these properties are categorized and have specific forms.

Some research papers for verification of business processes start with Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) descriptions and then apply various formal verification tools to analyze certain properties. A few representations of this line of research follow.

VERification for BUSiness processes (VERBUS) [37] represents an approach and a tool, based on the model checking approach, for verification of business process properties.
Currently, VERBUS receives a BPEL description and translates it automatically to a common formal specification that is subsequently translated to the languages of SPIN and Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) model checkers. The authors state that VERBUS differs from other similar approaches because it can be extended by the inclusion of other business process languages and formal methods techniques. According to the authors, the extendibility is achieved through use of a common intermediate language. As an advantage of this approach, VERBUS can examine both Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) properties. VERBUS can use both SPIN and SMV model checkers.

Salaïn et al. [86] state that BPEL lacks well-defined semantics and advocate the use of languages with formal semantics such as Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS), a process algebra language. With a small test case written in both BPEL and CCS, they describe a sanitary agency model that can accept requests from elderly citizens and provide responses accordingly. To analyze certain properties, Salaïn et al. use Concurrency Workbench of the New Century (CWB-NC), which can accept a CCS specification. The authors use Calculus of Communicating Systems to describe their test case; nevertheless, their test case is a small one.

Ouyang et al. [81] take advantage of extensive research using Petri nets to describe and analyze business processes and present their approach using BPEL2PNML and WofBPEL tools. Using Petri Net Markup Language (PNML), BPEL2PNML accepts BPELs and translates them into Petri nets. (Other existing Petri net graphical visualizers, such as the PIPE editor, can also transform PNML layout descriptions into Petri net diagrams.) WofBPEL receives PNML layout information and performs three different types of analysis, including the detection of unreachable actions within business processes. In addition, WofBPEL creates an XML file that contains the results of an analysis, including description of errors. The authors provide small examples and show three different error messages captured by their analysis.

Some authors, e.g., Dijkman et al. [25], argue that the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) standard may possibly introduce errors in modeling business processes because BPMN has many constructs that lack formal semantics. The authors translate BNMPs to Petri nets because Petri nets are formal models based on the concept of flow, either the flow of an object or the flow of control. The authors translate some BNMP models, collected from different sources, into Petri nets; their analysis detects dead tasks and livelock errors. Their work neither covers the BNMP existing capabilities of multiple concurrent executions of subprocesses for handling exceptions completely nor BNMP OR-join gateways.
Chapter 3

Access Control Models, Rules and Policies and their Combinations

Summary: This chapter describes a common representation for business and access control models, rules, and policies based on the Resource-Event-Agent (REA) model, REA patterns, and state machines (SMs).

Access control models provide the basis for access control rules. An access control policy can be seen as a combination of one or more rules, and one or more policies can be combined into a set of access control policies that control access to an entire system. The rules and resulting policies can be combined in many different ways, and the combination of rules and policies are included in policy languages.

The top two boxes of Figure 3.1 correspond to Box A1 of Figure 1.1 and show the approach of using a common representation to describe both business processes and access control models. Business models are described using REA and business patterns (e.g., [42, 48, 68, 100]). Section 2.2 and Appendix A also describe REA.

As the top right-hand box of Figure 3.1 presents, the role-based access control (RBAC) model is selected to show the approach. As explained in Chapter 1 and described in detail later in this chapter, this modeling approach applies not only to RBAC but to any general access control model that is based on the five constituents: users, objects, permissions, operations, and subjects [33]. In general, access control models can be expressed in REA through three REA AC patterns that map resources, events, and agents to the previously mentioned five constituents of access control. Extension of the model to two other main access control categories, discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory access control (MAC), is illustrated.
The box at the bottom of Figure 3.1 represents access control rules based on access control models and corresponds to A2 of Figure 1.1. The grammar of AC rules, based on AC models, is described in BNF.

This chapter also discusses the combination of rules into policies using state machines and explains different possible ordering combinations. This approach is shown in the two top boxes of Figure 3.2, and it maps into Box A3 in Figure 1.1. These combinations can be described by various algorithms, such as the first-applicable algorithm (the top right-hand box of Figure 3.2 and also described in detail in Figure 3.3). The bottom box of Figure 3.2 shows a state machine that describes the formal model for the first-applicable rule-combining algorithm and corresponds to Box B3 in Figure 1.1. As presented in this box, one of the authorizations of permit, deny, or not applicable (NA) is decided based on the existing AC rules and this algorithm. The state machines for these combinations are discussed in detail later. The categorization and formalization of properties from Boxes B1 and B2 of Figure 1.1 are described in Chapter 4.

Section 3.1 provides an overview of the general approach. Section 3.2 describes the
Rule-combining
Described by
State Machine Representations
Different combining algorithms are possible.
One is based on the first-applicable algorithm:
if found, return permit or deny and then quit;
if not found at the end, return NA.

Figure 3.2: Access control policies as a combination of rules and a rule-combining algorithm
The description of the first-applicable rule-combining algorithm follows [79]: the evaluation of rules within a policy is in the same order that rules are listed in a policy. If a rule applies, then the rule’s result, i.e., permit or deny, applies, and the evaluation of the rest of rules halts. Otherwise, the procedure continues to the end. If none of the rules applies, then the result will be not applicable.

Figure 3.3: First-applicable Rule-combining Algorithm

generic patterns of this thesis and uses a running banking example, taken from the literature, to illustrate examples of these patterns. This section provides a detailed description of the patterns used to construct classes of access control models and explains Box A1 of Figure 1.1. Section 3.3 explains the specification of a general form of access control rules based on access control models. This section expands on the material in Box A2 of Figure 1.1. Section 3.4 shows the creation of access control policies using general algorithmic forms, state machines, and access control rules. This section presents Boxes A3 and B3 of Figure 1.1.

3.1 Overview of Representing Classes of AC Models

Geerts and McCarthy [43] created a notation to represent policies related to business models using REA and a small number of patterns. Since models such as RBAC represent access control policies, this thesis has adopted a similar approach as a starting point for the access control domain. Specifically, Geerts and McCarthy’s notation is enhanced to include the classes, attributes, and relationships to represent access control models.

This section provides an overview of the task of representing access control (AC) models using patterns. First, an overview of general policy patterns as described by Geerts and McCarthy [43] is provided. These patterns are the starting point for modeling access control. Then, a motivation for using patterns and an outline of the pattern approach are provided.

**General Policy Patterns:** A general policy applies to groups and types, such as groups of airplanes and types of flights, rather than an individual entity. For example, commuter aircraft usually fly between cities a few miles apart, but jumbo jets fly between continents. Such a policy can be modeled graphically as patterns.\(^1\) Detailed descriptions of business models and general policies using REA patterns are provided in Appendix A. Figure 3.4

\(^1\)A pattern is here used in the same sense as described by Fowler [38].
shows an example of a REA pattern called *Mirror* for modeling the existence of a general policy. In this figure, a policy can be expressed by the association between FlightType and PlaneType describing what types of planes can be used for what types of flights.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.4:** The existence of a general policy can be modeled by a *Mirror* pattern.

**Motivation for Using Patterns:** Patterns are used for representing access control models for the following reasons:

- REA provides some patterns for modeling general policies. However, their patterns are deficient in the sense that they do not include the classes, attributes, and relationships to represent access control models. However patterns, such as the *Mirror* pattern, can serve as an excellent starting point in access control modeling.

- The problem can be solved incrementally as each pattern can solve part of a problem. For instance, one pattern can model a building block (e.g., permission) of an access control model, and another pattern can model a different element. Then, the combination of patterns can build an access control model.

- The benefits of patterns are commonly acknowledged, as patterns can enable reuse and prevent the reinvention the same solutions over and over. In addition, one can take advantage of the guidelines of patterns (i.e., the context, problem, solution, and example of a pattern) in determining when and how to use them [16].

**An Outline of the Pattern Approach:** A mapping between resources, events, and agents and the primitives of access control, namely subjects, objects, users, permissions, operations and their relationships, is performed using the patterns in Appendix A as a starting point. This mapping is performed using the following steps:

a) The patterns are specialized to deal with only resources, events, and agents.
b) These patterns are further enhanced with attributes to map REA to the primitive building blocks of access control models such as users and permissions. Specialized Basic and Root patterns model the users (and roles) and role hierarchies (if they exist) of access control models. A specialized Mirror pattern models permissions of access control models.

c) Specific combinations of these three specialized patterns based on the Root and Mirror patterns are used to construct classes of access control models.

3.2 Representing Classes of Access Control Models

Classes of access control models, in general, can be described by five elements [33], namely users, objects, subjects, operations, permissions, and their relationships. A user represents an individual interacting with a computer system. An object represents any resource, such as a file, that can be accessed, and therefore is assumed to be passive. An operation is an active process such as write, when a user writes to a file, and a subject refers to a computer process, such as a program consisting of several operations. Finally, a permission describes a set of tuples relating operations and objects such that if a tuple contains an operation and an object, then the operation on that object is permitted.

A mapping between these five elements and the three elements (i.e., resources, events, agents) of the REA model is described next. This mapping will be structured using patterns. First, users and objects correspond to agents and resources, respectively. An event corresponds to the completion of an operation, and can be considered as a different view of the same concept: an event includes a distinct change of state, whereas an operation makes the change happen [67]. Since a permission describes a set of tuples relating operations and objects, then based on the mapping between events and operations, permissions can also be modeled as tuples of events on resources. In addition, the subject corresponds to a process, which is set of operations that now map to events.

Using patterns and this mapping, access control models are constructed. RBAC, Figure 3.5 [34], is used to show the approach. RBAC is a well-known access control model and presented in detail in Section 2.1.1.

---

2The early access control models used the term subject for an active process, whereas in some recent access control models, such as role-based access control (RBAC), an operation and a subject are distinguished between [33]: a subject refers to a process possibly invoking several operations.
This mapping is demonstrated by modeling the elements of Figure 3.5. Section 3.2.1 describes the modeling of roles and user assignments using a pattern and also discusses constraints on users and roles. Section 3.2.2 presents the modeling of permission using a different pattern; this section also discusses constraints on permissions. Section 3.2.3 explains a core RBAC model that is constructed by the combination of patterns of the previous two sections. Section 3.2.4 explains the advantages of the core access control model constructed in this thesis. Section 3.2.5 presents role hierarchies and separation of duties using a variation of the pattern described in Section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.6 illustrates the extension of this modeling to represent discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory access control (MAC), two other main categories of access control.

**Convention:** This chapter follows the readability convention proposed by Ambler [2], namely that capital letters or underscores are not used in class names or their attributes (Figure 3.6). For example, loan officer and day of week are used instead of loanOfficer and dayOfWeek.

**Description of Patterns:** The pattern representation presented here is consistent with the general presentation of analysis patterns in the literature (e.g., [38]), in which context, problem, and solution are the three main elements. The resulting context is adopted from Hruby’s form [48]. The pattern description consists of the following elements:

**Name:** A short descriptive name for a pattern

**Context:** A description of the situation to which a pattern applies

**Problem:** A brief explanation of the situation to which a pattern applies

**Solution:** An explanation of the way a pattern solves a described problem. This chapter
intends to describe the solution in enough detail to be coherent, but also to be general enough to allow the solution to apply broadly.

**Example:** An example of the solution

**Resulting Context:** A clarification and the consequences of the solution in a broader aspect

Pattern descriptions [57] for access control models, which appear in the next sections, are presented both in general and in relation to a specific banking example. Figure 3.7 shows this banking application, provided by Chandramouli [22].

### 3.2.1 Modeling Roles and User Assignments

The pattern described next models the user, role, and the assignment of a user to a role (user assignment) of an access control model. For instance, for RBAC, this pattern uses REA to describe the left hand-side of Figure 3.5, which consists of circles called users and roles, and their connections.

**Name:** *Role Modeling and User Assignments* Pattern

**Context:** This work assumes that the roles are already known and can be described using various existing entities (classes) and their attributes.

**Problem:** The concept of roles in organizations is significant because activities and tasks are associated with roles. More specifically, how can one model users and roles using REA primitives? What kind of roles can be included in teams or organizational units (i.e., teams
Banking Case Study [22]

The banking application is used by tellers, customer service reps and loan officers, accountants, and accounting managers.

**Policies:** The existing policies are as follows:
P1) A teller can modify deposit accounts.
P2) A customer service rep can create and delete deposit accounts and also has a teller’s permissions.
P3) A loan officer can create and modify loan accounts.
P4) An accountant can create general ledger reports.
P5) An accounting manager can modify ledger posting rules and also has the permissions of an accountant.

**Hierarchical Role Relationships:**
H1) A customer service rep role ranks higher than a teller role.
H2) An accounting manager role ranks higher than an accountant role.
H3) Customer service rep, loan officer, and accounting manager roles rank at the same level.
H4) A branch manager ranks the highest.

**Static Separation of Duties:** A single user cannot hold the following pair of roles:
1) customer service rep and accounting manager
2) loan officer and accounting manager
3) teller and accountant
4) teller and loan officer
5) accountant and loan officer

**Dynamic Separation of Duties:** One individual cannot hold the following two roles at the same time: customer service rep and loan officer

![Figure 3.7: A banking example](image)

or organizational units are aggregation of users.)? How can different roles of a user, if they arise in relation to teams or organizational units, be modeled? In addition, how are these roles assigned to users?

**Solution:** The solution is constructed in two steps using the *Basic* and *Root* patterns.

**Step One:** This step models users and roles of access control using REA. Users and roles correspond to individuals and their types respectively, and can be specialized to agents and agent types of REA. The *Basic* pattern (Appendix A) can model the constraint relationship
of access control between agent and agent type and so is used as a starting point.

Figure 3.8(a) shows an example of the Basic pattern. The Basic pattern can represent a statement (i.e., a general policy) using a classType and its attribute; e.g., in Figure 3.8(a), the attribute of the FlightType class can be used to state the scheduled departure time of a flight type is at a specific time.

First, the Basic pattern is specialized to deal only with agent and agent types, and then the pattern is enhanced with attributes of agent and agent types, as shown in Figure 3.8(b). For instance, in Figure 3.8(c), the agent type is enhanced with attributes role name, status, and responsibilities. Thus, if a role name is teller and the status is temporary, the teller responsibilities can have values such as deposit cheque or cash and update passbook. Agents can also have attributes such as start time. The multiplicities of association many (*, zero or more) next to agent and agent type (role) allow one agent to have many roles, and one role to have many agents.

The use of type (e.g., FlightType, agent type) is consistent with the work of Geerts and McCarthy [43] as described in Appendix A.

**Step Two:** This step first adds to step one the modeling of kinds of roles that can be part of teams or organization units. This step also models different roles of a user, if they arise, in relation to teams or organization units. Thus, this step uses agents (e.g., users), agent type or role, and agent group (e.g., teams or organization units). The Root pattern
(Appendix A) can represent access control constraints between agent type (role) and agent group (e.g., teams), and between agent and agent group.

Figure 3.9(a) shows an example of the Root pattern in which Plane, PlaneType, and Fleet (i.e., plane group) are associated with one another. Based on the association between PlaneType and Fleet, the Root pattern in Figure 3.9(a) represents a statement (i.e., a general policy): specific types of planes (i.e., PlaneType) can be part of a Fleet.

![Diagram A]

Figure 3.9: (a) The Root pattern and (b) the specialized Root pattern

Figure 3.9(b) shows the specialized Root pattern that has only agent, agent type, and agent group classes. Based on Figure 3.9(b), one can state a specific agent type can be part of a group; for instance, specific agent type (e.g., managers) can be part a group such as a bank branch. The multiplicities of association of many (*, zero or more), next to agent type (role) and agent group allow one agent type (role) to be part of many (zero or more) groups, and one agent group (e.g., team) to have many (zero or more) roles. Similarly, the multiplicities of association many (*, zero or more) next to agent and agent group allow one agent to be part of many groups (i.e., zero or more), and one agent group (e.g., team) to have many (zero or more) agents.

As a result of the two steps described, Figure 3.10 shows the role modeling and user assignments pattern that uses the Basic and Root patterns. This figure also shows the attributes of agent, agent type, and agent group. By using various combinations of these attributes, one will be able to describe details of the functions of agents, agent types or roles, and agent groups that are related to access control. For instance, a specific teller can have access to cash at certain hours, such as 9 am. to 5 pm., based on the attributes shown in Figure 3.10.

**User Assignments:** This pattern not only applies to RBAC but also to extensions of RBAC such as rule-based RBAC [1]. Rule-based RBAC suggests the assignment of users to roles based on the attribute values of individual users. This assignment can be described in the form of a rule and therefore the naming rule-based RBAC. For instance, Kern and Walhorn [58] provide an example: if the costCenter of a user is AB2500 (costCenter is an attribute of users), then the user has the role of a cashier. The pattern in this section is
Figure 3.10: (a) Pattern for modeling roles and user assignments, (b) an example

also capable of describing this approach (whenever it is applicable) because the pattern includes attributes. Therefore, in this case, the association called typification in Figure 3.10 always exists at the class level, but at the instance level based on the attribute values of
an agent, a link (i.e., an association at the object level) may or may not exist between an agent (i.e., user) and agent type (i.e., role).

**Example:** Figure 3.10(b) shows an example of the *Role Modeling and User Assignments* pattern. Table 3.1 is related to Figure 3.10(b) as the table includes the agent, agent type, agent group, and attributes of the figure.

As Table 3.1 shows, a detailed description of roles and their functions is possible using only the attributes of agents, agent types, and agent groups. For instance, the last row of this table can use each element of the columns of this table and provide a detailed representation: e.g., an *employee* with a *role name* of *teller* in a *team* of a specific size. Similarly, using the columns of the second row of the table, an *employee* in a *temporary teller* role with certain responsibilities can be portrayed using *role name, status, and responsibilities* attributes. The third row illustrates the possibility of describing an *employee* with a *teller* role to be valid only for a permitted time period (e.g., Monday to Friday and 9:00 am to 5:00 pm) using *day of week performed, daily start time, and daily end time* attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user (agent)</th>
<th>agent/agent type attribute</th>
<th>agent type or role</th>
<th>agent group</th>
<th>agent group attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>employee</td>
<td>role name, responsibilities</td>
<td>teller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee</td>
<td>role name, status, responsibilities</td>
<td>temporary teller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee</td>
<td>role name, day of week performed</td>
<td>teller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee</td>
<td>role name</td>
<td>teller</td>
<td>team</td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Entities and attributes of the *role modeling and user assignments* pattern in a table format

**Resulting Context:** To summarize, this pattern models users, roles, their aggregations (e.g., organization units and teams), and their relationships. The main purpose of this pattern is to model the foundational building blocks (i.e., users and roles) that are needed to construct access control models.

In addition, using attributes of this pattern, it is possible to present some features of the extended RBAC models such as rule-based RBAC (as previously described) or temporal RBAC (TRBAC) [14]. With TRBAC, some roles are active at certain times (e.g., a teller role may be valid only for a permitted time period).
3.2.2 Modeling Permissions

The pattern described next models the permission of an access control model. For instance, for RBAC, this pattern uses REA to model the right hand-side of Figure 3.5. Permissions in this figure are shown by the symbol PRMS, and include OPS (operations) and OBJS (objects) circles and their connections.

**Name:** Permission Modeling Pattern

**Context:** Permission is one of the main components of any access control model and constitutes an element of access control policies. Describing the processes of an organization not only includes an explanation of what needs to be performed but also includes permissions and restrictions in performing these activities.

**Problem:** How can permission be represented? More specifically, how can permission as an element of access control be modeled?

**Solution:** Permissions can be viewed as a set of tuples relating operations and objects such that if a tuple contains an operation and an object, then the operation on that object is permitted. Operations translate to REA events, and objects are equivalent to REA resources. The following brief description of events and operations describes the mapping of events to operations.

*Events and Operations:* These two terms are essentially two different views of the same concept; an event includes a distinct change of state, whereas an operation is the agent of this change [67]. In other words, the operation view considers the mechanism for this change, and the event view is concerned about the result of the operation [67, 75]. For instance, *verify order* represents an operation, whereas *order verified* describes an event occurrence.

Figure 3.4 has previously shown an example of the Mirror pattern (Appendix A). The Mirror pattern can be specialized to represent the permission of access control using operations and objects. The permission modeling pattern specializes the Mirror pattern by the identification of event, event type, resource, and resource type as entities of this pattern, as shown in Figure 3.11(a). An operation (OP), an object (OB), two typification associations (one between event and event type and the other between resource and resource type), and two other associations (one connecting event type and resource type and the other connecting event and resource) are also presented in this figure.

An enhancement to this pattern includes the use of attributes of event types or resource types, or both. Attributes can be used with this pattern to describe constraints on operations and objects, as shown next.
A diagram illustrating the relationships between event types, resource types, and resource flows. The diagram shows how event types are related to resource types through typification, and how resource flows are related to resources.

**Figure 3.11:** (a) Pattern for modeling permissions, (b) an example

**Example:** An example of permission can be the maximum amount of modification such as withdrawal from a foreign currency deposit account. Figure 3.11(b) models such a permission and also uses currency and maximum amount attributes.

Table 3.2 is related to Figure 3.11(b) because the table uses the entities and attributes of the figure. For instance, the last row of this table can be described using the columns of this table as a modification with a maximum amount for an account type with a currency (e.g., foreign currency) of a deposit account. The first row is similar to the third row, but the first row does not use attributes. In the second row, create is the value of attribute kind of the modification type class.

**Resulting Context:** To summarize, this pattern models permission, which is a foundational building block of access control. In addition, using various attribute combinations of event types and resource types, one will be able to provide constraints on describing permissions.
Table 3.2: Entities and attributes of permission modeling pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>event/event type</th>
<th>event type attribute</th>
<th>resource type</th>
<th>resource</th>
<th>resource type attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>modification</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>account type</td>
<td>deposit account</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>account type</td>
<td>loan account</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modification</td>
<td>maximum amount</td>
<td>account type</td>
<td>deposit account</td>
<td>currency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 A Core Access Control Model Formed by Combining Patterns

This section describes how to combine the users and role assignments pattern and the permission pattern (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) to construct a core access control model. To recap, the users and role assignments pattern models the left hand-side of Figure 3.5 consisting of circles called users and roles, and their connections. The permission pattern models the same figure’s right hand-side consisting of OPS (operations) and OBJ (objects) circles and their connections.

**Name:** Core Access Control Model Pattern

**Context:** A core access control model represents the basic functions of an access control model. This core access control model can represent who can perform what operations on which objects.

**Problem:** How can a core access control model for business models be obtained using the same entities used in describing business models? How can such a core access control model portray access control policies?

**Solution:** The combination of role modeling and user assignments and permission patterns creates a core model of authorization. Figure 3.12(a) shows the combination of these two patterns, where the dotted line separates the two patterns and identifies the two associations (i.e., participate-t and participate) that connect them.

**Example:** Figure 3.12(b) shows an example of the combination of these two patterns. This combination presents an example of a core RBAC model in which an employee role (i.e., teller) is shown in conjunction with one permission (e.g., modification of deposit accounts) of this role.

Table 3.3 is related to Figure 3.12 because the columns of this table are the classes of the figure. This table shows the policies of the banking running example. The word
Figure 3.12: (a) A combination of two presented patterns, (b) an example
“policies” in this table and this section is the same as the use of this word in the running banking example. The columns of this table represent event and event type, resource and resource type, agent and agent type that are used to portray access control policies. Based on the first row of Table 3.3, an employee with a teller role can modify account types of deposit accounts. The words create and delete in this table are the values of attribute kind of the modification type class. The remaining rows of this table are similar to the first one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>policies</th>
<th>user (agent)</th>
<th>agent type or role</th>
<th>event/ event type</th>
<th>object (resource)</th>
<th>object type (resource type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>teller</td>
<td>modification</td>
<td>deposit accounts</td>
<td>account type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>customer service rep</td>
<td>modification, create, delete</td>
<td>deposit accounts</td>
<td>account type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>accountant</td>
<td>create</td>
<td>general ledger reports</td>
<td>account type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>accounting manager</td>
<td>modification</td>
<td>ledger posting rules</td>
<td>account type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>loan officer</td>
<td>create, modification</td>
<td>loan accounts</td>
<td>account type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: A table representation of policies for the banking example

Figure 3.12(b) uses a UML class diagram and portrays the first row of Table 3.3; the other rows can be portrayed similarly. The policies of this table can be described by an access control model, which is an extension to RBAC.

Resulting Context: To summarize, the combination of a role modeling and user assignments pattern with a permission modeling pattern creates a core access control model. This combination (i.e., a core access control model) can portray a large range of access control models and policies.

3.2.4 Advantages of the Core Access Control Model

Figures 3.10 and 3.12 use classes that have type or group as part of their names, such as a resource type class or an agent group class. The advantages of using these classes are described next.

First Advantage: REA uses resource type, event type, and agent type classes that basically keep information and detailed descriptions about resources, events, and agents,
respectively. Figure 3.14 illustrates the purpose and advantage of using such classes with an example of an agent type class called Job Classification. REA uses these classes for the modeling of general policies, and this thesis uses these classes for presenting access control models and their portrayed access control policies. An example of using such classes for the representation of general policies and its advantage is illustrated by Figure 3.13.

![Figure 3.13: Two levels of policy descriptions](image)

The top level of Figure 3.13 can be used for defining policies, because the instances of FlightType and PlaneType describe the common characteristics of flights. For instance, based on the top level of this figure, one can state that flights between Toronto and Vancouver leave at 10 am based on the value of scheduled departure time (departure city and arrival city attributes are not shown in this figure). The instances of the lower level of this figure can be actual flights that take place. For instance, based on the lower level, one can state that the flight between Toronto and Vancouver actually left at 10:15 am. An alternative of not using the FlightType class can be the inclusion of the FlightType’s scheduled departure time attribute in the Flight class and deleting the FlightType class. But this alternative is not concise and thus creates redundancy, because scheduled departure time must be included in every instance of the Flight Class. Therefore, the use of classes such as FlighType reduces redundancy as policies can be defined using the common characteristics of classes and be applicable for all the instantiations of the concept.

**Second Advantage:** Aggregation and group are discussed in the literature [107, 85, 67, 72, 71, 92]. Figure 3.15 provides a brief overview. REA uses the notion of group, a subcategory of aggregation, to be specific on the kind of aggregation it uses. Similarly, this thesis uses group in modeling access control.

In addition, REA uses explicit aggregates, and this thesis also presents access control models using the explicit representation of aggregates. The advantages of explicit aggregates versus implicit modeling of aggregates is discussed in the literature. Figure 3.16
The Use of Classes with Type as a Part of Their Names

The following left hand-side figure has a class called Job Classification that is an agent type class, or in this case, the Employee type, in REA. The Job Classification class can hold detailed information, such as role name values and base pay rate values for each Employee or agent. The right hand-side figure shows an alternative approach in which the role name and base pay rate attributes of the Job Classification class are included in the Employee class, and the Job Classification class, or the employee type class, does not exist.

The disadvantage of the right-hand side of the figure is its lack of conciseness and consequent redundancy in keeping information. For instance, the base pay rate attribute of the Employee class must be duplicated for every instance of the Employee class. In addition, if the value of base pay rate changes, this change must be reflected for every instance of the Employee class. Similarly, if an attribute and its value that applies to all role names is added or deleted, then for the model on the right, this change must be reflected for every instance of the Employee class. For the model on the left, only one entry is added to or removed from the Job Classification class.

Figure 3.14: The Job Classification class is the agent type class.

provides an overview of this topic. As a result of using explicit aggregates, the model presented in this chapter is more expressive than general access control models.

The following examples show this benefit and present cases that cannot be expressed by general access control models because explicit aggregates are not used.

Agent Group Example: Can a teller within a team with size three (size is an attribute of the team) have a certain permission on a resource (e.g., a large withdrawal from a savings account with foreign currency)? An implicit representation of a team as a relationship
Aggregation and *group* are widely discussed in the literature (e.g., [107, 85, 67, 72, 71, 92]). *Group* is the member-bunch sub-category of aggregation, e.g., a ship is part of (i.e., member of) a fleet. The member-bunch is an aggregation with two specific characteristics [107, 67]: 1) parts are not “in a specific spatial/temporal position” in relation to each other and to the whole (the non-configurational attribute) and 2) parts are not similar in relation to each other and to the whole (the nonhomoeomerous attribute).

![Figure 3.15: Aggregation and Group](image)

Cannot describe the size (i.e., an emergent property of a team) and the mutual property between a team and the rest of the model.

**Agent Group Example:** Can a teller belong to a team with no leader have/have not certain permissions? This expression cannot be described by an implicit representation of aggregates. The explanation provided for example 1 in Figure 3.16 applies here.

**Agent Group Example:** Can a loan officer be a member of more than one team and, as a result, get permissions he/she should not have (e.g., first and second approvers of a loan)? This expression cannot also be described by an implicit representation of aggregates. The explanation provided for example 2 in Figure 3.16 applies here.

**Resource Group Example:** A broker has a permission to sell a minimum and maximum number of stocks within a portfolio. A portfolio is a grouping of resources, and minimum and maximum number of stocks are two attributes of a portfolio.

**Resource Group Example:** A teller has a permission to modify a portfolio that has a certain number of accounts. A portfolio represents a grouping of certain accounts, and number of accounts is an attribute of a portfolio.

**Event Group Example:** A head teller has an authorization to perform closing events (a grouping of events) at the closing time of a bank. The explanation provided for example 2 in Figure 3.16 applies here. The prefix *head* in head teller is similar to the member in that example, and more than one team in that example is similar to more than one event here.

In summary, the model presented in this chapter is more expressive than any general access control models because of the inclusion of several related additional group entities, attributes, and their relationships. Table 3.4 shows the additional elements that are introduced in this chapter and added to access control models.
An aggregate can be modeled implicitly using associations, whereas the explicit approach models an aggregate using a class [5, 93]. The following figure [93] on the left models Team as an association, whereas the figure on the right models Team as a class.

![Diagram](image)

(a) An implicit modeling of an aggregate
(b) An explicit modeling of an aggregate

An explicit modeling of an aggregate has two advantages [109]: 1) emergent properties of the model can be expressed, e.g., the size (i.e., an emergent property) of a group or team (i.e., an aggregate); for the model on the right, Team can have an attribute of size, and 2) the mutual properties between an aggregate and its components can be expressed. The latter case is described by the following two examples that also show that the model on the left cannot model some cases.

**Example 1:** Can a team have no leader? The figure on the left shows a team as an association between member(s) and leader(s). By this choice, if this association exists, then both association-ends must be in place; i.e., the implicit aggregation cannot model a team that has no leader.

**Example 2:** Can an employee be a member of more than one team? The answer to this question by the model on the left is indeterminate because this model associates an employee, as a member, with leaders. If an employee, as a member, is associated with many leaders, then the association does not explicitly indicate that these leaders belong to different teams, i.e., the leaders may lead one team. As a result, the answer to the question of whether an employee can be a member of more than one team is indeterminate by the model on the left.

Figure 3.16: Implicit versus Explicit Modeling of an Aggregate [93]

### 3.2.5 Modeling Constraints, Role Hierarchies, and Mutually Exclusive Roles

In general, constraints are included in access control because many such constraints among users (agents), roles (agent types), and permissions occur in reality. For example, it may be the case that the role of teller needs authorization (constraints) to deposit cheques
Addition of groups | Addition of attributes | Addition of relationships
---|---|---
resource group | resource group attributes | among resource group and the rest of AC model
agent group | agent group attributes | among agent group and the rest of AC model
event group | event group attributes | among event group and the rest of AC model

Table 3.4: Additional elements added to access control models

(permission) over 1000 dollars. Constraints are part of RBAC and other access control models and are the principle motivation behind them [87]. In effect, constraints define access control restrictions.

**Constraints on Agents, Roles, and Permissions:** The *role modeling and user assignments* pattern (Section 3.2.1) can model constraints on agents and roles (i.e., agent types) and their attributes and agent-role assignments as previously described. For instance, a constraint can be that an employee does not have a role of teller on Sundays. Similarly, as described in Section 3.2.2, the *permission modeling* pattern can model constraints on permissions using an event type and its attributes (e.g., a *maximum amount* attribute), a resource type and its attributes (e.g., the *currency* attribute of Figure 3.11), and the relationship between event type and resource type. Another example of using constraints in permission modeling can be that a pilot (i.e., a role), based on *skill* or other attributes, is authorized to fly (an event) certain type of planes (resources).

**Role Hierarchies and Mutually Exclusive Roles:** Both role hierarchies and mutually exclusive roles can be viewed as cases in which constraints on roles exist. For instance, for role hierarchies, one can mention that a manager is higher than a teller in terms of authorization. A variation of the *step one of role modeling and user assignments* pattern (Section 3.2.1) is used next to describe both the modeling of role hierarchies and mutually exclusive roles.

**Name:** A variation of the *step one of role modeling and user assignments* pattern

**Context for Role Hierarchies:** Role hierarchies in organizations express the line of authorities or responsibilities and exemplify constraints and relationships among roles in terms of authorization.

**Context for Separation of Duties:** Separation of duties is a well-known principle and
Table 3.5: A static separation of duties representation for the banking example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>teller</th>
<th>customer service rep</th>
<th>accountant</th>
<th>accounting manager</th>
<th>loan officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>teller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customer service rep</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accountant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accounting manager</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loan officer</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: A static separation of duties representation for the banking example

has two broad categories: static and dynamic; the dynamic one contains several variations [94]. The static separation of duty represents constraints on roles as a strong exclusion of roles in which no user can ever take both roles A and B if these two roles are exclusive (e.g., that a purchaser and an approver of an order must be different people is a common example provided frequently in the literature). The static separation of duties of the banking example (Figure 3.7) is shown in Table 3.5, where the plus sign in a cell of this table indicates the existence of a static separation of duty between two roles associated with that cell.

**Problem:** How are role hierarchies modeled? In addition, how can the static separation of duties or mutually exclusive roles be modeled? Because of the relationship between roles (i.e., agent type) and agents, they both must be included in the presentation of role hierarchies and mutually exclusive roles.

**Solution for Representing Role Hierarchies:** The pattern for modeling role hierarchies is a variation of the step one of role modeling and user assignments pattern (first pattern) (Section 3.2.1). Therefore, the same explanation provided for the first pattern also holds here. Figure 3.17(a) shows the specialized and enhanced Basic pattern from the step one of first pattern, previously shown in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.17(b) is a variation in which a relation called role hierarchy with multiplicities is added. Based on the description provided for role hierarchies representations in Figure 3.18, this pattern can represent role hierarchies for the general case. Figure 3.17(c) shows an example of this variation for representing role hierarchies.

**Solution for Representing Mutually Exclusive Roles:** Mutually exclusive roles can be represented as relationships among roles, as previously shown [84]. The pattern for modeling mutually exclusive roles is also a variation of the step one of the first pattern (Section 3.2.1). The same explanation provided for the first pattern also holds. Figure 3.19(a) shows the specialized and enhanced Basic pattern from the step one of the first
A variation of this pattern is shown in Figure 3.19(b) and (c), where a relation called mutually exclusive with multiplicities is shown to represent mutually exclusive roles.

**Example:** In Figure 3.17(c), if the role hierarchy relation has a teller role on the side identified as low, then a customer service rep is on the side identified as high.

Similarly, in Figure 3.19, for mutually exclusive roles, whenever a role is of a teller, then one instance of this relation may indicate that a teller is not an accountant, and another instance is that a teller is not a loan officer.

**Resulting Context:** This pattern models role hierarchies and mutually exclusively roles of access control. This pattern is a variation of the step one of the first pattern presented in this chapter, and it shows an agent and agent type (role). RBAC mentions dynamic separation of duties whose support needs a dynamic representation. Next chapter (Chapter 4) provides a dynamic representation.
Role hierarchies are represented either by *partial orders* for the general case or by *tree* structures for the restricted case as described next.

A partial order is a binary relation between certain elements (therefore the word partial) of a set where the elements of sets in this case are roles. For instance, the following figure shows a partial order for the *role hierarchy* relation, which is depicted as a line connecting two roles. This figure shows roles, such as Director and Production Engineer 1, and their positions in this hierarchy. The higher a role in this hierarchy indicates the higher level of authorization.

![Role Hierarchy Diagram](image)

A restriction on roles can be imposed such that roles may have one or more immediate descendants but can only have a single immediate ascendant. With this restriction on roles, role hierarchies can be represented using tree structures such as the one shown in the following figure.

![Role Hierarchy Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.18: Role hierarchies representations [34, 87]**

### 3.2.6 Extending the Approach to Describe DAC and MAC

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, three main categories of access control are Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), and Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [98, 12]. This chapter selected RBAC to show the approach, but this method can be applied to more general access control approaches, as will be illustrated through application to DAC and MAC.
Describing DAC: The literature [88, 80] discusses the use of RBAC to represent Discretionary Access Control (DAC). Similar discussion applies here. The main idea of DAC is based on the principle that the owner of that object, usually the creator, has the authority to determine who gets or loses access to an object. Several DAC variations, which mainly differ from each other in terms of rules for granting or revoking access, are available. To describe DAC using RBAC, one can proceed as follows.

To define a variation of DAC in which an owner of a resource is the only one who can grant or revoke an individual’s write access to the owner’s resource, one needs to add two more elements to the model described in this chapter. The first element is an administrative role, e.g., own-resource, which is in addition to the role entity that already exists in RBAC. The second addition is an administrative permission entity with two permissions: One permission allows the addition of users to have write access to the owner’s resource, and the other allows the removal of users from having write access to the owner’s resource. Similarly, for adding read access, two permissions for the purpose of reading are required: one to add a user, and the other to remove the user.

Describing MAC: Similarly, Mandatory Access Control (MAC) can be represented by RBAC as discussed in the literature [80]. As previously mentioned (Chapter 2), security
labels are assigned to both users and objects in MAC. The security labels for users are called security clearance, and the labels for objects are named security classification. Examples of such labels are top-secret, secret, confidential, and unclassified. MAC can describe a user’s access to an object by using two rules: no read up and no write down. No read up means that a user can read objects if the security labels of objects are equal or lower than the security labels of the user; no write down indicates that a user can write objects if the security labels of objects are higher or equal than the security clearance of the user.

The model described in this chapter can be adjusted to describe MAC as shown next. Permission is represented in this chapter as an operation on a resource; therefore, in this case, an operation is either read or write on a resource. The roles of RBAC to represent MAC can be identified with security labels for both read and write operations. For instance, two roles can be top-secret-read and top-secret-write, where top-secret is a security label. Therefore, the number of roles is determined by read, write, and the number of security labels. For instance, a user maps to two roles: security-label-read (e.g., top-secret-read) and security-label-write (e.g., top-secret-write). The effect of no read up and no write down can be included by the inclusion of two constraints: 1) a user who is assigned to a role can read a resource if and only if the user is also assigned to the lowest level of writing that resource and 2) a user is assigned only to one role (e.g., top-secret-read). Finally, two hierarchies are needed: one to represent the security-label-read hierarchy and the other to describe the security-label-write hierarchy.

3.3 Defining Access Control Rules based on Models

Given an agent and a resource, an access control rule states whether the agent is permitted to perform an operation on the resource. Performing an operation is equivalent to an event as described previously. These rules can apply to individual agents, events, and resources, or to types of agents (roles), resources, and events. Further, a rule can be generalized and can contain combinations of agents and agent types, combinations of resources and resource types, and combinations of events and event types.

For example, tellers and managers but not loan officers are permitted to modify but neither create nor delete deposit accounts with foreign currency. In this case, tellers, managers, and loan officers are used in an agent expression, deposit accounts with foreign currency are used in a resource expression, and modify, create, and delete are components of an event expression. In general, an access control rule can be viewed as an expression that combines an agent expression, a resource expression, and an event expression and their relationships.
Table 3.6, which is the first row of Table 3.3, presents an example of the entities of an AC rule that is based on the model shown in Figure 3.20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user (agent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: An example of the elements of an access control (AC) rule (a singleton policy)

Figure 3.20: An example of an access control model

The columns of this table are classes of an access control model. Figure 3.20, a slight simplification of Figure 3.12(b), shows an example of such an access control model corresponding to Table 3.6. The general format of an access control model for this example was also previously presented in Figure 3.12(a).

3.3.1 Access Control Rule Syntax

As access control rule syntax uses types, groups, and their instances, the following example can be beneficial to provide another overview of these terms.
Figure 3.21 shows plane, plane type, and fleet. Examples (instances) of planes and plane types represent completely different information. Examples (instances) of plane types are Boeing 737 and Boeing 787 that can provide general characteristics of plane type such as their number of engines. On the other hand, examples (instances) of planes represent actual planes with specific identification numbers and their actual plane age. Similarly, in this figure, examples of flight type captures general information such as the scheduled departure time of flight types, whereas the examples (instances) of flights provide the information about actual departure time of flights that took place. Finally, a fleet (a group) can be organized based on plane types. Then, general examples of a fleet can consist of a specific plane type.

Note that the access control rule syntax does not include the instances of agents, resources, or events but instead the instances of types and groups are used in the sense described. The intention for inclusion of instances at the type and group levels is to use the general characteristics and general information provided by these instances, as described.

An access control (AC) rule can be stated as

\[
\text{ACRule} ::= (\text{AgentExp} \text{ and } \text{ResourceExp} \text{ and } \text{EventExp} \text{ and } \text{AgeEveRel} \\
\text{and } \text{ResEveRel}) \text{ implies } \text{EventResult}
\]

Figure 3.22 presents the detailed syntax of ACRule in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). Table 3.7 (ISO 14977) [99] shows the EBNF elements and their meanings.

Appendix B provides the corresponding definitions of AC rules in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). These definitions (i.e., the AC rule grammar) in BNF are checked with a tool called Gold Parser [24]. Appendix B also provides definitions related to the descriptions of agents, resources, and events in BNF and EBNF. All BNF definitions in this appendix are checked with the Gold Parser tool to ensure the grammars are well formed.
### Extended BNF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extended BNF</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unquoted words</td>
<td>Non-terminal symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;...&quot;</td>
<td>Terminal symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Grouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>Optional symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{...}</td>
<td>Symbols repeated zero or more times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Defining symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>;</td>
<td>Rule termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Concatenation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.7: Extended BNF (EBNF)**

---

**Access Control Rule Definition in Extended BNF**

ACRule = (AgentExp "and" ResourceExp "and" EventExp "and" AgeEveRel
"and" ResEveRel) "implies" EventResult;

AgentExp = ([uop] equA equArep);

uop = "not";

equA = ATG | attrATG;

equArep = {bop [uop] equA};

bop = ("and" | "or");

ATG = Agent "=" className | AgentTG "=" identifier

attrATG = AgeAttId.e"."attrNameValue {"." AgeAttId.e"."attrNameValue};

AgentDesignation = Agent | AgentType | AgentGroup;

AgentTG = AgentType | AgentGroup;

AgeAttId = ATG | ATClassName | AClassName | AGClassName | AgentDesignation

className = "string";

identifier = "instance" "string";

instanceName = "string";
Access Control Rule Definition in Extended BNF (contd.)

Agent = "var" "string" identifierA;
AgentType = "var" "string" identifierAT;
AgentGroup = "var" "string" identifierAG;
attrNameValue = attrName attrValue;
identifierA = "Agent";
identifierAT = "AgentType";
identifierAG = "AgentGroup";
attrName = "string";
attrValue = relationN valueNum | relationC valueC;
relationN = "<" | ">" | "\" | "\" | "=" | "\";
relationC = "equals" | "notEquals"
valueNum = number;
number = "integer" | "real";
valueC = "character" | "string" | bool;
bool = "True" | "False";
ATClassName = identifier "in" (AgentType ")" identifier);
AClassName = className "in" (Agent "=" className);
AGClassName = identifier "in" (AgentGroup "=" identifier);
ResourceExp = (equR equRrep);
equR = RTG | attrRTG;
equRrep = {bop [uop] equR}
RTG = Resource "=" className | ResourceTG "=" identifier
ResourceDesignation = Resource | ResourceType | ResourceGroup;
ResourceTG = ResourceType | ResourceGroup;
Resource = "var" "string" identifierR;
ResourceType = "var" "string" identifierRT;
ResourceGroup = "var" "string" identifierRG;
attrRTG = ResAttIde."attrNameValue {"," ResAttIde"."attrNameValue;
identifierR = "Resource";
identifierRT = "ResourceType";
Access Control Rule Definition in Extended BNF (contd.)

identifierRG = "ResourceGroup";
ResAttIde = RTG | RTClassName | RClassname | RGClassname |
      ResourceDesignation
RTClassName = identifier "in" (ResourceType "=" identifier);
RClassname = className "in" (Resource "=" className);
RGClassname = identifier "in" (ResourceGroup "=" identifier);
EventExpr = ([uop] ETG ETGrep);
ETG = Event "=" className | EventTG "=" identifier;
ETGrep = {bop [uop] ETG};
EventDesignation = Event | EventType | EventGroup;
EventTG = EventType | EventGroup;
Event = "var" "string" identifierE;
EventType = "var" "string" identifierET;
EventGroup = "var" "string" identifierEG;
identifierE = "Event";
identifierET = "EventType";
identifierEG = "EventGroup";
AgeEveRel = ([uop] AgeERel AgeERelrep);
AgeERel = "RelATET"(ATClassName "," ETClassName) | "RelAE"(AClassName "," EClassname) | "RelATG"(ATClassName "," AGClassName) | "RelAT"(AClassName "," ATClassName) | "RelAG"(AClassName "," AGClassName);
AgeERelrep = {bop [uop] AgeERel}
ResEveRel = ([uop] ResERel ResERelrep);
ResERel = "RelRTET"(RTClassName "," ETClassName) | "RelRE"(RClassname "," EClassName) | "RelRTG"(RTClassName "," RGClassName) | "RelRT"(RClassname "," RTClassName) | "RelRG"(RClassname "," RGClassName);
Access Control Rule Definition in Extended BNF (contd.)

ResERelrep = \{bop [uop] ResERel\};
EventResult = ([uop] accETG accETGrep);
accETG = accessETG "=" result;
accETGrep = \{bop [uop] accETG\};
result = "permit" | "deny";
accessETG = (ETClassName | EClassName) "Access"
ETClassName = identifier "in" (EventType "=" identifier);
EClassName = className "in" (Event "=" className);

Figure 3.22: Access control rule definition in Extended BNF

3.3.2 Description of Access Control Rule Syntax

EBNF is used to define the syntax of access control rules in Figure 3.22. This figure can be described based on the definitions of notations used by EBNF as shown in Tables 3.7.

Figure 3.22 is explained by identifying the starting lines of each definition. For instance, if an item of this description mentions the expression starting with ACRule, it indicates that the definition starts with a line commencing with ACRule in Figure 3.22.

The first expression starts with ACRule: An access control (AC) rule is defined as an agent expression (AgentExp), a resource expression (ResourceExp), an event expression (EventExp), relations related to agents and events (AgeEveRel), relations related to resources and events (ResEveRel). The conjunctions of these expressions imply an event result (EventResult).

The expressions in Figure 3.22 are divided into six sections based on these six elements: AgentExp, ResourceExp, EventExp, AgeEveRel, ResEveRel, and EventResult

I. AgentExp The following descriptions are mainly related to AgentExp.

- The expression starting with AgentExp: An agent expression, AgentExp, is identified by a form called equA that may be followed by another form called equArep (equA and equArep are defined shortly). An optional not can also precede equA.

- The expression starting with uop: uop is "not".
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• The expression starting with equA: equA can be expressions either about agents, or agent types, or agent groups (ATG), which are called agent-related expressions, or about the attributes of agents, or agent types, or agent groups (attrATG).

• The expression starting with equArep: Zero or more agent-related expression(s) is (are) possible using "and" and "or" connectives. An optional "not" can also precede equArep.

• The expression starting with bop: bop is either "and" or "or".

• The expression starting with ATG: This expression identifies an agent, or agent type, or agent group in conjunction with a class name or an identifier.

• The expression starting with attrATG: This expression identifies an attribute name, and its value in conjunction with an identification of AgeAttIde, which is defined shortly.

• The expression starting with AgentDesignation: An AgentDesignation can be any of the following three elements: agent, agent type, or agent group.

• The expression starting with AgentTG: An AgentTG can be either an agent type or an agent group.

• The expression starting with AgeAttIde: An agent attribute identification can be either an agent designation, the class name of an agent, agent type, or agent group, or can be an agent designation along with the class name of the agent designation.

• The expression starting with className: A class name is a string.

• The expression starting with identifier: An identifier is a string that distinguishes an instance.

• The expression starting with Agent: An agent is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierA.

• The expression starting with AgentType: An agent type is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierAT.

• The expression starting with AgentGroup: An agent group is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierAG.

• The expression starting with attrNameValue: An attribute has a name and a value.
• The expression starting with identifierA: An agent identifier is recognized by the word agent.

• The expression starting with identifierAT: An agent type identifier is recognized by the word agent type.

• The expression starting with identifierAG: An agent group is recognized by the word agent group.

• The expression starting with attrName: An attribute name is a string.

• The expression starting with attrValue: Attribute values are either numbers or strings. Relational symbols \( \text{relationN} \) or \( \text{relationC} \) are also included for both numbers and strings.

• The expression starting with relationN: \( \text{relationN} \) is short for relation for numbers and is one of \(<,>,\leq,\geq,\text{ and }\) = symbols for comparing numbers.

• The expression starting with relationC: \( \text{relationC} \) is short for relation for characters and is for comparing equalities of characters and strings.

• The expression starting with valueNum: \( \text{ValueNum} \) is a number.

• The expression starting with valueC: \( \text{valueC} \) is any of character, string, or bool value.

• The expression starting with bool: \( \text{bool} \) can be either True or False.

• The expression starting with ATClassName: \( \text{ATClassName} \) is defined to be an identifier, previously defined, of an agent type.

• The expression starting with AClassName: \( \text{AClassName} \) is defined to be the class name of an agent.

• The expression starting with AGClassName: \( \text{AGClassName} \) is defined to be an identifier, previously defined, of an agent group.

II. ResourceExp: The next explanations are related to ResourceExp.

• The expression starting with ResourceExp: A resource expression, \( \text{ResourceExp} \), is identified by a form called \( \text{equR} \) that may be followed by another form called \( \text{equRrep} \) (\( \text{equR} \) and \( \text{equRrep} \) are defined shortly). An optional "not" can also precede the form \( \text{equR} \).
• The expression starting with equR: $euqR$ can be expressions either about resources, or resource types, or resource groups (RTG), which are called resource-related expressions, or are about the attributes of resources, or resource types, or resource groups (attrRTG).

• The expression starting with equRrep: Zero or more resource-related expression(s) is (are) possible using "and" and "or". An optional "not" can also precede $equRrep$.

• The expression starting with RTG: This expression identifies a resource, or resource type, or resource group in conjunction with either a class name or an identifier.

• The expression starting with ResourceDesignation: A ResourceDesignation can be any of these three: resource, resource type, or resource group.

• The expression starting with ResourceTG: A ResourceTG can be either a resource type or a resource group.

• The expression starting with Resource: A resource is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierR.

• The expression starting with ResourceType: A resource type is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierRT.

• The expression starting with ResourceGroup: A resource group is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierRG.

• The expression starting with attrRTG: This expression identifies an attribute name, and its value with the class name of either a resource, or resource type, or resource group.

• The expression starting with identifierR: A resource identifier is recognized by the word resource.

• The expression starting with identifierRT: A resource type identifier is recognized by the word resource type.

• The expression starting with identifierRG: A resource group is recognized by the word resource group.

• The expression starting with ResAttIde: A resource attribute identification can be either a resource designation, the class name of a resource, resource type, or resource group, or can be a resource designation along with the class name of a resource designation.
• The expression starting with RTClassName: $RTClassName$ is defined to be an identifier, previously defined, of a resource type.

• The expression starting with RClassName: $RClassName$ is defined to be a class name of a resource.

• The expression starting with RGClassName: $RGClassName$ is defined to be an identifier, previously defined, of a resource group.

III. EventExp: The following statements are related to EventExp.

• The expression starting with EventExp: An event expression, $EventExp$, is identified by a form called $ETG$ that may be followed by another form called $ETGrep$ ($ETG$ and $ETGrep$ are defined shortly). An optional "not" can also precede the form $ETG$.

• The expression starting with ETG: This expression describes the designation of an event, event type, or event group along with their class names or their identifiers.

• The expression starting with ETGrep: $ETGrep$ describes zero or more event(s), or event type(s), or event group(s) designations along with their class names. The conjunction and negation of these events are possible.

• The expression starting with EventDesignation: An $EventDesignation$ can have one of three: event, event type, or event group.

• The expression starting with EventTG: An $EventTG$ can be either an event type or an event group.

• The expression starting with Event: An event is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierE.

• The expression starting with EventType: An event type is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierET.

• The expression starting with EventGroup: An event group is defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within identifierEG.

• The expression starting with identifierE: An event identifier is recognized by the word event.
• The expression starting with identifierET: An event type identifier is recognized by the word event type.

• The expression starting with identifierEG: An event group is recognized by the word event group.

IV. AgeEveRel: This section explains different agent and event relationships.

• The expression starting with AgeEveRel: The expression identifies the existence of one or more relationships involving agents and events. An optional negation is possible to indicate such a relationship does not exist.

• The expression starting with AgeERel: The relationships involving agents and events can be between one of the following elements: agent type and event type, agent and event, agent type and agent group, agent type and agent, agent and agent group.

• The expression starting with AgeERelrep: This expression describes zero or more repetition(s) of relationships involving agents and events, as just described.

V. ResEveRel: This section describes different resource and event relationships.

• The expression starting with ResEveRel: This expression describes the existence of one or more relationships involving resources and events. An optional negation is possible to indicate such a relationship does not exist.

• The expression starting with ResERel: The relationships involving resources and events can be between one of the following elements: resource type and event type, resource and event, resource type and resource group, resource type and resource, resource and resource group.

• The expression starting with ResERelrep: The possibility of zero or more repetition(s) of relationships involving resources and events is described by this expression.

VI. EventResult: The following explanations are related to EventResult.

• The expression starting with EventResult: This expression describes the format of an event and its result. One or more events are possible.
• The expression starting with accETG: This expression describes the result of an event, or event type, or event group along with its class name.

• The expression starting with accETGrep: accETGrep describes zero or more repetition of accETG as just described.

• The expression starting with result: result can be either a permit or deny.

• The expression starting with accessETG: This expression defines the class name of an event type or event along with the word Access.

• The expression starting with ETClassName: ETClassName distinguishes an identifier, previously defined, of an event type.

• The expression starting with EClassName: This expression describes the class name of an event.

3.3.3 Access Control Rule Examples

The following examples are related to a banking situation. Employees in this situation can have possible roles such as tellers, managers, and loan officers and can have full time status. Different working teams are possible in the banking case. Account types can have an attribute of type of currency (e.g., Canadian or US), and examples of accounts are deposit and loan accounts. Modification, deletion, and addition of accounts are some possible events. To summarize, the following syntactical elements exist:

Agent: employee
Agent type or role: teller, manager, loan officer
Agent type attribute: status (full-time can be a value for status)
Agent Group: teamA
Resource/ResourceType: account type, deposit account, loan account
Event/EventType: modification (modify), creation (create), and deletion (delete)

Using these elements and EBNF definitions, three examples of access control rules are provided.

AC Rule Example 1: Tellers or managers are permitted to modify deposit accounts.

The AC rule format perviously defined follows:
ACRule = (AgentExp and ResourceExp and EventExp and AgeEveRel
and ResEveRel) implies EventResult;

Next, each component of the above expression, such as AgentExp, is described. The combinations of these expressions using and implies create an access control rule as shown next.

AgentExp: (AgentType = Teller or AgentType = Manager)
and
ResourceExp: (ResourceType = DepositAccount)
and
EventExp: (EventType = Modify)
and
AgeEveRel: (RelATET(Teller, Modify) and RelATET(Manager, Modify))
and
ResEveRel: (RelRTET(DepositAccount, Modify))
implies
EventResult: (Modify Access = permit)

AC Rule Example 2: Tellers can modify but can neither create nor delete deposit accounts.

This rule can be expressed using the general format, shown in Figure 3.22, as follows:
ACRule = (AgentExp and ResourceExp and EventExp and AgeEveRel
and ResEveRel) implies EventResult;

The components of the above expression follow. The combinations of these components using and implies create an access control rule, as shown next.

AgentExp: (AgentType = Teller)
and
ResourceExp: (ResourceType = DepositAccount)
and
EventExp: (EventType = Modify or EventType = Create or EventType = Delete)
and
\text{AgeEveRel: } (\text{RelATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Modify}) \text{ and not RelATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Create}) \text{ and not RelATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Delete}))
\text{and}
\text{ResEveRel: } (\text{RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Modify}) \text{ and not RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Create}) \text{ and not RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Delete}))
\text{implies}
\text{EventResult: } (\text{Modify Access} = \text{permit} \text{ and Create Access} = \text{deny} \text{ and Delete Access} = \text{deny})

\textbf{AC Rule Example 3:} Loan officers who are full-time and are in TeamA can create or delete loan accounts. This rule can be expressed as

\text{The components of this expression and their combinations are shown next.}
\text{AgentExp: } (\text{AgentType} = \text{LoanOfficer}, \text{AgentType.Status} = \text{FullTime} \text{ and AgentGroup} = \text{TeamA})
\text{and}
\text{ResourceExp: } (\text{Resource} = \text{LoanAccount})
\text{and}
\text{EventExp: } (\text{EventType} = \text{Create or EventType} = \text{Delete})
\text{and}
\text{AgeEveRel: } (\text{RelATET}(\text{LoanOfficer}, \text{Create}) \text{ and RelATET}(\text{LoanOfficer}, \text{Delete}) \text{ and RelATG}(\text{LoanOfficer}, \text{TeamA}))
\text{and}
\text{ResEveRel: } (\text{RelRTET}(\text{LoanAccount}, \text{Create}) \text{ and RelRTET}(\text{LoanAccount}, \text{Delete}))
\text{implies}
\text{EventResult: } (\text{Create Access} = \text{permit} \text{ and Delete Access} = \text{permit})
3.3.4 Translation from EBNF to Predicate Logic

The grammar in Figure 3.22 uses "and", "or", and "implies", which become $\land$(and), $\lor$(or), and $\rightarrow$(implication), respectively, in predicate logic.

For instance, an expression

\[(\text{AgentExp and ResourceExp and EventExp and AgeEveRel and ResEveRel})\]

implies EventResult, (in Figure 3.22) translates in predicate logic as

\[(\text{AgentExp} \land \text{ResourceExp} \land \text{EventExp} \land \text{AgeEveRel} \land \text{ResEveExp}) \rightarrow \text{EventResult}\]

The term "not" in Figure 3.22, becomes $\neg$ in predicate logic. For instance, an expression such as "not" equA translates to $\neg\text{equA}$ in predicate logic.

**Predicates:** The definitions provided in the grammar (Figure 3.22) use the symbols of equalities ("="), greater than (">")"), less than ("<"), greater than or equal ("$\geq$"), and less than or equal ("$\leq$"). These symbols translate to the corresponding logical predicates $\equiv$, $>$, $<$, $\geq$, and $\leq$.

For instance, attrName "$\equiv" attrValue in this figure translates to the expression using the equality predicate attrName $\equiv$ attrValue in infix notation, such as employmentStatus $\equiv$ FullTime.

The three examples of the previous section are described again.

**AC Rule Example 1:** Tellers or managers are permitted to modify deposit accounts.

The AC rule format can be shown as

\[\text{ACRule} = (\text{AgentExp} \land \text{ResourceExp} \land \text{EventExp} \land \text{AgeEveRel} \land \text{ResEveRel}) \rightarrow \text{EventResult}\]

Next, each component of the above expression, such as AgentExp, is described. The combinations of these expressions using and implies create an access control rule as shown next.

\[\forall\text{AgentType} \forall\text{ResourceType} \forall\text{EventType} | \]

\[(\text{AgentType} = \text{Teller} \lor \text{AgentType} = \text{Manager}) \rightarrow \text{AgentExp}\]

\[\land\]

\[(\text{ResourceType} = \text{DepositAccount}) \rightarrow \text{ResourceExp}\]

\[\land\]
(\text{EventType} = \text{Modify})  \leftrightarrow \text{EventExp}
\land
(\text{RelATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Modify}) \land \text{RelATET}(\text{Manager}, \text{Modify}))  \leftrightarrow \text{AgeEveRel}
\land
(\text{RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Modify}))  \leftrightarrow \text{ResEveRel}
\rightarrow
\text{ModifyAccess}(\text{permit})  \leftrightarrow \text{EventResult}

\textbf{AC Rule Example 2:} Tellers can modify but can neither create nor delete deposit accounts.

This rule can be expressed using the general format, shown in Figure 3.22, as follows:
\begin{align*}
\text{ACRule} = & \quad (\text{AgentExp} \land \text{ResourceExp} \land \text{EventExp} \land \text{AgeEveRel} \land \text{ResEveRel}) \\
& \rightarrow \text{EventResult}
\end{align*}

The components of the above expression follow. The combinations of these components using \textit{and} and \textit{implies} create an access control rule as shown next.
\begin{align*}
\forall \text{AgentType} \forall \text{ResourceType} \forall \text{EventType} \mid \\
(\text{AgentType} = \text{Teller})  & \leftrightarrow \text{AgentExp} \\
\land & \\
(\text{ResourceType} = \text{DepositAccount})  & \leftrightarrow \text{ResourceExp} \\
\land & \\
(\text{EventType} = \text{Modify} \lor \text{EventType} = \text{Create} \lor \text{EventType} = \text{Delete})  & \leftrightarrow \text{EventExp} \\
\land & \\
(\text{RelATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Modify}) \land \neg \text{RelationATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Create}) \land \\
\neg \text{RelationATET}(\text{Teller}, \text{Delete}))  & \leftrightarrow \text{AgeEveRel} \\
\land & \\
(\text{RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Modify}) \land \neg \text{RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Create}) \land \\
\neg \text{RelRTET}(\text{DepositAccount}, \text{Delete}))  & \leftrightarrow \text{ResEveRel} \\
\rightarrow & \\
\text{ModifyAccess}(\text{permit}) \land \text{CreateAccess}(\text{deny}) \land \text{DeleteAccess}(\text{deny})  & \leftrightarrow \text{EventResult}
\end{align*}
**AC Rule Example 3:** Loan officers who are full-time and are in TeamA can create or delete loan accounts. This rule can be expressed as

The components of this expression and their combination are shown next.

\[ \forall \text{AgentType} \forall \text{AgentType.Status} \forall \text{AgentGroup} \forall \text{ResourceType} \forall \text{EventType} \ |
\]

\[ (\text{AgentType} = \text{LoanOfficer} \land \text{AgentType.Status} = \text{FullTime} \land
\]

\[ \text{AgentGroup} = \text{TeamA}) \]

\[ \land \]

\[ (\text{EventType} = \text{Create} \lor \text{EventType} = \text{Delete}) \]

\[ \land \]

\[ \text{ResourceType} = \text{LoanAccount} \]

\[ \land \]

\[ \text{ResourceType} = \text{LoanAccount} \land \text{ResourceType} = \text{LoanAccount} \]

\[ \land \]

\[ \text{RelATET(LoanOfficer, Create) \land RelATET(LoanOfficer, Delete) \land RelATG(LoanOfficer, TeamA)) \]

\[ \land \]

\[ \text{RelRTET(LoanAccount, Create) \land RelRTET(LoanAccount, Delete)} \]

\[ \land \]

\[ \text{CreateAccess(permit)} \land \text{DeleteAccess(permit)} \]

\[ \land \]
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These combining algorithms are usually more detailed as just described. Two such algorithms for combining rules into policies are described in detail in Section 3.4.1.

This section (Section 3.4) presents the combination of AC rules to create AC policies in two steps: first, an informal description of state machines in algorithmic forms is shown to describe this combination (Section 3.4.1); this step corresponds to Box A3 of Figure 1.1. Then, a formal representation of state machines is presented to describe the AC rule combinations (Section 3.4.2); this step corresponds to Box B3 of Figure 1.1.

### 3.4.1 The Use of Algorithmic Forms

The first-applicable rule-combining algorithm, described earlier in this chapter, follows [79]: the evaluation of rules within a policy is in the same order that rules are listed in a policy. If a rule applies, then the rule’s result, i.e., permit or deny, applies and the evaluation of the rest of the rules halts. Otherwise, the procedure continues to the end. If none of the rules applies, then the result will be not applicable.

Figure 3.23 shows an algorithmic form for creating policies from rules for the first-applicable rule-combining algorithm.

The description in this figure uses the notion of states in conjunction with the AC rule definitions provided earlier in this chapter.

An AC rule has the following format, previously described in detail:

\[
\text{(AgentExp \land ResourceExp \land EventExp \land AgeEveRel \land ResEveRel)} \rightarrow \text{EventResult}
\]

Therefore, the premise of a rule in this figure includes the following part:

\[
\text{(AgentExp \land ResourceExp \land EventExp \land AgeEveRel \land ResEveRel)}
\]

The consequence of a rule is the EventResult portion.

Another algorithm is permit-unless-deny [78], which can be described as follows: if any decision is deny, then the result will be deny; otherwise, the result will be permit.

Figure 3.24 shows an algorithmic form for the evaluation of rules for the permit-unless-deny rule-combining algorithm. Similarly, this description uses the AC rule definitions, provided earlier, and also includes the notion of states.

### 3.4.2 The Use of State Machines

The section describes the use of formal state machines to represent algorithmic forms for the combination of rules to create policies. Before showing these state machines, the
initial state = state\textsubscript{00};
for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do
\[ // \text{n = the number of rules in a policy} \]
if \( \text{premise-rule}_i = \text{false} \) then
\[ \text{move to state}_{i0}; \]
else
\[ \text{move to state}_{i1}; \]
if \( \text{Event}_i \text{Access}(\text{permit}) = \text{true} \) for every element of EventResult then
\[ \text{move to state permit; exit loop; } \]
else if \( \text{Event}_i \text{Access}(\text{deny}) = \text{true} \) for every element of EventResult then
\[ \text{move to state deny; exit loop; } \]
end
if \( i = n \) then
\[ \text{move to state NA; } \]
end
end

Figure 3.23: Rule Combination using the AC rule definitions for first-applicable algorithm

associated states and their meanings are defined.

**State Naming Convention and Meaning:** The initial state is \( q_{00} \). With the exception of the initial state, the initial digit(s) of a state name is 1 or greater and indicate(s) the rule number. The last digit indicates whether the assumption of that rule holds (1) or does not hold (0); e.g., \( q_{11} \): the state in which rule 1’s assumption holds (i.e., true = 1).

\( q_{10} \): the state in which rule 1’s assumption does not hold (i.e., false = 0).

Each rule is described as follows:

\[ (\text{AgentExp} \land \text{ResourceExp} \land \text{EventExp} \land \text{AgeEveRel} \land \text{ResEveRel}) \rightarrow \text{EventResult} \]

This expression can be shorten and written as \( p \rightarrow q \), where \( p \) is an assumption and consists of the following part: \( (\text{AgentExp} \land \text{ResourceExp} \land \text{EventExp} \land \text{AgeEveRel} \land \text{ResEveRel}) \). \( q \) is a conclusion and consists of the EventResult part. The assumptions and conclusions for rules one to \( n \) can be shown as \( p_1 \ldots p_n \), and \( q_1 \ldots q_n \), respectively. Each assumption is not necessarily an atomic statement, but atomic statements are usually combined using conjunction, disjunction, or negation; this combination was previously provided
Figure 3.24: Combining rules with the AC rule definitions for permit-unless-deny algorithm
The conclusion of a rule or EvenResult on state machines is shown as follows:

\[ \bigwedge_{i=1}^{m_1} \text{Event}_i \text{Access} (\text{permit}) = \text{true} \]

The superscript of \( \bigwedge \) indicates the number of elements in the EventResult expression of a rule. For instance, \( m_1 \) is the number of elements in the EventResult of rule 1, and \( m_2 \) is the number of elements in the EventResult of rule 2.

Figure 3.25 shows the UML state machine for the first-applicable algorithm.

Figure 3.25: A UML state machine using AC rule definitions for first-applicable algorithm
Figure 3.26 shows the UML state machine for the permit-unless-deny rule-combining algorithm.

![UML State Machine Diagram]

Figure 3.26: A UML state machine that uses the definitions of AC rules for permit-unless-deny algorithm

### 3.5 Policy-combining Algorithms

Policy-combining algorithms are similar to the rule-combining algorithms, which are described in Section 3.4.

For instance, the first-applicable policy-combining algorithm can be described as follows [79]: the evaluation of policies within a policy set is in the same order that policies are listed in a policy set. If a policy applies and its result is *permit* or *deny*, then the result (i.e., *permit* or *deny*) applies and the evaluation of the rest of the policies halts. If a policy...
does not apply or its result is not applicable, then the procedure continues. If no other policy exists, then the result will be not applicable.

An algorithmic form for describing the first-applicable policy-combining algorithm is shown in Figure 3.27.

```plaintext
initial state = state_00;
for i = 1 to n do
    // n = the number of policies in a policy set
    if premise-policy_i = false then
        move to state_i0;
    else
        move to state_i1;
        if Event_i,Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            move to state permit;
            exit loop;
        else if Event_i,Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            move to state deny;
            exit loop;
        end
    end
    if i = n then
        move to state NA;
    end
end
```

Figure 3.27: An algorithmic description for first-applicable policy-combining algorithm

Figure 3.28 shows a UML state machine that corresponds to the first-applicable policy-combining algorithm.

### 3.6 An Advantage of the Presented Approach

Many policy languages allow the combination of rules and policies. As Li et al. [66] explain, XACML provides more flexible approaches of these combinations among policy languages, but even XACML cannot express formally several possible combinations. Li et al. [66] provide a few possible approaches, such as weak-consensus, that XACML cannot express formally. According to the description provided in this chapter, this section
Figure 3.28: A UML state machine for first-applicable policy-combining algorithm

presents weak-consensus and weak-majority policy-combining algorithms. Appendix F shows other possible approaches such as the strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm, strong-majority policy-combining algorithm, and super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm.

**Weak-consensus** [66]: “Sub-policies should not conflict with each other: Permit a request if some sub-policies permit a request, and no sub-policy denies it. Deny a request if some sub-policies deny a request, and no sub-policy permits it. Yield a value indicating conflict if some permit and some deny.”

Figure 3.29 shows the weak-consensus policy-combining algorithm according to the approach shown in this chapter.
initial state = state₀₀;
set PermitRes to false;
set DenyRes to false;
set ConflictRes to false;

for i = 1 to n do
    // n = the number of policies in a policy set
    if premise-policyᵢ = false then
        move to stateᵢ₀;
    else
        move to stateᵢ₁;
        if Eventᵢ,Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set PermitRes to true;
            move to state permitRes;
        else if Eventᵢ,Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set DenyRes to true;
            move to state denyRes;
        end
        move to state denyRes;
    end
end

if i = n and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = false then
    move to state permit;
else if i = n and DenyRes = true and PermitRes = false then
    move to state deny;
else if i = n and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = true then
    set ConflictRes to true;
    move to state conflict;
end

Figure 3.29: The algorithmic form for weak-consensus policy-combining algorithm

Figure 3.30 represents the state machine representation for the weak-consensus policy-combining algorithm that corresponds to the presented algorithmic form.
Figure 3.30: A UML state machine representing weak-consensus policy-combining algorithm
Weak-majority[66]: “A decision (permit or deny) wins if it has more votes than the opposite. Permit (deny, resp.) a request if the number of sub-policies permitting (denying, resp.) the request is greater than the number of sub-policies denying (permitting, resp.).”

Figure 3.31 shows the weak-majority policy-combining algorithm, and the corresponding state machine is presented in Figure 3.32.

```plaintext
initial state = state_{00};
set NumPermit to zero;
set NumDeny to zero;
for i = 1 to n do
    // n = the number of policies in a policy set
    if premise-policy_i = false then
        move to state_{i0};
    else
        move to state_{i1};
        if Event_i.Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            add one to NumPermit;
            move to state permitRes;
        else if Event_i.Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            add one to NumDeny;
            move to state denyRes;
        end
    end
end
if i = n and NumPermit > NumDeny then
    move to state permit;
else if i = n and NumDeny > NumPermit then
    move to state deny;
end
```

Figure 3.31: The algorithmic form for weak-majority policy-combining algorithm

As mentioned previously, Appendix F provide the algorithmic forms and state machines of the strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm, strong-majority policy-combining algorithm, and super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm.
Figure 3.32: A UML state machine for weak-majority policy-combining algorithm
Chapter 4

Specification of Properties for Access Control and Categorization

Summary: The previous chapter, Chapter 3, described the common representation model, which is based on REA notations, REA patterns, and state machines. In general, properties are specified and checked to determine whether these properties are satisfied in a model.

In this chapter, properties for access control (AC) are specified and possible categories of properties, using the AC rule definitions provided in Chapter 3, are identified. The benefits of categorization have been acknowledged in many fields. Categorization provides organization of understanding and can enable the discovery of missing categories and elements. A main advantage of this categorization is the possibility of reusing it.

This chapter also provides a general form of AC property specification that can also represent the AC properties related to categorization.

Section 4.1 provides a short background on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), used here to specify AC properties. Section 4.2 explains AC property specification for access control and categories using the AC rules previously defined; this section describes Box B1 of Figure 1.1. Section 4.3 explains a general form of property specification and describes Box B2 of Figure 1.1. Section 4.4 explains some related work on property specifications.

4.1 Background

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is used in this work and is briefly reviewed next. Appendix C provides a more detailed description of LTL.
**LTL:** The syntax of LTL follows [49]:

\[
\phi ::= \top | \bot | p | (\neg \phi) | (\phi \land \phi) | (\phi \lor \phi) | (\phi \rightarrow \phi) \\
| (\Box \phi) | (\Diamond \phi) | (X \phi) | (\phi U \phi) | (\phi W \phi) | \phi R \phi
\]

\(p\) is a propositional atom. The temporal operators \(\Box\), \(\Diamond\), \(X\), \(U\), \(R\), \(W\) mean “always,” “eventually,” “next,” “Until,” “Release,” and “Weak-until,” respectively. Alternative notations for temporal operators \(\Box\) and \(\Diamond\) are \(G\) and \(F\), respectively. Appendix C describes the semantics of linear temporal logic, and some proof examples using the semantics of LTL, in addition to a short description of other forms of logic.

**Convention:** Similar to the common convention on binding priorities (e.g., [49]), the following precedence applies: the unary connectives that include negation (\(\neg\)), always or Globally (\(G\) or \(\Box\)), eventually or some Future states (\(F\) or \(\Diamond\)), and next (\(X\) or \(\lozenge\)) bind most tightly. Next, in order, come Until (\(U\) or \(U\)), Release (\(R\) or \(R\)), Weak-until (\(W\) or \(W\)), followed by the logical and (\(\land\)), and or (\(\lor\)), and finally, the implication (\(\rightarrow\)).

### 4.2 AC Property Specification and Categories

This section specifies and categorizes properties based on the components of AC rules, defined in EBNF in Chapter 3. Properties are specified in LTL, which is a propositional temporal logic. First, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 provide the general idea for the translation from the EBNF elements and its predicates, such as equalities and relationships, to propositions. The propositional versions are identified with a subscript of \(prop\) in these figures. Then, PROMELA, the language of SPIN, is used to describe this translation at the code level. Figure 4.1 shows three elements AGT, RGT, and ETG, defined in EBNF in Chapter 3. Their propositional versions are identified as \(AGT_{prop}\), \(RGT_{prop}\), and \(ETG_{prop}\), respectively.

![Figure 4.1: Predicate and propositional versions of expressions](image-url)
The propositional elements of Figure 4.1 can be described by the language of a model checker. For instance, if PROMELA is used, then the propositional versions in this figure (i.e., AgentTypeMember, ResourceTypeReview, and EventTypeCreate) can be defined as follows. In the following expressions, the symbol “==” means equal. Appendix D provides an overview of PROMELA.

```plaintext
#define AgentTypeMember (AgentType == Member)
#define ResourceTypeReview (ResourceType == Review)
#define EventTypeCreate (EventType == Create)
```

Similarly, predicates, such as the ones that represent relationships, can be described as one unit—propositions—as shown in Figure 4.2.

```
Using predicates:
  ATET(Member,Create)
  REL
  represented

Using propositions
  ATETMemberCreate
  REL_prop

CreateAccess(permit)
  EventResult
  represented

CreateAccessPermit
  EventResult_prop
```

Figure 4.2: Propositional versions of predicates

The predicates that can represent existing relationships, such as between agent types and event types ATET(Member, Create), can be represented by the language of a model checker. For instance, using PROMELA (i.e., the language of SPIN), this relationship can be expressed using an array called RelA, which is defined by the keyword **typedef**. The elements of this array are AgeN and Act, which can hold information about agent types and event types.

```plaintext
typedef RelA {
  byte AgeN;
  byte Act;
}
```

Then, a specific array of the required size can be defined; e.g., RelA memR[1];
For instance, the elements of this specific array can hold information about a relationship between an agent type of member and an event type of create as follows. In the following expressions, the symbol “=” is for assignment.

\[
\text{memR}[0].\text{AgeN} = \text{member}; \text{memR}[0].\text{Act} = \text{create};
\]

Similar to the previously provided description to represent predicates by propositions, the propositional version of the relationship between an agent type of member and an event type of create can be represented using PROMELA’s keyword *define*, as shown next. ETMemberCreate is the propositional representation of the information within the array just described.

\[
\text{#define ETMemberCreate (\text{memR}[0].\text{AT} == \text{member} && \text{memR}[0].\text{ET} == \text{create})}
\]

The predicates, such as CreateAccess(permit) or its equivalent representation in EBNF form, *Create Access = permit*, can be defined as CreateAccess == Permit. The later expression can be defined as a proposition called CreateAccessPermit, as shown next.

\[
\text{#define CreateAccessPermit (CreateAccess == Permit)}
\]

Based on this explanation about the propositional and predicate versions of expressions, the categories of properties are described next.

**Definition 4.1. Property Description:** Properties are categorized into four high-level categories that are later divided into subcategories:

1. This category holds any primitives of agents, events, and resources individually, and in connection with AC results. The base form of this category can have one of the following forms:

   a) \( \text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}} \)
   
   b) \( \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}} \)
   
   c) \( \text{EGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}} \)

\( \text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \) and the rest of these terms are propositional expressions corresponding to previously defined terms as follows:

- \( \text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \): propositional expression of AGT, defined in Chapter 3
- \( \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}} \): propositional expression of EventResult, defined in Chapter 3
- \( \text{RTG}_{\text{prop}} \): propositional expression of RTG, defined in Chapter 3
- \( \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \): propositional expression of ETG, defined in Chapter 3
2. This category holds any primitives of agents, events, resources, and their attributes individually, and in connection with AC results. The base form of this category can have one of the following forms:

   a) $\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$
   b) $\text{ResourceExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$
   c) $\text{EventExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$

$\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}}$ and the rest of these terms are propositional expressions corresponding to previously defined terms as follows:

$\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of AgentExp, defined in Chapter 3
$\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of EventResult, defined in Chapter 3
$\text{ResourceExp}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of ResourceExp, defined in Chapter 3
$\text{EventExp}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of EventExp, defined in Chapter 3

3. This category holds a combination of agents, events, resources, and their relationships, and in connection with AC results. The base form of this property is

$$\Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})$$

$\text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of AgeEveRel defined in Chapter 3
$\text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}}$: propositional expression of ResEveExp defined in Chapter 3

4. This category holds a combination of agents, events, resources, their attributes, and their relationships, and in connection with AC results. The base form of this property follows:

$$\Box(\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResourceExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})$$

The type and group of entities (e.g., as shown in Chapter 3), such as a resource type or group, also apply whenever agent, event, and resource entities are used. For brevity, their types and groups are not mentioned in the prose description of these categories.

Each category is further divided into five subcategories, and each subcategory has three variations. The subcategories and their variations use the specification patterns and their LTL specifications as suggested by Dwyer et al. [28, 27, 62].

The next four subsections describe these four categories and provide detailed examples for property specification for each category.
4.2.1 Any Primitives of Agents, Events, and Resources Individually, and in Connection with AC Results

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the base form of this category can be one of the following:

a) $\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$

b) $\text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$

c) $\text{EGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$

The base forms, in addition to temporal and logical operators, are used to create category 1, its subcategories, and variations of subcategories.

An example of the first base form ($\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$) is a state cannot be reached in which a teller has a permission of create. This expression can be presented as a general form of $\Box(\neg(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}))$. A teller is a specific example of the term $\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}}$, and a permission to create is a specific instance of the term $\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$.

An example of the second base form (i.e., $\text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$) is as follows: it is impossible to reach a state in which a loan account is deleted. This expression can be presented as a general form of $\Box(\neg(\text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}))$. A loan account is a specific example of the term $\text{RGT}_{\text{prop}}$, and a permission to delete is a specific instance of the term $\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$.

An example of the third base form (i.e., $\text{EGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$) is it is always the case that a deposit is allowed. A general form of this expression can be $\Box(\text{EGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})$. A deposit is a specific example of $\text{EGT}_{\text{prop}}$, and the deposit action is permitted is an instance of $\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$.

Using the first base form ($\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$), Figure 4.3 shows category 1, its subcategories, and the variations of each sub-category.

Two other variations of this figure are possible simply by replacing the first base form ($\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$) with the second base form ($\text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$) or the third base form ($\text{EGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}$).
Category 1: The base form of this category follows: (AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}}). The five subcategories, in which p, q, r, and s have this category’s base form, are listed below.

1. **absence sub-category:** p, q, and r have the base form AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}}.
   
a) absence globally (p is false globally): □¬(AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}})

   b) absence before r (p is false before r): ◇r → (¬p U r)

   c) absence after q (p is false after q): □(q → □(¬p))

2. **universality sub-category:**
   
a) universality globally (p is true globally): □(AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}})

   b) universality before r (p is true before r): ◇r → (p U r)

   c) universality after q (p is true after q): □(q → □p)

3. **existence sub-category:**
   
a) existence (p becomes true): ◇(AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}})

   b) existence before r (p becomes true before r): ¬r W (p \land ¬r)

   c) existence after q (p becomes true after q): □((¬q) \lor ◇(q \land ◇p))

4. **response sub-category:**
   
a) globally (s responds to p globally): □((AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}}) → ◇s)

   b) before r (s responds to p before r): ◇r → (p → (¬r U (s \land ¬r))) U r

   c) after q (s responds to p after q): □(q → □(p → ◇s))

5. **precedence sub-category:**
   
a) globally (s precedes p globally): ¬(AGT\text{\_prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{\_prop}}) W s

   b) before r (s precedes p before r): ◇r → (¬p U (s \lor r))

   c) after q (s precedes p after q): □¬q \lor ◇(q \land (¬p W s))

Figure 4.3: Category 1, sub-categories, and sub-category variations
4.2.2 Any Primitives of Agents, Events, and Resources Individually, and their Attributes, and in Connection with AC Results

These properties are described by any primitives of agents, events, and resources individually, and their attributes, and in connection with AC results. The description of attributes can use one or both of the following: a) values of attributes or constraints on these values, b) derived attribute values.

The base form of this category can take one of the following forms:

a) AgentExp\text{prop} \land EventResult\text{prop}

b) ResourceExp\text{prop} \land EventResult\text{prop}

c) EventExp\text{prop} \land EventResult\text{prop}

An example of the first base form is the following: a state cannot be reached in which a junior teller is permitted to create (e.g., an account). This expression can be described as $\Box(\neg (\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}))$, in which AgentExp_{\text{prop}} represents a junior teller and EventResult_{\text{prop}} can describe an access of permit to create.

An example of the second base form (i.e., ResourceExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult\text{prop}) is it is impossible to reach a state in which a savings account with an opening balance of less than 100 is permitted to be created. This expression can be presented as a general form of $\Box(\neg (\text{ResourceExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}))$. A savings account with an opening balance of 100 is a specific example of the term ResourceExp_{\text{prop}}, and a permission to create is a specific instance of the term EventResult_{\text{prop}}.

An example using the third base form (i.e., EventExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult\text{prop}) is it is impossible to allow an invalid (e.g., larger than a designated amount) withdrawal. A general form of this expression would be $\Box(\neg (\text{EventExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}))$. An invalid withdrawal is a specific example of EventExp_{\text{prop}}, and the withdraw action is permitted is an instance of EventResult_{\text{prop}}.

Using the first base form (AgentExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult_{\text{prop}}), Figure 4.4 shows category 2, its sub-categories, and the variations of each sub-category.

Two other variations of this figure are possible simply by replacing the first base form (AgentExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult_{\text{prop}}) with the second base form (ResourceExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult_{\text{prop}}) or the third base form (EventExp_{\text{prop}} \land EventResult_{\text{prop}}).
Category 2: The base form of this category follows: $\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop}$. The five subcategories, in which p, q, r, and s have this category’s base form, are listed below.

1. **absence sub-category:**
   a) absence globally (p is false globally): $\Box \neg (\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop})$
   b) and c) see Note 1 below

2. **universality sub-category:**
   a) universality globally (p is true globally): $\Box (\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop})$
   b) and c) see Note 1 below

3. **existence sub-category:**
   a) existence (p becomes true): $\Diamond (\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop})$
   b) and c) see Note 1 below

   Note 1: b) and c) in all the above three items are similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, and q are in the base form of this category.

4. **response sub-category:**
   a) globally (s responds to p globally): $\Box ((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop}) \rightarrow \Diamond s)$
   b) and c) see Note 2 below

5. **precedence sub-category:**
   a) globally (s precedes p globally): $\neg (\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \land \text{EventResult}_{prop}) \text{W } s$
   b) and c) see note 2 below

   Note 2: b) and c) in the above two items are similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, q, and s are in the base form of this category.
4.2.3 A Combination of Agents, Events, Resources, and their Relationships, and in Connection with AC Results

The base form of this property uses temporal implication as described in Figure 4.5. This figure explains the reasons for using various temporal operators, as are used in the expression. As a result of this use, the base form of this property follows:

\[
\Box(AGT_{prop} \land RTG_{prop} \land ETG_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop})
\]

\(AGT_{prop}\): propositional expression of AGT, defined in Chapter 3
\(RTG_{prop}\): propositional expression of RTG, defined in Chapter 3
\(ETG_{prop}\): propositional expression of ETG, defined in Chapter 3
\(AgeEveRel_{prop}\): propositional expression of AgeEveRel, defined in Chapter 3
\(ResEveExp_{prop}\): propositional expression of ResEveExp, defined in Chapter 3
\(EventResult_{prop}\): propositional expression of EventResult, defined in Chapter 3

To describe \(p\) implies \(q\), one can write a simple expression, \(p \rightarrow q\). As \(p \rightarrow q\) is equivalent to \(!p \lor q\), this implication holds, for instance, in the first state of a run in which \(p\) is false or \(q\) is true. In order to make the implication true within each step of a run, the implication must be written as \(\Box(p \rightarrow q)\).

This expression is still not correct because it has no notion of temporal implication (e.g., the evaluation of a rule reaches a result at some point.). This expression must be written as \(\Box(p \rightarrow \Diamond q)\).

The latest expression still holds in a case in which \(p\) and \(q\) hold at the same state. To describe that \(q\) holds in the next state, one can change the description to

\(\Box(p \rightarrow X\Diamond q)\)

Finally, the last expression holds if \(p\) never becomes true because of the implication \((\rightarrow)\). The addition of \(\land \Diamond p\) at the end of the previous expression ensures that \(p\) is expected to hold at some point of time. This addition prevents the expression from being vacuously true. The final description is \(\Box(p \rightarrow X\Diamond q) \land \Diamond p\).

Figure 4.5: Temporal implications [47]

Figure 4.6 shows category 3, its subcategories, and their variations.
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Category 3: The base form of this category follows:

\[ \Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}) \]

**Note 1:** Subcategories 1, 2, and 3, below, have variations b) and c) that are similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, and q have the above base form.

**Note 2:** Subcategories 4 and 5, below, have variations b) and c) that are both similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, q, and s are in this category’s base form.

1. **absence sub-category:**
   a) absence globally (p is false globally): \[ \Box \neg (\Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})) \]

2. **universality sub-category:**
   a) universality globally (p is true globally): \[ \Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}) \]

3. **existence sub-category:**
   a) existence (p becomes true): \[ \Diamond(\Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})) \]

4. **response sub-category:**
   a) globally (s responds to p globally): \[ \Box(\Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}) \rightarrow \Diamond s) \]

5. **precedence sub-category:**
   a) globally (s precedes p globally): \[ \neg(\Box(\text{AGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{RGT}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ETG}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow \text{X}\Diamond\text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}})) \ \text{W} \ s \]

Figure 4.6: Category 3, sub-categories, and sub-category variations
4.2.4 A Combination of Agents, Events, Resources, their Attributes, and their Relationships, and in Connection with AC Results

Similar to and based on the description provided in Figure 4.5, the base form of this property follows:

\[ \square (\text{AgentExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResourceExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{EventExp}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{AgeEveRel}_{\text{prop}} \land \text{ResEveExp}_{\text{prop}} \rightarrow X\Diamond \text{EventResult}_{\text{prop}}) \]

AgentExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional statement of AgentExp, previously defined in Chapter 3.
ResourceExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional expression of ResourceExp, defined in Chapter 3
EventExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional expression of EventExp, defined in Chapter 3
AgeEveRel\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional expression of AgeEveRel defined in Chapter 3
ResEveExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional expression of ResEveExp defined in Chapter 3
EventResult\text{\textsubscript{prop}}: propositional expression of EventResult, defined in Chapter 3

Figure 4.7 shows category 4, its subcategories, and their variations.

4.3 General Form of AC Property Specification

This section provides a general form of AC property specification. This general form uses both the AC rules presented in Chapter 3 and the categorization specification described in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.8 shows a general form of AC property. This definition includes the temporal operators of LTL and the connective of propositional logic. An atomic proposition is represented as “p”, and the elements identified as AgentExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, ResourceExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, EventExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, AgeEveRel\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, ResEveExp\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, EventResult\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, AGT\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, RGT\text{\textsubscript{prop}}, and ETG\text{\textsubscript{prop}} are propositions equivalent to the previously defined (Chapter 3, Figure 3.22) AgentExp, ResourceExp, EventExp, AgeEveRel, ResEveExp, EventResult, AGT, RGT, and ETG, respectively.

Next, an example is provided to describe the general form of AC property specification in the context of specific cases.

Example: It is always the case that a program committee (PC) member who owns reviews can eventually edit his/her reviews:
Category 4: The base form of this category follows:
\[ \Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop}) \]

Note 1: Subcategories 1, 2, and 3, below, have variations b) and c) that are similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, and q have the above base form.

Note 2: Subcategories 4 and 5, below, have variations b) and c) that are both similar to the corresponding LTL expressions in Figure 4.3, but p, r, q, and s are in this category’s base form.

1. absence sub-category:
   a) absence globally (p is false globally):
   \[ \Box \neg (\Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop})) \]

2. universality sub-category:
   a) universality globally (p is true globally):
   \[ \Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop}) \]

3. existence sub-category:
   a) existence (p becomes true):
   \[ \Diamond (\Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop})) \]

4. response sub-category:
   a) globally (s responds to p globally):
   \[ \Box(\Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop}) \rightarrow \Diamond s) \]

5. precedence sub-category:
   a) globally (s precedes p globally):
   \[ \neg (\Box(AgentExp_{prop} \land ResourceExp_{prop} \land EventExp_{prop} \land AgeEveRel_{prop} \land ResEveExp_{prop} \rightarrow X\Diamond EventResult_{prop})) \rightarrow W s \]
\( P = \text{uop} (P) \mid (P \text{ bop} P) \mid \text{ultl} (P) \mid (P \text{ bltl} P) \mid \text{AgentExp}_{prop} \mid \text{ResourceExp}_{prop} \mid \text{EventExp}_{prop} \mid \text{AgeEveRel}_{prop} \mid \text{ResEveExp}_{prop} \mid \text{EventResult}_{prop} \mid \text{ATG}_{prop} \mid \text{RTG}_{prop} \mid \text{ETG}_{prop}; \)

\( \text{uop} = \text{“not”}; \)

\( \text{bop} = \text{“and”} \mid \text{“or”} \mid \text{“implies”}; \)

\( \text{ultl} = \text{“always”} \mid \text{“eventually”} \mid \text{“next”;} \)

\( \text{bltl} = \text{“until”} \mid \text{“release”} \mid \text{“weak until”}; \)

Figure 4.8: A general form of AC Property

\( \Box (\text{pcMember} \land \text{ownedReview} \land \text{eventIsUpdate} \land \text{pcMemberUpdateRel} \land \text{UpdateReviewRel} \rightarrow X\Diamond \text{permitUpdate}) \)

This property can be described using the general AC property as follows:

Note: The extra parentheses are removed in the following expressions, using the convention provided in section 4.1.

- pcMember corresponds to \text{AgentExp}_{prop} of the general property definition.
- ownedReview corresponds to \text{ResourceExp}_{prop} of the general property definition.
- The use of option \((P \text{ bop} P)\) creates \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop})\), where \text{bop} is the option “and” \((\land)\); the new P is now \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop})\).
- eventIsUpdate corresponds to \text{EventExp}_{prop}.
- Another use of option \((P \text{ bop} P)\) where \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop})\) is the first P, and the second P is eventIsUpdate, and \text{bop} is “and” creates the new P expression \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{eventIsUpdate})\).
- pcMemberUpdateRel corresponds to \text{AgeEveRel}_{prop} in the general form.
- Another use of option \((P \text{ bop} P)\) where the first P is \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{eventIsUpdate})\), and the second P is pcMemberUpdateRel, and \text{bop} is “and” creates the new P expression \((\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{ResourceExp}_{prop} \text{“and”} \text{eventIsUpdate “and” pcMemberUpdateRel})\).
• UpdateReviewRel corresponds to ResEveExp_{prop}. Similar to the explanation of the previous item, another use of (P bop P) creates the new P, called A, as follows:

\[(\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{ and} \text{ ResourceExp}_{prop} \text{ and} \text{ eventIsUpdate} \text{ and} \text{ pcMemberUpdateRel} \text{ and} \text{ UpdateReviewRel})\]

• permitUpdate corresponds to EventResult_{prop}. The use of ultl (P), where P is permitUpdate, and ultl is “next”, creates “next”(permitUpdate). Another application of ultl (P), where P is this latest expression, and ultl is “eventually”, creates an expression, called B, as follows: “eventually” “next”(permitUpdate)

• Another use of option (P bop P), where the first P is what is called A, and the second P is what is called B, and bop is “implies”, creates the following expression:

\[(\text{AgentExp}_{prop} \text{ and} \text{ ResourceExp}_{prop} \text{ and} \text{ eventIsUpdate} \text{ and} \text{ pcMemberUpdateRel} \text{ and} \text{ UpdateReviewRel} \text{ implies} \text{ eventually} \text{ “next” permitUpdate})\]

• Finally, the use of ultl (P), where P is the last expression, and ultl is “always”, creates the expression

“always”(AgentExp_{prop} “and” ResourceExp_{prop} “and” eventIsUpdate “and” pcMemberUpdateRel “and” UpdateReviewRel “implies” “eventually” “next” permitUpdate) Or

\[\Box(\text{pcMember} \land \text{ownedReview} \land \text{eventIsUpdate} \land \text{pcMemberUpdateRel} \land \text{UpdateReviewRel} \rightarrow X\Diamond \text{permitUpdate})\]

4.4 Related Work on Property Specifications

The Object Management Group’s (OMG) “Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR)” [101] uses predicate logic with a small extension of modal logic. The SBVR document uses limited modal logic operators without committing to any particular modal logic. SBVR defines a rule as a “proposition that is a claim of obligation or of necessity,” and a business rule is expressed as a rule under a business jurisdiction. SBVR classifies business rules as structural (or definitional) or operative. A definitional rule is a statement that represents a claim of necessity, whereas an operative rule is a claim of obligation. In general, a special case of modal logic is temporal logic [49]. In temporal logic, a statement can be true at some point in time but false at others. Similarly, modal logic labels statements as “true by necessity” and “true by possibility,” and therefore,
statements that are true now and those that are always true are differentiated [108]. Both modal and temporal logic creates various worlds by interpretations that can correspond to each other. Woodcock and Loomes provide a comparison of these two interpretations [108]: in a basic modal logic, \( \Box \varphi \) denotes that \( \varphi \) is true by necessity, and \( \Diamond \varphi \) states that \( \varphi \) may possibly be true; if time represents the ordering of these various worlds, and assuming that there is no past or that time is non-branching, then \( \Box \varphi \) means that \( \varphi \) is always true, and \( \Diamond \varphi \) means that \( \varphi \) will be true at some future (or eventual) stage.

Martin and Odell [67] classify rules into two categories: constraint and derivation. Constraint rules restrict either structure or operation of an object and are categorized into stimulus/response, operation constraint, and structure constraint rules; conversely, derivation rules are divided into inference and computation.

The Business Rules Group (BRG) [18] classifies business rules into three categories: structural assertions, action assertions, and derivations. Structural assertions describe static representations, such as those modeled by entity-relationship diagrams. As they state, their structural assertions usually describe “possibilities”; for instance, “A model may be requested by a customer from a rental branch” [18]. BRG defines dynamic assertions as constraints on the results of actions; as a result, these types of assertions use the words “must or must not” and “should or should not.” The BRG’s dynamic assertions include assertions for conditions (e.g., “is a car registered?”), for integrity constraints (e.g., “a car must be registered”), or for authorization (e.g., only certain individuals perform certain tasks). Finally, the derivations of the Business Rules Group consist of either “inference” or “mathematical calculation” using facts, other derivations, or action assertions.

A small running example that describes the specification of access control properties in Alloy and demonstrates the benefit of access control formal analysis [56] is presented in Section D.2.1. Dwyer et al. [28] collected 555 specifications from 35 different sources within several domains. Some had only temporal logic specifications, and others had both informal prose and temporal logic specifications. The authors classified these specifications into two categories: occurrence and order. Occurrence is grouped into absence, universality, existence, and bounded existence. Furthermore, order is split into four classes: precedence, response, chain precedence, and chain precedence. For instance, to describe an order of precedence such that the occurrence of one event/state, \( S \), is a necessary pre-condition for the occurrence of a second one, \( P \), requires the following LTL specification: \( \Diamond P \rightarrow (\neg P U (S \land \neg P)) \)

---

1Martin and Odell attribute many of their stated ideas about rules to Frans Van Assche and mentions an internal publication: Frans Van Assche, Rule-Based IEM, James Martin and Co., internal paper, December 1991.
Chapter 5

Evaluation: Conference Management Case Study

Summary: This chapter describes a conference management case study, called CONTINUE, and its realistic access control policies and properties. This detailed illustration demonstrates the approach explained in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.

As Figure 5.1 shows, this chapter uses the materials on access control models, rules and policies, and their combinations from Chapter 3 (corresponding to Boxes A1, A2, A3, and B3 of Figure 1.1) to build access control policies in CONTINUE. This chapter also mentions the approach for encoding CONTINUE’s access control policies using PROMELA (the language of SPIN) corresponding of Box C1 of Figure 1.1).

CONTINUE’s policy and property descriptions use the approach of Chapters 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 5.2 that corresponds to Box C of Figure 1.1. The properties are specified in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). The LTL specifications are followed by the formal verification of these properties using the SPIN model checker.

Properties are then verified, and the results are expressed and compared/contrasted with the outcomes of two prior works that use the same case study but apply different verification techniques. Similar to the two prior works, the first-applicable combining algorithm is first used, and the verification time and state space, obtained by using SPIN, are provided. Then, the expressiveness advantage of this thesis’s approach over other prior works is described. Specifically, three combining algorithms—ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides, and only-one-applicable that prior works are not capable of describing—are presented based on this thesis’s approach in two formats including state machines. Using the ordered-permit-overrides algorithm, the verification of properties for the same case
Figure 5.1: A summary of this chapter for access control policy specification

Figure 5.2: A summary of this chapter for property description and verification

Section 5.1 is a summary of the CONTINUE conference management case study and the scope of this application. Section 5.2 explains business and access control models, AC rules and their combinations using algorithmic forms and state machines for the case study. This section describes Boxes A1, A2, A3, and B3 of Figure 1.1 for the case study. Section 5.3 points to the materials of Boxes B1 and B2 of Figure 1.1 for the case study and is mainly about Box C (C1 and C2) of Figure 1.1. This section details the results in terms of verification time and memory, and the state space of the problem. This section also describes the expressiveness advantage of this thesis’s approach over those of prior formal verification works’ approaches. Section 5.4 provides a short note on selecting the SPIN model checker to specify and verify properties.

\[1\text{The state of a program is a set consisting of the values of the program variables and location counters of the program, and the state space of a program represents the set of states that can possibly exist within a computation} \]
CONTINUE is a free conference management application supporting the submission, review, discussion, and notification phases of conferences. Shriram Krishnamurthi initially wrote CONTINUE. A broad description of CONTINUE’s behaviour follows:

- During the initial stage, individuals can view the conference information.
- During the submission phase, authors, including program committee (PC) members, but not PC chairs, can submit papers.
- PC chairs assign papers to non-conflicted PC members (i.e., PC members cannot be assigned to review their own papers).
- Only those who are assigned to review papers can submit reviews.
- No PC members can view other PC members’ reviews unless the former have submitted their own reviews. The purpose of preventing PC members from accidentally accessing other member reviews, before submitting their own, is to reduce bias in their reviews.
- PC chairs can see all decisions, whereas PC members do not possess this authorization. PC members who have submitted papers should not be able to determine who reviewed their papers.
- Paper reviews are read during the discussion phase and are the basis for decisions on which papers are accepted.

Many conferences do not allow their own chairs to submit research papers; based on this practice, CONTINUE allows PC chairs to read/write all decisions [60]. CONTINUE has been used by several conferences, such as the International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis. In addition, other works also used this case study, making comparison possible between the verification results obtained by applying the approach described in this work and those of other authors.

The original conference management access control policies are described by eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). The CONTINUE policies are available in XACML format on the following web site.

\[2\text{http://www.cs.brown.edu/research/plt/software/margrave/versions/01-01/examples/continue/CodeB/}\]
policies are provided in Appendix E because in their original XACML format they occupy more space than is available here. The XACML format and also the prose translation demonstrate the difficulty of defining access control policies correctly because of the numerous rules and their nested referrals. Furthermore, this application provides properties that are provided in Appendix E. This thesis specifies properties according to the approach provided in Chapter 4.

5.2 Business and AC Models, Rules and Combination

This section uses the CONTINUE case study to describe the modeling of access control on top of business models, the specification of AC rules based on models using the provided AC rules in Extended BNF, and the description of AC rule combinations using algorithmic forms and state machines.

5.2.1 Business and AC Models

Figure 5.3 shows a REA exchange model. This figure views submitting and reviewing (papers) as dual events and is presented. An agent or author (or a role) submits a paper, and a PC member updates (e.g., reads, writes, modifies, or deletes) reviews. The two events of submit and update are viewed as REA dual events.

An access control model can be built on top of Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows such a generic model that is a slight modification of Figure 3.12(a) in Chapter 3.

An example of the generic model of Figure 5.4 can be constructed. This access control example model (Figure 5.5) can be combined with Figure 5.3. In this combination, the identical classes and associations are merged. These classes consist of ConfMember, Update, and Review. The associations consist of one between PCMember and Update, and another one between Update and Review.

Similarly, examples of access control models for submission of papers can be defined using the generic form in Figure 5.4, which can subsequently be merged with Figure 5.3.

5.2.2 Access Control Rule

An access control rule of the case study is described in relation to the extended BNF (EBNF) form previously defined.
Figure 5.3: A REA model of submitting and reviewing papers

Figure 5.4: A core access control model, based on this thesis’s presentation
**Example 1:** A *pc chair* is permitted to create or delete *review* resources.

This rule is based on Figure 5.5. In this figure, the *roleName* attribute of ConfMemberType can have values of PCChair and PCMember. This rule can be described by the EBNF definitions (Figure 3.22) in Chapter 3. According to the provided definitions, an AC rule can be defined as follows:

\[
ACRule = (AgentExp \text{ and } ResourceExp \text{ and } EventExp \text{ and } AgeEveRel \text{ and } ResEveRel) \implies EventResult;
\]

Next, each component of the above expression, such as AgentExp, is described. The combinations of these expressions using *and* and *implies* create an access control rule, as shown next.

AgentExp: (AgentType = PCChair)

and

ResourceExp: (ResourceType = Review)

and

EventExp: (EventType = Create or EventType = Delete)

and

AgeEveRel: (RelATET(PCChair, Create) and RelATET(PCChair, Delete)
and
ResEveRel: (RelRTET(Review, Create) and RelRTET(Review, Delete))
implies
EventResult: (Create Access = permit and Delete Access = permit)

5.2.3 AC Rule Combination by Algorithmic Form and State Machine

The approach shown in this chapter can describe various ordering combination algorithms, such as ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides and only-one-applicable for the purpose of formal verification, whereas prior works are not capable of expressing these combinations. These three combining algorithms and their specifications according to this thesis’s approach follow.

The Ordered-permit-overrides Rule-combining Algorithm: This algorithm can be described as follows [79]: The evaluation of rules within a policy is in the same order that these rules are listed in a policy. If any rule evaluates to permit, then the result is permit. If none of the rules evaluates to permit and the result of at least one evaluation is deny and the results of the rest are not-applicable, then the result is deny. If none of the rules applies, then the final evaluation result is not applicable.

Figure 5.6 shows a description of ordered-permit-overrides in an algorithmic form.

Similarly, Figure 5.7 also shows the UML state machine corresponding to the ordered-permit-overrides rule-combining algorithm. The same convention from Chapter 3, restated below, still holds.

State Naming Convention and Meaning: The first digit of a state name (e.g., $q_{10}$ in Figure 5.7) indicates the rule number, and the second digit indicates whether the assumption of that rule holds (1) or does not hold (0); e.g.,

$q_{11}$: the state in which rule 1’s assumption holds (i.e., true = 1).
$q_{10}$: the state in which rule 1’s assumption does not hold (i.e., false = 0).

Permit-overrides, another algorithm, is similar to ordered-permit-overrides with one difference: in permit-overrides, rules can be evaluated in any orders within a policy. This algorithm can be implemented using the non-deterministic if-statement of SPIN (Appendix D).

The Ordered-deny-overrides Rule-combining Algorithm: This algorithm can be described as follows [79]: The evaluation of rules within a policy is in the same order that
set seen-deny to false;
initial state = state\_00;
for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do
  // \( n \) = the number of rules in a policy
  if premise-rule\(_i\) = false then
    move to state\(_i_0\);
  else
    move to state\(_i_1\);
    if Event\(_i\).Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
      move to state permit;
      exit loop;
    else if Event\(_i\).Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
      move to state deny-seen;
      set seen-deny to true;
    end
  end
if \( i = n \) then
  if seen-deny = true then
    move to deny state;
  else
    move to state NA;
  end
end

Figure 5.6: The defined AC rules and states for ordered-permit-overrides

these rules are listed in a policy. If any rule evaluates to deny, then the result is deny. If none of the rules evaluates to deny and the result of at least one evaluation is permit and the results of the rest are not-applicable, then the result is permit. If none of the rules applies, then the final evaluation result is not applicable. Figure 5.8 shows the algorithmic form representation of this algorithm.

Similarly, Figure 5.9 shows the UML state machine for this algorithm.

Similar to the previous case, another rule-combining algorithm is deny-overrides in which rules can be evaluated in any order within a policy. Similarly, the use of the non-deterministic if-statement of SPIN, as previously explained, applies in this case too.

The Only-one-applicable Rule-combining Algorithm: The XCAML standard de-
Figure 5.7: A UML state machine using the defined AC rules for ordered-permit-overrides

The only-one-applicable combining algorithm for policies not rules. XACML defines the only-one-applicable algorithm for policies and not for rules. Kolovski et al. [59] describes the only-one-applicable rule-combining algorithm as the same rule- and policy-combining algorithms of XACML are similar. This algorithm can be described as follows: if more than one rule is applicable, then the result is indeterminate. If none of the rules is applicable, then the result is not applicable. If only one rule applies, then the result of that rule applies. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 describe this algorithm.
set seen-permit to false;
initial state = state\(_{00}\);
for \(i = 1\) to \(n\) do
  // \(n\) = the number of rules in a policy
  if \(\text{premise-rule}_i\) = false then
    move to state\(_{i0}\);
  else
    move to state\(_{i1}\);
    if \(\text{Event}_i\text{.Access(permit)} = \text{true for every element of EventResult}\) then
      move to state permit-seen;
      set seen-permit to true;
    else if \(\text{Event}_i\text{.Access(deny)} = \text{true for every element of EventResult}\) then
      move to state deny;
      exit loop;
  end
end
if \(i = n\) then
  if \(\text{seen-permit} = \text{true}\) then
    move to state permit;
  else
    move to state NA;
end
end

Figure 5.8: The defined AC rules and states for ordered-deny-overrides
Figure 5.9: A UML state machine using the defined AC rules for ordered-deny-overrides
initial state = state\textsubscript{00}; set num-seen to zero; set result to false;

for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do

// \( n \) = the number of rules in a policy

if premise-rule\textsubscript{i} = false then

move to state\textsubscript{i0};

if \( i = n \) and num-seen > 1 then

move to state indeterminate;
exit loop;
else if \( i = n \) and num-seen = 0 then

move to state NA;
exit loop;
else if \( i = n \) and num-seen = 1 and result = permit then

move to state permit;
exit loop;
else if \( i = n \) and num-seen = 1 and result = deny then

move to state deny;
exit loop;
end

else

move to state\textsubscript{i1};

if Event\textsubscript{i}Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then

set result to permit;
add one to num-seen; move to state seen;
else if Event\textsubscript{i}Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then

set result to deny;
add one to num-seen; move to state seen;
end

if \( i = n \) and num-seen > 1 then

move to state indeterminate;
exit loop;
else if \( i = n \) and num-seen = 1 and result = permit then

move to state permit;
exit loop;
else if \( i = n \) and num-seen = 1 and result = deny then

move to state deny;
exit loop;
end

end

end

Figure 5.10: The defined AC rules and states for only-one-applicable
Figure 5.11: A UML state machine using the defined AC rules for only-one-applicable
5.2.4 An Advantage of the Thesis’s Approach

Table 5.1 shows a summary and comparison of this thesis and prior approaches in terms of using rule-combining algorithms in the context of formal verification of properties. The plus sign indicates the capability of their expressions, whereas the minus sign shows the inability of their expressions. XCAML defines the only-one-applicable algorithm for policies and not for rules. Kolovski et al. [59] describes the only-one-applicable rule-combining algorithm as the same rule- and policy-combining algorithms of XACML are similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rule-combining algorithms</th>
<th>Fisler et al.</th>
<th>Kolovski et al.</th>
<th>this thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first-applicable</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permit-overrides</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny-overrides</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordered-permit-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordered-deny-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only-one-applicable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Rule-combining algorithms in the context of their use with formal verification

Similarly, an expression of the combination of ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides, and only-one-applicable rule-combining algorithms with others is not possible. As a result, if a policy uses the first-applicable algorithm, and another applies ordered-permit-overrides, then their combinations cannot be expressed in conjunction with the previously presented formal verification. Table 5.2 shows the various possible combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rule-combining algorithms</th>
<th>Fisler et al.</th>
<th>Kolovski et al.</th>
<th>this thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first-applicable + ordered-permit-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first-applicable + ordered-deny-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first-applicable + only-one-applicable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permit-overrides + ordered-permit-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permit-overrides + ordered-deny-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permit-overrides + only-one-applicable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny-overrides + ordered-permit-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny-overrides + ordered-deny-overrides</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deny-overrides + only-one-applicable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Rule-combining algorithms in the context of using with formal verification
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5.3 Formal Analysis

This section uses the SPIN model checker to assist in expressing CONTINUE’s policies and properties in addition to the analysis of properties. SPIN accepts specifications written in a C-like language called PROMELA. Correctness properties can be written as assertion statements or specified as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. An overview of SPIN is provided in Appendix D.1.

Access control was initially defined using a matrix to specify who has access to what, but the growth of an organization adds to the maintenance problems of such a matrix; instead, access control is now defined using rules to describe the information within that matrix [36]. Despite the benefits of using rules, some disadvantages still exist [58]: 1) large organizations have a lot of rules; therefore, application of these rules makes it problematic to determine who has access to what, and 2) the addition and modification of new rules add to the problem of maintaining these rules. (Although the disadvantages are described only in the context of Rule-based RBAC, they apply generally). In addition, it is well known that what one specifies is what one gets but not necessarily what one wants. Therefore, the analysis of specifications still constitutes a significant step no matter how carefully specification is described.

5.3.1 Formal Specification of AC Policies in PROMELA

The existing CONTINUE policies, described in XACML, are specified in PROMELA. The formats of AC rules have also previously been defined in extended BNF (EBNF). These rules are encoded in PROMELA.

In addition, this specification of AC rules follows the algorithmic forms or state machines to encode policies and their combinations. The specific AC rules of CONTINUE are specified in their place-holders, identified as rule-numbers, in algorithmic forms or state machines.

The following example shows one possible combination of policies. The following if-statement shows the premise of rules, such as premiseRule1 and premiseRule2, and the conclusion of rules, such as conclusionRule1 and conclusionRule2. The premises and conclusions of rules are defined in PROMELA as shown in the top portion of Figure 4.1, using equalities and arrays as described on Page 89. Initially, the state is $q_{00}$, as shown in the state machines of this thesis. If premiseRule1 holds, then the state is $q_{11}$, and based on conclusionRule1, the state proceeds to a result (permit or deny). Otherwise, the state is state...
q_{10}, and the procedure continues to the state representing premise rule 2. The procedure continues the evaluation to the end in the same manner.

```plaintext
if
  :: premiseRule1 -> conclusionRule1;
else
  if
    :: premiseRule2 -> conclusionRule2;
  fi;
else
  if
    :: premiseRule3 -> conclusionRule3;
  fi;
fi;
```

Next, premiseRule1, conclusionRule1, premiseRule2, conclusionRule2, premiseRule3, and conclusionRule3 of the if-statement are defined. RT, AT, and ET stand for ResourceType, AgentType, and EventType, respectively.

The definition of premiseRule1 follows:

```plaintext
```

conclusionRule1 is defined as 

```plaintext
readAccess == permit
```

premiseRule2 is defined as

```plaintext
```

The definition of conclusionRule2 follows:

```plaintext
writeAccess == permit; createAccess == permit; deleteAccess == permit
```

premiseRule3 is defined as follows:

```plaintext
RT == pcmemberR && AT == member && AT.userID == RT.resourceID && (ET
```
The definition of conclusionRule3 follows:

readAccess == deny; writeAccess == deny; createAccess == deny;
deleteAccess == deny

5.3.2 Formal Specification of AC Properties in LTL

CONTINUE provides properties that this thesis expresses in LTL. The SPIN model checker is used to specify properties. Properties can be specified as LTL expressions in SPIN. Appendix D.1 provides an overview of SPIN. Table 5.3 shows the math symbols and the SPIN equivalents used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>∧</td>
<td>&amp;&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>∨</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not</td>
<td>¬</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implies</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>-→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>always</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eventually</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Some LTL and SPIN operators

Property Example: For any state, if an individual is neither a PC chair nor an administrator, then he or she cannot eventually set (write) the meeting flag resource.

This property exemplifies category 3 and its subcategory the universality sub-category, as described in Chapter 4. This property can be defined in the LTL notation of SPIN as

\[ [] (pThree \rightarrow X<>notSetup) \]

where pThree and notSetup are defined as follows:

#define pThree (! (AT == chair || AT == admin) && (RT ==
ismeetingflagR) && eventIsW && chaERrel && admERrel)

where eventIsW, chaERrel, and admERrel are defined as

```
#define eventIsW (ET == writeEvent)
```

```
#define chaERrel (chaR[13].AgeN == cha && chaR[13].RAct == readA
```

```
#define admERrel (admR[0].AgeN == adm && admR[0].WAct == writeA
   && admR[0].ResN == pcmember_infoChairFlagR)
```

notSetup is defined as

```
#define notSetup (writeAccess == deny)
```

Property Example: It is always the case that if an individual role is not described (i.e.,
no roles exist for a subject), then no permit exists for the individual.

This property exemplifies the absence globally sub-category of category 1 as described
in Chapter 4. This property can be defined in the LTL notation of SPIN as \([\Box]pFour\)

where pFour is defined as

```
#define pFour (!(AT == uniden && aPermit))
```

aPermit can be described in PROMELA as

```
#define aPermit (readAccess == permit || writeAccess == permit ||
   createAccess == permit || deleteAccess == permit)
```

The use of eventually instead of always in this property expression places this property
into the existence subcategory of category 1, as shown in Chapter 4.

Property Example: It is always the case that a program committee (PC) member who
owns reviews can eventually edit his/her reviews.

This property exemplifies the universality sub-category of category 4 (Chapter 4). This
example is similar to the first example of this section but uses the attributes of program
committees and reviews, thus placing this property into category 4.

5.3.3 Verification Results and Expressive Advantage

This work has verified the twelve properties provided by CONTINUE. The result of this
verification is described and compared with the results of two previous works. These two
works use different approaches that are not completely comparable with the experiment described in this chapter, but they use CONTINUE policies and properties and use verification as a part of their efforts. The approach in this thesis in terms of the use of a model checker to verify access control policies is completely comparable with the line of work described by Jha et al. [52] in Section 2.3.1.

The state space of a program is the multiplication of the number of statements of each process by the number of values each variable can have [11]. The state space in this work was relatively small because the range of values that each variable could take has been selected to be as small as possible. In addition, the number of statements has been reduced by using PROMELA’s atomic keyword.

Table 5.4 shows the experimental results for the properties that hold. The second row is the state space; the third row is the verification time in seconds, and the fourth is the memory usage reported when running the program. Similarly, the next three rows represent state space, running time, and memory usage for the same properties, but the assumptions of implications that must eventually hold are not included. For instance, based on the explanation provided in Figure 4.5, for \(Pr_1\), the top three rows report the experiment for the expression \(\Box(p \rightarrow X<>q) \&\& <>p\), and the bottom three rows of column \(Pr_1\) use the expression \(\Box(p \rightarrow X<>q)\), an acceptable form, in which the assumptions that must eventually hold are not stated.

Finally, \(Pr_4\) and \(Pr_8\) failed as they should. \(Pr_4\) failed with the state space of 293,315, a running time 0.654 seconds, and a memory usage of 101.036. \(Pr_8\) failed with the state space of 16,313, a running time of 0.047 seconds, and a memory usage of 7.969.

A Windows PC with a Pentium (R) Dual core 2.7GHz CPU and 4 Gbytes of memory is used for the experiment.

As an example, the CONTINUE case study is used again with the ordered-permit-overrides rule-combining algorithm. All twelve properties whose verifications under this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Pr_1)</th>
<th>(Pr_2)</th>
<th>(Pr_3)</th>
<th>(Pr_5)</th>
<th>(Pr_6)</th>
<th>(Pr_7)</th>
<th>(Pr_9)</th>
<th>(Pr_{10})</th>
<th>(Pr_{11})</th>
<th>(Pr_{12})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,364,017</td>
<td>496,401</td>
<td>538,257</td>
<td>368,017</td>
<td>368,017</td>
<td>436,497</td>
<td>383,633</td>
<td>438,033</td>
<td>387,089</td>
<td>381,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468.298</td>
<td>170.426</td>
<td>184.796</td>
<td>126.349</td>
<td>126.349</td>
<td>149.859</td>
<td>131.710</td>
<td>150.387</td>
<td>132.896</td>
<td>131.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700,017</td>
<td>380,049</td>
<td>377,233</td>
<td>368,017</td>
<td>368,017</td>
<td>377,745</td>
<td>370,833</td>
<td>372,433</td>
<td>369,521</td>
<td>368,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.332</td>
<td>130.479</td>
<td>129.513</td>
<td>126.349</td>
<td>126.349</td>
<td>129.688</td>
<td>127.315</td>
<td>127.865</td>
<td>126.865</td>
<td>126.502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.5: State space, memory, and verification time with ordered-permit-overrides rule-combining algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pr₁</th>
<th>Pr₂</th>
<th>Pr₃</th>
<th>Pr₅</th>
<th>Pr₆</th>
<th>Pr₇</th>
<th>Pr₉</th>
<th>Pr₁₀</th>
<th>Pr₁₁</th>
<th>Pr₁₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,391,409</td>
<td>503,249</td>
<td>545,105</td>
<td>374,865</td>
<td>374,865</td>
<td>450,833</td>
<td>390,481</td>
<td>440,881</td>
<td>393,937</td>
<td>388,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477,702</td>
<td>172,777</td>
<td>187,147</td>
<td>128,700</td>
<td>128,700</td>
<td>154,781</td>
<td>134,61</td>
<td>152,738</td>
<td>135,248</td>
<td>133,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713,713</td>
<td>386,897</td>
<td>384,081</td>
<td>374,865</td>
<td>374,865</td>
<td>387,089</td>
<td>377,681</td>
<td>379,281</td>
<td>376,369</td>
<td>375,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245,034</td>
<td>132,031</td>
<td>131,864</td>
<td>128,700</td>
<td>128,700</td>
<td>132,896</td>
<td>129,666</td>
<td>130,216</td>
<td>129,216</td>
<td>128,853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ordered-permit-overrides rule-combining algorithm were not possible by prior approaches are verified. Table 5.5 shows the result of this verification.

Pr₄ and Pr₈ failed as they should. Pr₄ failed with the state space of 274,906, a running time 0.623 seconds, and a memory usage of 94.883. Pr₈ failed with the state space of 16,313, a running time of 0.044 seconds, and a memory usage of 7.969. Similar to the previous case, a Windows PC with a Pentium (R) Dual core 2.7GHz CPU and 4 Gbytes of memory is used for the experiment.

A comparison of this chapter’s experiment and those of two other works is described next. This comparison cannot be in terms of state space and verification time directly because the other two works use different approaches. One reports a certain timing for parsing XACML and constraining the representation, and the other describes timing for parsing XACML, converting to description logic, and preprocessing time to convert them to normal form. Neither of these elements applies to the work described in this chapter.

Next, two other works that use the same policies and properties but apply different verification methods are discussed. These works are by a) Fisler et al. [36] and b) Kolovski et al. [59].

**Fisler et al. [36] Work:** The authors, who created and made CONTINUE policies and properties publicly available, use Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams (MTBDDs) to represent policies. MTBDDs, variations of Binary Decision Diagrams, have multiple terminal nodes such that the permit, deny, and not applicable of a policy rule can be represented. An MTBDD is built for each rule, then these MTBDDs are combined using provided algorithms. MTBDDs can be manipulated using PLT Scheme (renamed Racket), a programming language also used to query and verify properties. The authors report a time of 2050 milliseconds to parse and convert policies into the MTBDD representations and another 20 milliseconds to constrain this representation. The verification of each
property takes less than 1 millisecond. They seemingly obtained these results using a machine with an Athlon XP 1800+ processor at 1.5 GHz with 512 Mb RAM.

The verification time of Fisler et al.’s experiment is faster than that the results reported in Table 5.4, but Fisler et al.’s 2050 milliseconds for parsing policies and 20 milliseconds for constraining policies are not applicable and have not occurred in the experiment using SPIN because compiling the PROMELA program is fast. Fisler et al. use PLT Scheme to write queries about policies, and LTL expressions are used in this chapter to do so.

Note that Fisler et al. cannot describe any of ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides and Only-one-applicable combining algorithms.

b) The Work by Kolovski et al. [59]: The authors used description logics and implemented a prototype of an XACML analysis tool on top of Pellet, a description logic reasoner. In general, description logics are decidable subsets of first order logic, but some are supersets of predicate logic. The authors mention that one advantage of choosing DL representations is their expressiveness. Therefore, a larger subset of XACML that is more expressive than propositional logic can be represented and verified. Parsing these XACML policies took 2.1 seconds, and converting them to description logic took another 1.7 seconds. Preprocessing concepts and transforming them into normal forms consumed 10.6 seconds. Verification of properties took 0.420 seconds on average. The type of machine used to obtain these results is not mentioned. The authors attribute the faster time reported by Fisler et al.’s work to the optimizations for Pellet that are designed to perform verification for a richer logic than propositional logic (i.e., the logic that describes these policies).

Kolovski et al.’s 0.42 seconds verification time is faster than the one reported in Table 5.4, but their 2.1 seconds for parsing, 1.7 seconds for converting policies to description logic, and 10.6 seconds for transforming concepts to normal forms are not applicable to the experiment using SPIN because the compilation of the PROMELA program is fast.

Note that Kolovski et al. [59] are not able to specify ordered-permit-overrides and ordered-deny-overrides combining algorithms. Kolovski et al. believe that they will be able to express only-one-applicable combining algorithm in their future work.

5.4 A Note on the Use of SPIN

The SPIN model checker is selected to specify policies and properties and to verify properties. This tool has been used in many projects. Initially, the plan was to use Alloy, but
Alloy was not used for this specific task, for reasons explained after the notion of using *scope* in Alloy’s analysis has been described.

Alloy’s analysis is based on *scope*: an analysis is valid for the specified scope. If the Alloy analyzer does not find a counterexample, it does not necessarily mean that no counterexample exists. A counterexample may exist in a larger scope. As Jackson [50] notes, an increase in scope decreases the chance of the existence of errors; Jackson’s “small scope hypothesis” states that most errors can be found in small scope. Therefore, the scope of analysis increases gradually until it reaches a point at which the analyzer runs out of memory. Appendix D provides an overview of Alloy and an example of access control specification and verification using Alloy.

Alloy was not used for two reasons: a) Fisler et al. [36] report the unsuccessful use of Alloy even for handling one third of the CONTINUE policies, as memory was exhausted after only a few minutes. Alloy is based on first-order logic; therefore, it introduces additional variables into a model, making analysis intractable; b) the notion of scope in Alloy’s analysis makes a verification valid for the specified scope. Jackson [50, Pages 184–185] describes the consequence of the existence of scope, and compares his tool with model checkers: “model checkers are generally capable of exhausting an entire state space. In an Alloy trace analysis, only traces of bounded length are considered, and the bound is generally small”.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of contributions, a discussion of limitations, and an outline of possible future work.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The work presented in this thesis provides a uniform formal approach to business and access control models, policies and their combinations. The research involves a new formal representation for access control rules, policies, and their combination and supports formal verification. In addition, the approach explicitly connects the rules to the underlying access control model. Further, this research approach enables the description and verification of all known access control policies expressed in the literature.

Research reported in the literature does not directly connect access control models to rules using a generic AC model. Typically, the research focuses on one or the other. Further, no formal approach (e.g., [36], [59], [66]) supports formal description and verification of classes of policy-combining algorithms related to history of policy outcomes and consensus.

This approach advances AC in the following ways:

• The approach provides a common representation for describing and integrating business processes, access control models, their rules and policies. This contribution emphasizes a systematic approach
starting from a business model,
– adding AC models to these business models,
– defining AC rules based on these models,
– combining AC rules using state machines in which the transitions are governed by elements of the defined AC rules.

This approach in its entirety has not been seen in the literature. Chapters 3 and 5 discuss this approach, and additional materials are provided in Appendices B and F.

• The approach expresses AC rules using an underlying AC model based on an existing augmented business modeling notation. The underlying AC model is general enough to describe Role-based Access Control (RBAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC), and Mandatory Access Control (MAC). Chapter 3 presents this topic, and some AC rule definitions are provided in Appendix B.

• The approach can express and verify formally all known policy- and rule-combining algorithms, a result not seen in the literature. The algorithms related to history of policy outcomes that include ordered-permit-overrides, ordered-deny-overrides, and only-one-applicable are expressed in Chapter 5. In addition, the verification using this class of combining algorithms for the case study is described and results are provided in the same chapter. The formal expressions of algorithms related to consensus that include weak-consensus, weak-majority, strong-consensus, strong-majority, and super-majority-permit are shown in Chapter 3 and Appendix F.

• The approach supports a classification of relevant AC properties expressed in LTL that can be verified against policies and their combinations. Chapter 4 discusses this topic.

• Finally, the approach supports automated formal verification of single policies and combined policy sets based on model checking. Chapter 5 presents this topic and provides the verification results.

6.2 Limitations

The modeling of three main classes of AC, RBAC, DAC, and MAC, is described by the approach presented in this thesis in Chapter 3. However, several other AC models, some of them are detailed, exist. It appears that the approach shown in this thesis can be
extended to represent other AC models such as the ones involving time (e.g., temporal-RBAC (TRBAC) as mentioned in Chapter 2) and obligation. These extensions can be a topic of future work.

The computational limitations imposed by the model checking approach are discussed (Chapter 2), and these limitations also apply in general. One main limitation is state-space explosion, which implies that as the model gets larger, the analysis will be impractical. Another limitation of model checking is that the analysis is performed on a model of a system and not on the actual system code.

This thesis uses a conference management case study that has appeared frequently in the literature, and therefore the comparison of results is possible. This case study is extended to include the verification of AC policies that use policy-combining algorithms involving history that have not appeared in the literature. The verification results are shown in Chapter 5. Despite the successful reported verification results, as the case study becomes larger, state-space explosion causes verification to be impractical.

6.3 Future Work

Several future directions can enhance the work presented in this thesis. A few are described next.

6.3.1 Other Access Control Models and their Extensions

As discussed in Chapter 1, the presentation of AC models in this thesis does not rely on a specific AC model and is based on the constituent of any AC model: AC models can be described by the elements users, objects, subjects, operations, permissions, and the relationships among them [33]. Three main classes of AC are discussed to show the approach presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, several other AC models exist; for instance, the Usage CONtrol (UCON) model in which usage means the rights to use digital objects and to delegate these rights. UCON is described as an intersection of traditional AC models, digital rights management, and trust management [82]. Exploring in depth other AC models and their extensions, such as trust management, can enhance the scope of this work.
6.3.2 Rights, Delegations, and Obligations

One possible extension of this work can be the inclusion of rights and delegations. For instance, one categorization [100] provided in Figure A.2 (Appendix A) uses generalization and specialization and present resources as goods, rights, or services. This thesis has not explored resources as rights; no differences appear to exist if resources are rights, but this type of presentation may require additional attention.

Delegation within AC models has also been discussed in the literature because of the presence of this feature in various situations. Therefore, delegation can also be described in related models. For instance, an agent with a role and with permissions to perform some operations may delegate this authority to another role. CONTINUE (Chapter 5) includes two roles: PC members and sub-reviewers. Although, in essence, PC members delegate reviewing papers to sub-reviewers, reviewing papers by sub-reviewers is not presented as an authorization given by PC members to sub-reviewers as delegations—possibly because of difficulties involved if such an approach is taken.

Not only does the existence of delegation add more features to an AC model but also the several possible forms of delegations and their combinations, which have already been defined in the literature. Investigating the addition of delegation, its benefits, and possible disadvantages, and determining the extent of its use within AC models can be extensions to this work.

Obligations have also been discussed in the AC literature. For instance, XACML [79, 78] represents an obligation, specified within a policy, as an operation that must be performed. Including an obligation within the approach presented in this thesis can be another topic of future work.

6.3.3 Analysis and Formal Methods

Several enhancements for policy analysis are possible, for instance, the use of various analysis techniques and formal method approaches to determine what techniques are appropriate for certain situations. Performing such experiments could result in the development of guidelines. For instance, Jha et al. [52] mention that a logic programming tool uses an excessive amount of memory if the number of rules exceeds a certain number, whereas memory use is much lower if a model checker tool analyzes the same case. As mentioned in Chapter 2, one experiment shows that the number of rules is a determining runtime factor; even data sets with a larger number of roles but fewer rules run faster than data sets with fewer roles but more rules. In general, however, an increase in the number of roles can
increase the number of rules. Similarly, determining other factors in an analysis would be worthwhile. Finding out what makes one analysis more memory and time consuming than another will forewarn analysts about the degree of complexity to expect from an analysis.

Similarly, an analysis can include policies related to rights, delegations, and privacy, and as can be expected, the inclusion of these additional elements increases the state space of an analysis. Case studies can be used to examine the effect of multi-role permissions, i.e., permissions that a user can obtain by filling more than one role at the same time. Similar to the inclusion of rights and delegation, the existence of multiple roles can increase the state space of an analysis.

6.3.4 Privacy

An enhancement of this work would be the inclusion of privacy, because AC policies and privacy policies are related. Anderson [3] describes this connection well: an AC policy describes who has what operation accesses on which resources, whereas, in addition, a privacy policy must match the purposes between data collected and data accessed.

AC models are not designed to meet privacy requirements, but—as one reason—the connection between these two types of policies has created the need to extend AC models to describe privacy requirements. For instance, Privacy-aware RBAC (P-RBAC) [74] is one such effort that includes privacy within RBAC. The XACML specification [79] includes a brief privacy profile touching on this topic.

6.3.5 Different Domains

Exploring access control in different domains such as social networking and digital rights, and investigating whether each environment imposes different challenges would make a natural extension of this work. The extent and the combination of various factors such as multi-role permissions, delegations, the requirement of privacy, and the number of rules, roles, and permissions of each domain may present additional dimensions in the presentation and analysis of policies for each domain.
APPENDICES
Appendix A

An Overview of REA

The Resource-Event-Agent (REA) model was introduced by McCarthy [68] and contains two broad groups of business processes: *exchanges* and *conversions*. A sale (i.e., an exchange of cash for a product) and a loan (i.e., an exchange of cash in lieu of future return of cash and its interest) are two exchange processes [48]. Conversely, creating new products and modifying existing ones exemplify conversion processes. Furthermore, a REA *value chain* represents a model in which any number of exchange and conversion processes are connected such that a resource outflow of a process is a resource inflow to another process [48]. In addition to exchange, conversion, and value chain models, other elements such as *commitment*, *contract*, *policy*, *custody*, and *linkage* are also defined, thus enabling larger models to be described.

Nakamura and Johnson [73] describe REA and state that

Although the REA model was proposed as a result of the study of accounting theories, it can be applied to many other business domains . . . . The REA model is a promising modeling technique for developing business applications because it has a solid foundation and it can be applied to nearly all business domains.

Figure A.1 [69, 100] shows a partial REA model in which a value chain represent an aggregation of business processes that are themselves an aggregation of economic events. Several rules exist for constructing REA models. For instance, as Figure A.1 shows, an association between a resource and an event is called *resource-flow*, and an association between an agent and event is named *participates*. A *duality* relationship is an association between two (or more) economic events.
A minimum REA model includes resources, events, and agents and their relationships (i.e., resource-flow, duality, and participates). A promise to execute an event is called a commitment; an association between an event and commitment is called a fulfillment.

Figure A.2 presents a REA economic resource that can be goods, services, or rights [100]. Further classification beyond this level is also possible and may differ from one industry or business to another. The aggregation symbol in Figure A.2 indicates that a resource can have components.

![Diagram of REA model](image-url)
Figure A.3 [69] shows states related to business phases planning, identification, negotiation, actualization, and post-actualization. This figure shows a resource that, during purchase of an item, passes through various business process phases, mentioned previously.

A.1 REA as an Ontology

REA is also presented as an ontology using Sowa’s categorization [97]. Ontology is “the study of existence, of all the kinds of entities—abstract and concrete—that make up the world” [97] or similarly “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [70]. Sowa has classified the components of reality into three categories: “abstract versus physical,” “continuant versus occurrent,” and “firstness versus secondness versus thirdness”; as a result, he recognizes twelve, $2\times2\times3$, categories.

These categories can be briefly described so [42, 63]: “the category physical for anything consisting of matter or energy and the category abstract for pure information structures.”\footnote{The statement between quotation marks is by Sowa [97].} Continuant represents an object and its attributes “that enable its various appearances at different times to be recognized as the same individual,”\footnote{The statement between quotation marks is by Sowa [97].} whereas occurrent describes an event or a process identifiable with regard to a certain time and space. Firstness represents an entity, $x$, such that its existence and attributes are independent of anything external to $x$; for instance, a woman can be such an entity. Firstness is also called first, independent, or
predicate $P(x)$. Secondness represents entities but in connection with other(s); for instance, a mother can describe the same woman but in relation to her children. Relative is also named second, relative, or $P(x, y)$. Finally, thirdness describes a relation, $x$, mediating two other entities, $y$ and $z$; motherhood can be an example that describes a relation between a mother and her children. Thirdness is also referred to as third, mediating, or $P(x, y, z)$. As a result of applying Sowa’s classification, the REA ontology is organized into the twelve categories shown in Table A.1 [42].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Categories</th>
<th>Abstract Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1st Or Independent</strong></td>
<td><strong>Occurrent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EconomicAgent (A)</td>
<td>EconomicEvent (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EconomicResource (R)</td>
<td>Commitment (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2nd Or Relative</strong></td>
<td>Stockflow (E-R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association (A-A)</td>
<td>Duality (E-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custody (A-R)</td>
<td>Accountability (E-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage (R-R)</td>
<td>Executes (C-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserved (C-R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal (C-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3rd Or Mediating</strong></td>
<td>Responsibility (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnering (A-A)</td>
<td>Conversion (C-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration (C-C)</td>
<td>Contracting (C-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</table>
as an aggregation of resources (Figure A.2). Similarly, linking REA resource types can constitute a description for substitutability, complementarity, and configuration in column four. Furthermore, Table A.1 and Figure A.1 can be mapped to each other; e.g., duality and typifies (typification) are shown in both the table and figure.

### A.2 REA Patterns for Policy-level Specification

REA patterns for policy-level specification are shown in Figure A.4 [43] and illustrated using a plane and flight scenario in Figure A.5 [43]; these two figures are described next.

Figures A.4 and A.5 can be described so [43]: The Basic pattern includes flight, flight-Type, and a single typification association between them. A policy is defined by a flight-Type attribute: based on a scheduled departure of a flightType, a policy can state that a flight should take off at a certain time (which can be different from the flight’s actual departure time). In these two figures, a typification relationship denotes an “is a-kind-of” association, whereas a grouping association represents an “is a-member-of” association.

The Mirror pattern is among planeType, flightType, plane, and flight (i.e., two typification or grouping associations and two other associations). A policy can express the type of
plane to be used for the type of flight. The Compromise pattern, a variation of Mirror, one typification or grouping is compromised: it consists of one typification or grouping and two other associations—one of which is at the policy level. Compromise includes routeType, cancelationType, and flight; a cancelationType can be defined per routeType.

The Hybrid pattern, another variation of Mirror, includes plane, fleet, and serviceOperator and consists of one typification or grouping and two other associations—none of which is at the policy level. This pattern is used when one class has a small number of instances on which the policy is validated (e.g., a list of people who can provide service to a fleet). Operational and policy levels are differentiated in Figures A.4 and A.5 either by their explicit mention or by the use of “T” to denote type.

Finally, the Root pattern is defined among fleet, planeType, and fleet and applies to cases in which one operational-level object participates in more than one typification or grouping (e.g., the typification of plane and planeType and the grouping of plane and fleet). This pattern consists of two typification or grouping associations and another association at the policy level (e.g., a plane should be of a specific planeType to be a member of a fleet).
Appendix B

BNF and EBNF Definitions

This appendix first provides the BNF definitions of access control rules in Section B.1. Then, the agent-, resource-, and event-related definitions in BNF and EBNF are presented in Section B.2.

B.1 Access Control Rule in BNF

The original BNF elements and their meanings are shown in Table B.1 [91]. As this table shows, the original BNF has only four elements and does not have specific symbols for repetitions (e.g., \{\} ) and options(e.g., [ ]). Therefore, a specification in BNF is longer than EBNF. Table B.1 shows the BNF elements and their meanings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BNF</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(unquoted words)</td>
<td>Non-terminal symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unquoted characters</td>
<td>Terminal symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>::=</td>
<td>Defining symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: The original BNF

The AC rule definitions (i.e., the AC rule grammar) in BNF are checked with a tool called Gold Parser [24]. This tool requires that the symbols such as parenthesis, arithmetic
symbols (e.g., > or =), and commas be enclosed by single quotation marks. Thus, these symbols are enclosed by single quotation marks in the figures identified as BNF. In addition, the Gold Parser requires that definitions start with “start symbol”; therefore, when checking the grammar of AC rule definitions (Figure B.1), the first rule in this figure must be as follows: "Start Symbol" = \( \langle \text{ACRule} \rangle \).

Figure B.1 shows the BNF definitions of AC rules, which have been previously presented in EBNF in Chapter 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Control Rule Definition in BNF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{ACRule} \rangle ) ( ::= ) '(!( \langle \text{AgentExp} \rangle \text{ and } \langle \text{ResourceExp} \rangle \text{ and } \langle \text{EventExp} \rangle \text{ and } \langle \text{AgeEveRel} \rangle \text{ and } \langle \text{ResEveExp} \rangle )') implies ( \langle \text{EventExp} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{AgentExp} \rangle ) ( ::= ) '(!( \langle \text{equA} \rangle )'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{uop} \rangle ) ( ::= ) not ( \langle \text{equA} \rangle ) ( ::= ) ( \langle \text{ATG} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{equArep} \rangle ) ( ::= ) ( \langle \text{bop} \rangle \text{ } \langle \text{equA} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{bop} \rangle ) ( ::= ) '!' ( \langle \text{and} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{attrATG} \rangle ) ( ::= ) ( \langle \text{AttrAttIde} \rangle \text{'}\langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{AgentTG} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \langle \text{AgentType} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{AgeAttIde} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \langle \text{ATG} \rangle \text{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{Agent} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{var} \text{ } \text{string} \langle \text{identifierA} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{AgentType} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{var} \text{ } \text{string} \langle \text{identifierAT} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{AgentGroup} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{var} \text{ } \text{string} \langle \text{identifierAG} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{className} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{string} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{identifier} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{instance} \text{ } \text{string} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \langle \text{attrName} \rangle \text{ } \langle \text{attrValue} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \text{attrName} \rangle ) ( ::= ) \text{string} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Access Control Rule Definition in BNF (contd.)

⟨attrValue⟩ ::= ⟨relationN⟩ ⟨valueNum⟩ | ⟨relationC⟩ ⟨valueC⟩
⟨identifierA⟩ ::= Agent
⟨identifierAT⟩ ::= AgentType
⟨identifierAG⟩ ::= AgentGroup
⟨relationN⟩ ::= '<' | '>' | '≥' | '<=' | '=' | '!='
⟨relationC⟩ ::= equals | notEquals
⟨valueNum⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩
⟨number⟩ ::= integer | real
⟨valueC⟩ ::= character | string | ⟨bool⟩
⟨bool⟩ ::= True | False
⟨ATClassName⟩ ::= ⟨identifier⟩ in '('<AgentType> '!=' ⟨identifier⟩')'
⟨AClassName⟩ ::= ⟨className⟩ in '('<Agent> '!=' ⟨className⟩')'
⟨AGClassName⟩ ::= ⟨identifier⟩ in '('<AgentGroup> '!=' ⟨identifier⟩')'
⟨ResourceExp⟩ ::= '('<equR>')' | '('<uop> ⟨equR>')' | '('<equR> ⟨equRrep>')'
| '('<uop> ⟨equR⟩ ⟨equRrep⟩')'
⟨equR⟩ ::= ⟨RTG⟩ | ⟨attrRTG⟩
⟨equRrep⟩ ::= ⟨bop⟩ ⟨equR⟩ | ⟨bop⟩ ⟨equR⟩ ⟨equRrep⟩ | ⟨bop⟩ ⟨uop⟩ ⟨equR⟩
| ⟨bop⟩ ⟨uop⟩ ⟨equR⟩ ⟨equRrep⟩ | empty
⟨RTG⟩ ::= ⟨Resource⟩ '!=' ⟨className⟩ | ⟨ResourceTG⟩ '!=' ⟨identifier⟩
⟨ResourceDesignation⟩ ::= ⟨Resource⟩ | ⟨ResourceType⟩ | ⟨ResourceGroup⟩
⟨ResourceTG⟩ ::= ⟨ResourceType⟩ | ⟨ResourceGroup⟩
⟨Resource⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierR⟩
⟨ResourceType⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierRT⟩
⟨ResourceGroup⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierRG⟩
⟨attrRTG⟩ ::= ⟨ResAttIde>','⟨attrNameValue⟩ | ⟨ResAttIde>','⟨attrNameValue⟩
| ',' ⟨attrRTG⟩
⟨identifierR⟩ ::= Resource
⟨identifierRT⟩ ::= ResourceType
⟨identifierRG⟩ ::= ResourceGroup
⟨ResAttIde⟩ ::= ⟨RTG⟩ | ⟨RTClassName⟩ | ⟨RClassName⟩ | ⟨RClassName⟩ | ⟨RGClassName⟩ |
Access Control Rule Definition in BNF (contd.)

\( \langle \text{RTClassName} \rangle ::= \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \text{ in } \'('\langle \text{ResourceType} \rangle '=' \langle \text{identifier} \rangle ')'\n\)

\( \langle \text{RClassName} \rangle ::= \langle \text{className} \rangle \text{ in } \'('\langle \text{Resource} \rangle '=' \langle \text{className} \rangle ')'\n\)

\( \langle \text{RGClassName} \rangle ::= \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \text{ in } \'('\langle \text{ResourceGroup} \rangle '=' \langle \text{identifier} \rangle ')'\n\)

\( \langle \text{EventType} \rangle ::= \'('\langle \text{ETG} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{ETG} \rangle \langle \text{ETGrep} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle \langle \text{ETGrep} \rangle ')' \)

\( \langle \text{ETG} \rangle ::= \langle \text{Event} \rangle '=' \langle \text{className} \rangle | \langle \text{EventTG} \rangle '=' \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{ETGrep} \rangle ::= \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle \langle \text{ETGrep} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ETG} \rangle \langle \text{ETGrep} \rangle | \text{empty} \)

\( \langle \text{EventDesignation} \rangle ::= \langle \text{Event} \rangle | \langle \text{EventType} \rangle | \langle \text{EventGroup} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{Event} \rangle ::= \text{var} \text{ string} \langle \text{identifierE} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{identifierE} \rangle ::= \text{Event} \)

\( \langle \text{identifierET} \rangle ::= \text{EventType} \)

\( \langle \text{identifierEG} \rangle ::= \text{EventGroup} \)

\( \langle \text{AgeEvRel} \rangle ::= \'('\langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRelRep} \rangle ')' \)

\( \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle ::= \text{RelATET} \langle \langle \text{ATClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{ETClassName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \text{RelAE} \langle \langle \text{AClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{ClassEName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \text{RelAT} \langle \langle \text{ATClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{AGClassName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \text{RelAG} \langle \langle \text{AClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{AGClassName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{AgeRelRep} \rangle ::= \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRelRep} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle | \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRel} \rangle \langle \text{AgeRelRep} \rangle | \text{empty} \)

\( \langle \text{ResEvRel} \rangle ::= \'('\langle \text{ResRel} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ResRel} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{ResRel} \rangle \langle \text{ResRelRep} \rangle ')' | \'('\langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ResRel} \rangle \langle \text{ResRelRep} \rangle ')' \)

\( \langle \text{ResRel} \rangle ::= \text{RelRTET} \langle \langle \text{RTClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{ETClassName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \text{RelRE} \langle \langle \text{RClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{EClassName} \rangle \rangle \)

\( \text{RelRTG} \langle \langle \text{RTClassName} \rangle ',' \langle \text{RGClassName} \rangle \rangle \)
Access Control Rule Definition in BNF (contd.)

| RelRT "(('RClassName') ', ('RClassName'))' |
| RelRG "(('RClassName') ',' ('RGClassName'))' |

\[
\langle \text{ResERelRep} \rangle ::= \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{ResERel} \rangle \mid \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{ResERel} \rangle \langle \text{ResERelRep} \rangle \mid \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{ResERel} \rangle \langle \text{ResERelRep} \rangle \mid \text{empty}
\]

\[
\langle \text{EventResult} \rangle ::= \langle \text{accETG} \rangle \mid \langle \text{accETG} \rangle \langle \text{accETGrep} \rangle \mid \langle \text{uop} \rangle \langle \text{accETG} \rangle \langle \text{accETGrep} \rangle \mid \langle \text{bop} \rangle \langle \text{accETG} \rangle \langle \text{accETGrep} \rangle \mid \text{empty}
\]

\[
\langle \text{accessETG} \rangle ::= \langle \text{ETClassName} \rangle \text{Access} \mid \langle \text{ETClassName} \rangle \text{Access}
\]

\[
\langle \text{ETClassName} \rangle ::= \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \text{in} '(('\text{EventType} ')=' \langle \text{identifier} \rangle'))'
\]

\[
\langle \text{ ClassName} \rangle ::= \langle \text{className} \rangle \text{in} '(('\text{Event} ')=' \langle \text{className} \rangle'))'
\]

Figure B.1: Access control rule definition in BNF

B.2 Other BNF and EBNF Definitions

This section provides agent-, resource-, and event-related definitions. Figures B.2 and B.3 show agent-related definitions in extended BNF and BNF, respectively. These two figures use symbols provided in Tables 3.7 and B.1. The same explanation also holds when resource- and event-related definitions are provided.

The agent-, resource-, and event-related definitions (i.e., the grammar) in BNFs (Figures B.3, B.5, and B.7) are checked with a tool called Gold Parser [24]. As mentioned previously, this tool requires the symbols such as parenthesis, arithmetic equalities or inequalities (e.g., > or =), and commas to be enclosed by single quotation marks. Therefore, these symbols are enclosed by single quotation marks in the figures identified as BNF. In addition, the Gold Parser requires that definitions start with “start symbol”; therefore, when checking the definitions in Figures B.3, B.5, and B.7, the first rule in these figures must be as follows: "Start Symbol" = \langle modelDef \rangle. The last statement also applies for all figures that are identified as BNF definitions.

After providing agent-related definitions in Figures B.2 and B.3, the definitions are
described for both figures together by identifying the corresponding starting line of each
definition in these two figures. The definitions and their descriptions for resource- and
event-related definitions are very similar to the one provided for agent-related definition.

**Description of Agent-related definitions:** Figures B.2 and B.3 are described by iden-
tifying the corresponding starting line of each definition in these two figures.

- The expression starting with `modelDef` or `{modelDef}`: This expression defines mod-
  eDef as a class or an instance of a class (i.e., `Iclass`) or an association.

- The expression starting with `class` or `{class}`: This expression identifies a class with
  its components: attribute names and types (i.e., `attrNameType`), operation names
  and types (if they exist), and operation return values (if they exist).

- The expression starting with `AgentDesignation` or `{AgentDesignation}`: An Agent-
  Designation can be one of the following three elements: agent, agent type, or agent
  group.

- The expression starting with `className` or `{className}`: The class name is a string.

- The expression starting with `attrNameType` or `{attrNameType}`: One or more at-
  tribute names can exist, and each attribute has a name and a type.

- The expression starting with `attrName` or `{attrName}`: An `attrName` is a string.

- The expression starting with `type` or `{type}`: A type can be a basic type or a class.

- The expression starting with `basicType` or `{basicType}`: A basic type can be a num-
  ber, character, string, or bool.

- The expression starting with `opNTR` or `{opNTR}`: An operation has a name and can
  include optional elements of `paramNameType` and `resType`.

- The expression starting with `Agent` or `{Agent}`: An agent is defined as a variable
  that holds a value of a string type within `identifierA`.

- The expression starting with `AgentType` or `{AgentType}`: An agent type is defined
  as a variable that holds a value of a string type within `identifierAT`.

- The expression starting with `AgentGroup` or `{AgentGroup}`: An agent group is
defined as a variable that holds a value of a string type within `identifierAG`.
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modelDef = class | Iclass | association;
class = ([AgentDesignation "="] className "," attrNameType { "," attrNameValue} 
{ "," opNTR});
AgentDesignation = Agent | AgentType | AgentGroup;
className = "string";
attrNameType = (attrName ":" type) { (attrName ":" type) };
attrName = "string";
type = basicType | class;
basicType = number | "character" | "string" | bool;
opNTR = opName([paramNameType]) [resType];
Agent = "var" "string" identifierA;
AgentType = "var" "string" identifierAT;
AgentGroup = "var" "string" identifierAG;
opName = "string";
paramNameType = (paramName ":" type) { (paramName ":" type) };
paramName = "string";
resType = type;
identifierA = "Agent";
identifierAT = "AgentType";
identifierAG = "AgentGroup";
Iclass = ("object" [AgentDesignation ":="] objectName ":" className 
attrNameValue { "," opNTR});
objectName = "string";
attrNameValue = (attrName attrValue) { (attrName attrValue) };
attrValue = relationN valueNum | relationC valueC;
relationN = "<" | ">" | "=" | ">=" | ">=" | "≠";
relationC = "equal" | notEquals;
valueNum = number;
number = "integer" | "real";
valueC = "character" | "string" | bool;
Agent-related Definitions in Extended BNF (contd.)

bool = "True" | "False";
association = "association" associationName Agent className
  multiplicity AgentTG className multiplicity
  | "association" associationName AgentType className
  multiplicity AgentGroup className multiplicity;
associationName = "string";
multiplicity = [lower".."]upper;
AgentTG = AgentType | AgentGroup;
lower = "integer";
upper = "*" | "integer";

Figure B.2: Agent-related definitions in Extended BNF

Agent-related Definitions in BNF

⟨modelDef⟩ ::= ⟨class⟩ | ⟨lclass⟩ | ⟨association⟩
⟨class⟩ ::= 'class' (⟨AgentDesignation⟩ '!' ⟨className⟩ '!' ⟨attrNameType⟩
  ⟨attrNameValue⟩ '!' ⟨opNTR⟩)
⟩
⟨AgentDesignation⟩ ::= ⟨Agent⟩ | ⟨AgentType⟩ | ⟨AgentGroup⟩
⟨className⟩ ::=  string
⟨attrNameType⟩ ::= '!(⟨attrName⟩ '!' ⟨type⟩)' | '!(⟨attrName⟩ '!' ⟨type⟩)'
  ⟨attrNameType⟩
⟨attrName⟩ ::=  string
⟨type⟩ ::= ⟨basicType⟩ | ⟨class⟩
⟨basicType⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩ | character | string | ⟨bool⟩
⟨opNTR⟩ ::= ⟨opName⟩'()' | ⟨opName⟩'('⟨paramNameType⟩')'
  | ⟨opName⟩'('⟨paramNameType⟩')' ⟨resType⟩
  | ⟨opName⟩'()' ⟨resType⟩ | ⟨opName⟩'()' ⟨opNTR⟩
  | ⟨opName⟩'('⟨paramNameType⟩')' ⟨opNTR⟩
Agent-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

| ⟨opName⟩ | '(' ⟨resType⟩ ⟨opNTR⟩ |
| ⟨opName⟩ | '('(⟨paramNameType⟩')' ⟨resType⟩ ⟨opNTR⟩ | empty |

⟨Agent⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierA⟩
⟨AgentType⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierAT⟩
⟨AgentGroup⟩ ::= var string ⟨identifierAG⟩
⟨opName⟩ ::= string
⟨ paramNameType⟩ ::= '('(⟨paramName⟩ ':' ⟨type⟩')' | '('(⟨paramName⟩ ':' ⟨type⟩')'
| empty |
⟨ paramName⟩ ::= string
⟨ resType⟩ ::= ⟨type⟩
⟨ identifierA ⟩ ::= Agent
⟨ identifierAT ⟩ ::= AgentType
⟨ identifierAG ⟩ ::= AgentGroup
⟨Iclass⟩ ::= '('(object ⟨AgentDesignation⟩ '=' ⟨objectName⟩':' ⟨className⟩
     ⟨attrNameValue⟩ ',' ⟨opNTR⟩')' | '('(object ⟨objectName⟩':' ⟨className⟩
     ⟨attrNameValue⟩ ',' ⟨opNTR⟩')'
⟨ObjectName⟩ ::= string
⟨attrNameValue⟩ ::= ',' ⟨attrName⟩ ⟨attrValue⟩ ⟨attrNameValue⟩ | empty
⟨attrValue⟩ ::= ⟨relationN⟩ ⟨valueNum⟩ | ⟨relationC⟩ ⟨valueC⟩
⟨ relationN ⟩ ::= '<' | '>' | '>=' | '<=' | '=' | '!='
⟨ relationC ⟩ ::= equals | notEquals
⟨ valueNum ⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩
⟨ number ⟩ ::= integer | real
⟨ valueC ⟩ ::= character | string | ⟨bool⟩
⟨ bool ⟩ ::= True | False
⟨ association ⟩ ::= association ⟨associationName⟩ ⟨Agent⟩ ⟨className⟩
     ⟨multiplicity⟩ ⟨AgentTG⟩ ⟨className⟩ ⟨multiplicity⟩
     | association ⟨associationName⟩ ⟨AgentType⟩ ⟨className⟩
     ⟨multiplicity⟩ ⟨AgentGroup⟩ ⟨className⟩ ⟨multiplicity⟩
Agent-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

\[
\text{⟨associationName⟩ ::= string}
\]
\[
\text{⟨multiplicity⟩ ::= ⟨lower⟩}'..'⟨upper⟩ | ⟨upper⟩}
\]
\[
\text{⟨AgentTG⟩ ::= } \text{⟨AgentType⟩ | ⟨AgentGroup⟩}
\]
\[
\text{⟨lower⟩ ::= integer}
\]
\[
\text{⟨upper⟩ ::= '∗' | integer}
\]

Figure B.3: Agent-related definitions in BNF

- The expression starting with opName or \text{⟨opName⟩}: An operation name \text{(opName)} is a string.
- The expression starting with paramNameType or \text{⟨paramNameType⟩}: One or more paramNameType can exist.
- The expression starting with paramName or \text{⟨paramName⟩}: A paramName is a string.
- The expression starting with resType or \text{⟨resType⟩}: A result type \text{(resType)} is a type.
- The expression starting with identifierA: An agent identifier is recognized by the word Agent.
- The expression starting with identifierAT: An agent type identifier is recognized by the word AgentType.
- The expression starting with identifierAG: An agent group is recognized by the word AgentGroup.
- The expression starting with Iclass or \text{⟨Iclass⟩}: An object with its components: attribute names and values, operation names and types, and return values.
- The expression starting with objectName or \text{⟨objectName⟩}: An object name is a string.
- The expression starting with attrNameValue or \text{⟨attrNameValue⟩}: An attribute has a name and a value.
- The expression starting with attrValue or \text{⟨attrValue⟩}: Attribute values are defined as numbers or strings. Relational symbols \text{(relationN or relationC)} are also included for both numbers and strings.
- The expression starting with relationN or \textlangle relationN \textrangle: relationN (relation for numbers) is one of $<, >, \leq, \geq$, and $=$ symbols for comparing numbers.

- The expression starting with relationC or \textlangle relationC \textrangle: relationC (relation for characters) can be used to compare equalities of characters and strings.

- The expression starting with valueNum or \textlangle valueNum \textrangle: ValueNum is a number.

- The expression starting with valueC or \textlangle valueC \textrangle: valueC is any of character, string, or bool.

- The expression starting with bool or \textlangle bool \textrangle: bool is either True or False.

- The expression starting with association or \textlangle association \textrangle: This expression identifies the existence of associations between agent and agent type, agent and agent group, and agent type and agent group. Associations have multiplicities on each end.

- The expression starting with associationName or \textlangle associationName \textrangle: An association name is a string.

- The expression starting with multiplicity or \textlangle multiplicity \textrangle: Each association-end can have a single element as a multiplicity (i.e., upper) or can have a range identified with lower and upper limits and two dots in between.

- The expression starting with AgentTG or \textlangle AgentTG \textrangle: AgentTG is defined to be either agent type or agent group.

- The expression starting with lower or \textlangle lower \textrangle: lower is an integer.

- The expression starting with lower or \textlangle lower \textrangle: The upper range is an integer or many (the symbol star means zero or more).
Similarly, resource-related definitions in both extended BNF and BNF in Figures B.4 and B.5 are provided, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource-related Definitions in Extended BNF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>modelDef = class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class = ([ResourceDesignation &quot;=&quot;] className &quot; ,&quot; attrNameType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ &quot;,&quot; attrNameValue} { &quot;,&quot; opNTR})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResourceDesignation = Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>className = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameType = (attrName &quot;:&quot; type) { (attrName &quot;:&quot; type) };</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type = basicType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basicType = number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opNTR = opName([paramNameType]) [resType];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierR;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResourceType = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierRT;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResourceGroup = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierRG;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paramNameType = (paramName &quot;:&quot; type) { (paramName &quot;:&quot; type) };</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paramName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resType = type;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierR = &quot;Resource&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierRT = &quot;ResourceType&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierRG = &quot;ResourceGroup&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iclass = (&quot;object&quot; [ResourceDesignation &quot;=&quot;] objectName&quot;:&quot;className</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameValue { &quot;,&quot; opNTR});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objectName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameValue = (attrName attrValue) { (attrName attrValue) };</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrValue = relationN valueNum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationN = &quot;&lt;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationC = &quot;equals&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valueNum = number;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Resource-related Definitions in Extended BNF (contd.)

number = "integer" | "real";
valueC = "character" | "string" | bool;
bool = "True" | "False";
association = "association" associationName Resource className
multiplicity ResourceTG className multiplicity
| "association" associationName ResourceType className
multiplicity ResourceGroup className multiplicity;
associationName = "string";
multiplicity = [lower".."]upper;
ResourceTG = ResourceType | ResourceGroup;
lower = "integer";
upper = "*" | "integer";

Figure B.4: Resource-related definitions in Extended BNF

Resource-related Definitions in BNF

(modelDef) ::= (class) | (Iclass) | (association)
(class) ::= '(class (ResourceDesignation) '=' (className) ',' (attrNameType)
         (attrNameValue) ',' (opNTR))' | '(class (className) ','
         (attrNameType) (attrNameValue) ',' (opNTR))'
(ResourceDesignation) ::= (Resource) | (ResourceType) | (ResourceGroup)
(className) ::= string
(attrNameType) ::= '(', (attrName) '!' (type) ')' | '(', (attrName) '!' (type) ')'
(attrName)
(type) ::= (basicType) | (class)
(basicType) ::= (number) | character | string | (bool)
Resource-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{opNTR} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\cdot) \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \\
& \quad \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \langle \text{resType} \rangle \\
& \quad \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \langle \text{resType} \rangle \langle \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \rangle \\
& \quad \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \\
& \quad \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \langle \text{resType} \rangle \langle \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \rangle \\
& \quad \mid \langle \text{opName} \rangle'(\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle')' \langle \text{resType} \rangle \langle \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \rangle \mid \text{empty}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{Resource} \rangle & ::= \text{var} \ \text{string} \ \langle \text{identifierR} \rangle \\
\langle \text{ResourceType} \rangle & ::= \text{var} \ \text{string} \ \langle \text{identifierRT} \rangle \\
\langle \text{ResourceGroup} \rangle & ::= \text{var} \ \text{string} \ \langle \text{identifierRG} \rangle \\
\langle \text{opName} \rangle & ::= \text{string} \\
\langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle & ::= \langle \langle \text{paramName} \rangle ':' \langle \text{type} \rangle \rangle' \mid \langle \langle \text{paramName} \rangle ':' \langle \text{type} \rangle \rangle' \langle \text{paramNameType} \rangle \mid \text{empty} \\
\langle \text{paramName} \rangle & ::= \text{string} \\
\langle \text{resType} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{type} \rangle \\
\langle \text{identifierR} \rangle & ::= \text{Resource} \\
\langle \text{identifierRT} \rangle & ::= \text{ResourceType} \\
\langle \text{identifierRG} \rangle & ::= \text{ResourceGroup} \\
\langle \text{Iclass} \rangle & ::= \langle \langle \text{object} \ \langle \text{ResourceDesignation} \rangle ' = ' \langle \text{objectName} \rangle ': ' \langle \text{className} \rangle \ \\ & \quad \langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle ' , ' \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \rangle' \mid \langle \langle \text{object} \ \langle \text{objectName} \rangle ': ' \langle \text{className} \rangle \ \\ & \quad \langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle ' , ' \langle \text{opNTR} \rangle \rangle' \\
\langle \text{objectName} \rangle & ::= \text{string} \\
\langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle & ::= \langle \langle \text{attrName} \rangle \ \langle \text{attrValue} \rangle \ \langle \text{attrNameValue} \rangle \rangle \mid \text{empty} \\
\langle \text{attrValue} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{relationN} \rangle \ \langle \text{valueNum} \rangle \mid \langle \text{relationC} \rangle \ \langle \text{valueC} \rangle \\
\langle \text{relationN} \rangle & ::= '<' \mid '>' \mid '<=' \mid '<' \mid '=' \mid '\neq' \\
\langle \text{relationC} \rangle & ::= \text{equals} \mid \text{notEquals} \\
\langle \text{valueNum} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{number} \rangle \\
\langle \text{number} \rangle & ::= \text{integer} \mid \text{real} \\
\langle \text{valueC} \rangle & ::= \text{character} \mid \text{string} \mid \langle \text{bool} \rangle \\
\langle \text{bool} \rangle & ::= \text{True} \mid \text{False}
\end{align*}
\]
Resource-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

\( \text{association} \) ::= \( \text{association} \langle \text{associationName} \rangle \langle \text{Resource} \rangle \langle \text{className} \rangle \)
\( \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \langle \text{ResourceTG} \rangle \langle \text{className} \rangle \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \)
\( | \text{association} \langle \text{associationName} \rangle \langle \text{ResourceType} \rangle \langle \text{className} \rangle \)
\( \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \langle \text{ResourceGroup} \rangle \langle \text{className} \rangle \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{associationName} \rangle \) ::= \text{string}
\( \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \) ::= \langle \text{lower} \rangle '..'\langle \text{upper} \rangle | \langle \text{upper} \rangle

\( \langle \text{ResourceTG} \rangle \) ::= \langle \text{ResourceType} \rangle | \langle \text{ResourceGroup} \rangle
\( \langle \text{lower} \rangle \) ::= \text{integer}
\( \langle \text{upper} \rangle \) ::= \text{'*'} | \text{integer}

Figure B.5: Resource-related definitions in BNF
Figures B.6 and B.7 show event-related definitions in both extended BNF and BNF, respectively.

Event-related Definitions in Extended BNF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>modelDef = class</td>
<td>Represents the class definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iclass</td>
<td>Represents the interface class definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>association;</td>
<td>Represents the association definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class = ([EventDesignation &quot;=&quot;] className&quot;,&quot; attrNameType { &quot;,&quot; attrNameValue}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ &quot;,&quot; opNTR});</td>
<td>Represents the class definition with attributes and operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventDesignation = Event</td>
<td>EventType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>className = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the class name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameType = (attrName &quot;:&quot; type) { (attrName &quot;:&quot; type) };</td>
<td>Represents the attribute name type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the attribute name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type = basicType</td>
<td>Represents the attribute type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basicType = number</td>
<td>Represents the basic type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class;</td>
<td>Represents the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opNTR = opName([paramNameType]) [resType];</td>
<td>Represents the operation name with parameters and result type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierE;</td>
<td>Represents the event declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventType = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierET;</td>
<td>Represents the event type declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventGroup = &quot;var&quot; &quot;string&quot; identifierEG;</td>
<td>Represents the event group declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the operation name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paramNameType = (paramName &quot;:&quot; type) { (paramName &quot;:&quot; type) };</td>
<td>Represents the parameter name type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paramName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the parameter name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resType = type;</td>
<td>Represents the result type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierE = &quot;Event&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the event identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierET = &quot;EventType&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the event type identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifierEG = &quot;EventGroup&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the event group identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iclass = (&quot;object&quot; [EventDesignation &quot;=&quot;] objectName&quot;:&quot;className</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameValue { &quot;,&quot; opNTR});</td>
<td>Represents the interface class declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objectName = &quot;string&quot;;</td>
<td>Represents the object name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrNameValue = (attrName attrValue) { (attrName attrValue) };</td>
<td>Represents the attribute value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attrValue = relationN valueNum</td>
<td>Represents the attribute value with comparison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationN = &quot;&lt;&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;=&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationC = &quot;equals&quot;</td>
<td>Represents the equality operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valueNum = number;</td>
<td>Represents the numeric value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Event-related Definitions in Extended BNF (contd.)

number = "integer" | "real";
valueC = "character" | "string" | bool;
bool = "True" | "False";
association = "association" associationName Event className
multiplicity EventTG className multiplicity
| "association" associationName EventType className
multiplicity EventGroup className multiplicity;
associationName = "string";
multiplicity = [lower".."]upper;
EventTG = EventType | EventGroup;
lower = "integer";
upper = "*" | "integer";

Figure B.6: Event definitions in Extended BNF

Event-related Definitions in BNF

⟨modelDef⟩ ::= ⟨class⟩ | ⟨Iclass⟩ | ⟨association⟩
⟨class⟩ ::= '('class ⟨EventDesignation⟩ ')'=' ⟨className⟩',' ⟨attrNameType⟩
⟨attrNameValue⟩ ',' ⟨opNTR⟩')' | '('class ⟨className⟩ ','
⟨attrNameType⟩ ⟨attrNameValue⟩ ',' ⟨opNTR⟩')'
⟨EventDesignation⟩ ::= ⟨Event⟩ | ⟨eventType⟩ | ⟨EventGroup⟩
⟨className⟩ ::= string
⟨attrNameType⟩ ::= '('(attrName) ':' (type)')' | '('(attrName) ':' (type)')'
⟨attrName⟩ ::= string
⟨type⟩ ::= ⟨basicType⟩ | ⟨class⟩
⟨basicType⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩ | character | string | ⟨bool⟩
Event-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

\[(\text{opNTR}) ::= (\text{opName})'' | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\text{resType})
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\text{resType})
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{resType}\rangle)
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{resType}\rangle (\langle\text{opNTR}\rangle)
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{resType}\rangle)\langle\text{opNTR}\rangle)
\]
\[\quad | (\text{opName})''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle)''(\text{empty})
\]
\]
\[\langle\text{Event}\rangle ::= \text{var string} \langle\text{identifierE}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{EventType}\rangle ::= \text{var string} \langle\text{identifierET}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{EventGroup}\rangle ::= \text{var string} \langle\text{identifierEG}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{opName}\rangle ::= \text{string}
\]
\[\langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle ::= '(\langle\text{paramName}\rangle ': (\text{type})') | '(\langle\text{paramName}\rangle ': (\langle\text{type}\rangle')
\]
\[\quad \langle\text{paramNameType}\rangle | \text{empty}
\]
\[\langle\text{paramName}\rangle ::= \text{string}
\]
\[\langle\text{resType}\rangle ::= \langle\text{type}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{identifierE}\rangle ::= \text{Event}
\]
\[\langle\text{identifierET}\rangle ::= \text{EventType}
\]
\[\langle\text{identifierEG}\rangle ::= \text{EventGroup}
\]
\[\langle\text{Iclass}\rangle ::= '(\langle\text{object} \langle\text{EventDesignation}\rangle '=' \langle\text{objectName}\rangle':(\langle\text{className}\rangle
\]
\[\quad \langle\text{attrNameValue}\rangle ','(\langle\text{opNTR}\rangle') | '(\langle\text{object} \langle\text{objectName}\rangle':(\langle\text{className}\rangle
\]
\[\quad \langle\text{attrNameValue}\rangle ','(\langle\text{opNTR}\rangle')
\]
\[\langle\text{objectName}\rangle ::= \text{string}
\]
\[\langle\text{attrNameValue}\rangle ::= '!' \langle\text{attrName}\rangle \langle\text{attrValue}\rangle \langle\text{attrNameValue}\rangle | \text{empty}
\]
\[\langle\text{attrValue}\rangle ::= \langle\text{relationN}\rangle \langle\text{valueNum}\rangle | \langle\text{relationC}\rangle \langle\text{valueC}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{relationN}\rangle ::= '<' | '>=' | '/themes' | '=' | '!='
\]
\[\langle\text{relationC}\rangle ::= \text{equals} | \text{notEquals}
\]
\[\langle\text{valueNum}\rangle ::= \langle\text{number}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{number}\rangle ::= \text{integer} | \text{real}
\]
\[\langle\text{valueC}\rangle ::= \text{character} | \text{string} | \langle\text{bool}\rangle
\]
\[\langle\text{bool}\rangle ::= \text{True} | \text{False}
\]
Event-related Definitions in BNF (contd.)

\(
\langle \text{association} \rangle ::= \text{association} \ \langle \text{associationName} \rangle \ \langle \text{Event} \rangle \ \langle \text{className} \rangle \\
\quad \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \ \langle \text{EventTG} \rangle \ \langle \text{className} \rangle \ \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \\
\quad | \ \text{association} \ \langle \text{associationName} \rangle \ \langle \text{EventType} \rangle \ \langle \text{className} \rangle \\
\quad \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle \ \langle \text{EventGroup} \rangle \ \langle \text{className} \rangle \ \langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle
\)

\(
\langle \text{associationName} \rangle ::= \text{string}
\)

\(
\langle \text{multiplicity} \rangle ::= \langle \text{lower} \rangle'..'\langle \text{upper} \rangle | \langle \text{upper} \rangle
\)

\(
\langle \text{EventTG} \rangle ::= \langle \text{EventType} \rangle | \langle \text{EventGroup} \rangle
\)

\(
\langle \text{lower} \rangle ::= \text{integer}
\)

\(
\langle \text{upper} \rangle ::= '^{*^*} | \text{integer}
\)

Figure B.7: Event-related definitions in BNF
Appendix C

A Brief Background on Logic

This Appendix is a background on logic. This background is provided because some in the REA community may have a preference for such an overview. Therefore, this appendix describes an overview of propositional logic, predicate logic, and linear temporal logic. This description is mainly based on Logic in Computer Science: Modelling and Reasoning about Systems [49] unless another source is cited.

C.1 Propositional Logic

Propositional logic, as the name indicates, is about propositions or declarative sentences. Declarative sentences can be validated either true or false.

**Syntax:** The syntax of well-formed formulas in propositional logic, described in Backus Naur Form (BNF), follows:

\[ \phi ::= p \mid (\neg \phi) \mid (\phi \land \psi) \mid (\phi \lor \psi) \mid (\phi \rightarrow \psi) \]

where \( p \) is any atomic proposition, and \( \phi \), on the right side of ::=, and \( \psi \) represent a formula that has already been constructed according to these rules; \( \neg \) (negation), \( \land \) (and), \( \lor \) (or), and \( \rightarrow \) (implies) are connectives. An atomic proposition, \( p \), is also a formula.

**Semantics:** Semantics provide interpretation for well-formed propositional logic syntax. This interpretation is based on the assignment of True (T) or False (F) values to atomic prepositions and formulas. A valuation \( (v) \) of a formula \( (\phi) \) is written as \( v(\phi) \). This valuation is defined as follows [30]:
\[ v(\neg \phi) = \begin{cases} T & \text{if } v(\phi) = F, \\ F & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

\[ v(\phi \land \psi) = \begin{cases} T & \text{if } v(\phi) = T \text{ and } v(\psi) = T, \\ F & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

\[ v(\phi \lor \psi) = \begin{cases} T & \text{if } v(\phi) = T \text{ or } v(\psi) = T, \\ F & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

\[ v(\phi \rightarrow \psi) = \begin{cases} F & \text{if } v(\phi) = T \text{ and } v(\psi) = F, \\ T & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

**Example C.1.1:** Does the expression \( p \rightarrow p \lor q \) hold?

Because of the semantics of implication, this example holds since in this case whenever \( v(p) = T \) then \( v(p \lor q) = T \) because of the semantics of \( \lor \). Similarly, because of the semantics of implication, if \( v(p) = F \), then regardless of true or false evaluation of \( (p \lor q) \), the implication holds. Finally, it is not possible to have a case in which \( v(p) = T \) and \( (p \lor q) = F \). Therefore, \( p \rightarrow p \lor q \) holds.

**Example C.1.2:** Does the expression \( p \lor q \rightarrow p \) hold?

Similar to the previous example, but this implication does not necessarily hold. For instance, if \( v(p \lor q) = T \) then according to or’s semantics, there can be a case in which \( v(q) = T \) and \( v(p) = F \); as a result, the valuation of antecedence is true, but the valuation of consequence is false. Therefore, this implication does not hold.

**Example C.1.3:** Does the expression \( (p \rightarrow q) \rightarrow (\neg p \lor q) \) hold?

Because of the implication’s semantics, \( p \rightarrow q \) is true in all interpretations except when the value of \( p \) is true \( (v(p) = T) \) and the value of \( q \) is false \( (v(q) = F) \). Similarly, because of the semantics of negation and or, the valuation of \( \neg p \lor q \) is also true in all interpretations except in a case in which the value of \( p \) is true \( (v(p) = T) \) and the value of \( q \) is false \( (v(q) = F) \).

\( (p \rightarrow q) \) and \( (\neg p \lor q) \) are logically equivalent, \( (p \rightarrow q) \equiv (\neg p \lor q) \), because their values are the same under all interpretations.

**Example C.1.4:** Does the expression \( (\neg p \lor q) \rightarrow (p \rightarrow q) \) hold? This example is similar to C.1.3.
C.2 Predicate Logic

Two extensions of predicate logic to propositional logic are quantifiers and functions.

**Syntax:** terms are used in the syntax definition of predicate logic; therefore, terms are first defined. In BNF, terms \( (t) \) are defined as follows:

\[
t ::= x \mid c \mid f(t_1, \ldots, t_n)
\]

where \( x \) is a variable and ranges over a set of variables \( \text{var} \), \( c \) stands for a constant. \( f \) is a function over a set of function symbols \( \mathcal{F} \) with an arity of \( n > 0 \).

The syntax of predicate logic, which uses previously defined terms, follows:

\[
\phi ::= P(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n) \mid (\neg \phi) \mid (\phi \land \phi) \mid (\phi \lor \phi) \mid (\phi \rightarrow \phi) \mid (\forall x \phi) \mid (\exists x \phi)
\]

where \( P \in \mathcal{P} \) and is a predicate symbol of arity \( n > 0 \), and \( (t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n) \) are terms. \( x \) is a variable, and the quantifiers \( \forall \) and \( \exists \) mean “for all” and “there exists or for some,” respectively. The occurrence of \( \phi \) on the right side of ::= represents any formula that has already been constructed using the rules shown here.

**Semantics:** The semantics or interpretation consists of a pair \( \mathcal{I} = (\mathcal{U}_\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{A}_\mathcal{I}) \). \( \mathcal{U}_\mathcal{I} \) is a non-empty set called domain or universe. \( \mathcal{A}_\mathcal{I} \) is defined for every predicate, function, and variable.

If \( F \) and \( G \) are formulas and \( \mathcal{I} \) is an interpretation, then the following holds [106]:

- \( \mathcal{I}(x) = x^\mathcal{I} \)
- \( \mathcal{I}(f(t_1, \ldots, t_k)) = f^\mathcal{I}(\mathcal{I}(t_1), \ldots, \mathcal{I}(t_k)) \)
- \( \mathcal{I}(p(t_1, \ldots, t_k)) = \text{true} \) if \( (\mathcal{I}(t_1), \ldots, \mathcal{I}(t_k)) \in p^\mathcal{I} \), false otherwise
- The interpretation of logical connectives \( \land, \lor, \rightarrow, \) and \( \neg \) are identical to propositional logic. For instance, to evaluate \( \mathcal{I}(F \land G) \), one evaluates sub-formulas \( F \) and \( G \) and then applies the interpretation of these connectives.
- \( \mathcal{I}(\forall F) = \text{true} \) for every \( d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = \text{true} \), false otherwise. (The notation \( [x/d] \) means replacing \( x \) with \( d \).)
- \( \mathcal{I}(\exists F) = \text{true} \) if there is a \( d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = \text{true} \), false otherwise.
Example C.2.1: Does the expression $\exists x \, p(x) \rightarrow \forall x \, p(x)$ hold?

This example does not hold because of the meanings of $\forall$ and $\exists$. The semantics provided for $\exists$ defines $\mathcal{I}(\exists F) = true$ if there is a $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true$, false otherwise.” (The notation $[x/d]$ means replacing $x$ with $d$; $F$ is a formula.) Conversely, the meaning provided for $\forall$ defines $\mathcal{I}(\forall F) = true$ for every $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true.$” Therefore, if there is a $d$ in which $I(F) = T$, then it does not mean that for all $d$, $I(F) = T$. As a result, this implication does not hold.

Example C.2.2: Does the expression $\forall x \, p(x) \rightarrow \exists x \, p(x)$ hold?

This example holds. A similar explanation to example C.2.1 applies. The meaning provided for $\forall$ defines $\mathcal{I}(\forall F) = true$ for every $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true.$” (The notation $[x/d]$ means replacing $x$ with $d$; $F$ is a formula.) The semantics provided for $\exists$ defines $\mathcal{I}(\exists F) = true$ if there is a $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true$, false otherwise.” Therefore, if for all $d$, $I(F) = T$, then there is a $d$ in which $I(F) = T$. As a result, this implication holds.

Example C.2.3: Does the expression $\neg(p(x) \land q(x)) \rightarrow (\neg p(x) \lor \neg q(x))$ hold?

If $\neg(p(x) \land q(x))$ holds, then because of the semantics of $\neg$ and $\land$, either $p(x)$ or $q(x)$ does not hold, or none of them holds. If $p(x)$ does not hold, then because of the semantics of negation, $\neg p(x)$ holds; then the right-hand side ($\neg p(x) \lor \neg q(x)$) also holds because of the semantics of $\lor$. If $q(x)$ does not hold, then $\neg q(x)$ holds; as a result, the right-hand side of the implication holds. Similarly, if neither $p(x)$ nor $q(x)$ holds, because of negation, both $\neg p(x)$ and $\neg q(x)$ hold. As a result, the right-hand side holds because of the semantics of $\lor$.

Therefore, $\neg(p(x) \land q(x)) \rightarrow (\neg p(x) \lor \neg q(x))$ holds.

Note: $(\neg p(x)) \lor (\neg q(x)) \rightarrow \neg(p(x) \land q(x))$ is similar.

Example C.2.4: Does the expression $\exists y \, \forall x \, p(x, y) \rightarrow \forall x \, \exists y \, p(x, y)$ hold?

1) $\exists y \, \forall x \, p(x, y)$

2) $\forall x \, p(x, y)[y/y_0]$ Line 1 to line 2 uses the previously mentioned semantics of $\exists$: $\mathcal{I}(\exists F) = true$ if there is a $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true$, false otherwise. (The notation $[x/d]$ means replacing $x$ with $d$.)

3) $p(x, y)[y/y_0][x/d]$ Line 2 to line 3 uses the previously mentioned semantics of $\forall$: $\mathcal{I}(\forall F) = true$ for every $d \in U : \mathcal{I}_{[x/d]}(F) = true$, false otherwise.

4) $p(x, y)[x/d][y/y_0]$ Lines 3 and 4 are identical because $x$, $x_0$, $y$, and $y_0$ are different variables.
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5) \( \exists y \ p(x,y) \) Line 4 to line 5 uses the semantics of \( \exists \), shown on line 2.

6) \( \forall x \ \exists y \ p(x,y) \) Line 5 to line 6 uses the semantics of \( \forall \), shown on line 3.

Therefore, \( \exists y \ \forall x \ p(x,y) \rightarrow \forall x \ \exists y \ p(x,y) \) holds.

Example C.2.5: Does the expression \( \forall x \ \exists y \ p(x,y) \rightarrow \exists y \ \forall x \ p(x,y) \) hold?

This example is similar to C.2.4.

C.3 Linear Temporal Logic

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) models time as a line or path.

Syntax: The syntax of LTL in BNF follows:

\[
\phi ::= \top | \bot | p | (\neg \phi) | (\phi \land \phi) | (\phi \lor \phi) | (\phi \rightarrow \phi) \\
| (\square \phi) | (\diamond \phi) | (X \phi) | (\phi \ U \psi) | (\phi \ W \psi) | (\phi \ R \psi)
\]

\( p \) is a propositional atom. The temporal operators \( \square, \diamond, X, U, R, W \) mean “always,” “eventually,” “next,” “Until,” “Release,” and “Weak-until,” respectively.

Semantics: LTL models time as a sequence of states. This sequence of state is called a computation path or just a path. The semantics of LTL in which \( \pi \) is a path follows.

- \( \pi \models \top \) (i.e., \( \top \) is always true)
- \( \pi \not\models \bot \) (i.e., \( \bot \) is always false)
- \( \pi \models p \) iff \( p \in L(s_1) \) (i.e., atomic propositions are evaluated along the path)
- \( \pi \models \neg \phi \) iff \( \pi \not\models \phi \) (similar to propositional logic)
- \( \pi \models \phi_1 \land \phi_2 \) iff \( \pi \models \phi_1 \) and \( \pi \models \phi_2 \) (similar to propositional logic)
- \( \pi \models \phi_1 \lor \phi_2 \) iff \( \pi \models \phi_1 \) or \( \pi \models \phi_2 \) (similar to propositional logic)
- \( \pi \models \phi_1 \rightarrow \phi_2 \) iff \( \pi \models \phi_2 \) whenever \( \pi \models \phi_1 \) (similar to propositional logic)
- \( \pi \models \square \phi \) iff \( \forall i \geq 1, \pi^i \models \phi \)
- \( \pi \models \diamond \phi \) iff \( \exists i \geq 1, \pi^i \models \phi \)
- \( \pi \models X \phi \) iff \( \pi^2 \models \phi \) (i.e., the next (second) state from the path is \( \phi \))
- \( \pi \models \phi \ U \psi \) iff \( \exists i \geq 1 \) such that \( \pi^i \models \psi \) and \( \forall j = 1, \ldots, i - 1, \pi^j \models \phi \) holds
- \( \pi \models \phi \ W \psi \) similar to the definition of \( U \) (above); or \( \forall k \geq 1, \pi^k \models \phi \) holds
- \( \pi \models \phi \ R \psi \) iff \( \exists i \geq 1 \) such that \( \pi^i \models \phi \) and \( \forall j = 1, \ldots, i, \pi^j \models \psi \) holds; or \( \forall k \geq 1, \pi^k \models \psi \) holds

Example C.3.1: Does the expression \( \diamond \square p \rightarrow \square \diamond p \) hold?
The following proof [61] shows that if this theorem holds, then the following holds: for
arbitrary $K$ and $i \in \mathbb{N}$, $K_i(\diamondsuit \Box p) = true$ implies that $K_i(\Box \diamondsuit) p = true$.

(1) $K_i(\diamondsuit \Box p) = true \rightarrow K_j(\Box p) = true$ for some $j \geq i$;

(2) $\rightarrow K_k(p) = true$ for some $j \geq i$ and every $k \geq j$;

(3) $\rightarrow K_k(p) = true$ for some $k \geq j$ and arbitrary $j \geq i$;

(4) $\rightarrow K_j(\diamondsuit p) = true$ for every $j \geq i$;

(5) $\rightarrow K_i(\Box \diamondsuit) p = true$;

Therefore, the expression $\diamondsuit \Box p \rightarrow \Box \diamondsuit p$ holds.

Example C.3.2: Does the expression $\Box \diamondsuit p \rightarrow \diamondsuit \Box p$ hold?

If this theorem holds, then the following should hold: for arbitrary $K$ and $i \in \mathbb{N}$, $K_i(\Box \diamondsuit) p = true$ implies that $K_i(\diamondsuit \Box) p = true$.

(1) $K_i(\Box \diamondsuit) p = true \rightarrow K_j(\diamondsuit p) = true$ for every $j \geq i$;

(2) $\rightarrow K_k(p) = true$ for every $j \geq i$ and some $k \geq j$;

(3) $\rightarrow K_k(p) = true$ for some $k \geq j$;

(4) $\rightarrow K_j(\Box p) = true$;

Therefore, $\Box \diamondsuit p \rightarrow \diamondsuit \Box p$ does not hold as the subscript $j$ refers to a point of time equal or greater than $i$.

Example C.3.3: Does the expression $\Box \circ p \rightarrow \circ \diamondsuit p$ hold?

For arbitrary $K$ and $i \in \mathbb{N}$

(1) $K_i(\Box \circ p) = true \rightarrow K_j(\circ p) = true$ for every $j \geq i$

(2) $\rightarrow K_{j+1}(p)$ for every $j \geq i$

(3) $\rightarrow K_j(p) = true$ for every $j \geq i + 1$

(4) $\rightarrow K_{i+1}(\Box p) = true$

(5) $\rightarrow K_i(\circ \Box p) = true$

Therefore, $K_i(\Box \circ p) \rightarrow K_j(\circ p)$ holds.

\footnotesize
\begin{enumerate}
\itemnote{because of $\diamondsuit$’s semantics}
\itemnote{from line (1) to (2) is because of $\Box$’s semantics.}
\itemnote{from line (2) to (3) is for the following two reasons: 1) if holds for every $k \geq j$ on line (2) then it should hold for some $k \geq j$; 2) since $k \geq j$ then it should hold for any arbitrary $j$}
\itemnote{from line (3) to (4) is because of $\diamondsuit$’s semantics}
\itemnote{from line (4) to (5) is because of $\Box$’s semantics}
\end{enumerate}
Appendix D

An Overview of SPIN and Alloy

D.1 SPIN

A description of the SPIN model checker follows. This description is mainly based on *The SPIN Model Checker: Primer and Reference Manual* [[47]](##), *The Model Checker SPIN* [[46]](##), and *Principles of the Spin Model Checker* [[11]](##).

SPIN stands for Simple PROMELA INterpreter and accepts a specification written in a C-like language called PROcess MEta-LAengege (PROMELA); the correctness property can be specified in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). SPIN, written by Gerard Holzmann, was developed at Bell Laboratories in the 1980s and became available publicly with its first free version in early 1991. This tool represents a widely-used model checker that constantly evolves. SPIN has been used for the verification of operating systems, call processing software at Bell, and key control algorithms for space missions at NASA, to name a few uses.

PROMELA programs consist of a set of processes, which are represented by either proctype or active proctype keywords; although it is possible to have a program that consists of a single process. The main numeric data types of PROMELA consist of bit (with values of 0 and 1), bool (a syntactic sugar for bit accepting false and true), byte, short, int, unsigned, and channel (chan). A channel data type, defined by the keyword chan can include send and receive operations with messages of particular types as defined. There are two types of channels: a) rendezvous channels, with a capacity of zero, are used for synchronous communications holding only one message, and b) buffered channels, with a capacity of more than zero, are used for asynchronous communications.
No floating, string, and character variables exist in PROMELA. Literal characters can be printed using a *byte* data type and *printf* with an option of `%c`. Messages with string content can be given numeric values and printed. If floating data types are definitely needed, they can be represented as embedded C code. Another possibility is to use minimum, low, maximum, and high and obtain an approximation of a floating data type.

Two other PROMELA data types consist of *message type* (*mtype*) and *process identifier* (*pid*). The *mtype* data type enables the assignment of mnemonic names to values; as a result, these easily remembered names can be represented and printed whenever needed. Up to 255 values are available because *mtype* is internally represented as positive *byte* values. Although similar to *byte*, *pid* represents a separate data type and can have a value up to 255, which is also the maximum number of processes in a SPIN model. The variable *.pid*, which is assigned to a process every time it is initiated, is predefined as a *pid* data type.

PROMELA uses repetition (loops) and selection (if statements) control structures that are both based on *guarded commands*. Dijkstra [26] introduced *guarded commands* as components for both alternative and repetitive constructs. Both constructs consist of a list of boolean expressions acting as guards: whenever a guard is true, its associated statement can be executed. Guards can be non-disjoint; as a result, one of them can be selected non-deterministically. (This selection can even be different from one execution to another.) The guards and their associated statements are enclosed within *do* and *od* for the repetition structure and are encircled within *if* and *fi* for a selection structure, as shown below.

```
do
  :: guard₁ -> S₁
  :: guard₂ -> S₂
od
if
  :: guard₁ -> S₁
  :: guard₂ -> S₂
fi
```

Only one guard is evaluated in each iteration or selection, and the order of a guard is irrelevant in this evaluation; in this sense, the guarded commands selection resembles the *case* control structure [105], but guards can be overlapping in guarded commands.

In addition to PROMELA, Ada and Occam, two other programming languages, also support some form of guarded commands.

The SPIN temporal operators and their notations are shown in Table D.1.

SPIN does not have the *weak until* (*W* or *W*) operator, but this operator can be defined using its equivalent as below:
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### Table D.1: SPIN’s temporal operators and their notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal Operator</th>
<th>General Notation</th>
<th>SPIN Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>always</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eventually</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>until</td>
<td>U, U</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next</td>
<td>X, ◯</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.1: SPIN’s temporal operators and their notations

\[ p W q \equiv p U q \lor \Box p \]

SPIN can be used in two different modes: simulation and verification. The correctness properties can be specified as assertions and either simulated with interactive/random modes or verified. In addition, one can use LTL and specify desired properties and verify specifications. SPIN translates an LTL formula into a *never claim*, which is a PROMELA construct, that can also be written directly. The term *never claim* is used because an LTL property specification represents a *claim*; SPIN uses the negation of a *claim* and includes the keyword *never* in its translation from LTL to PROMELA. For instance, a translation of \([\][mutex]\), where \([\] is the SPIN notation for *always* \((\Box)\) and *mutex* is defined in code as a variable with a value of 1 or less, follows:

```plaintext
never {
T0_init:
  if
    :: (! ((mutex))) -> goto accept_all
    :: (1) -> goto T0_init
  fi;
accept_all:
skip
}
```

The claim \([\]mutex\) holds, and *mutex* has a value of one; therefore, its negation \(!mutex\) does not hold. Initially, the second guard (1) is selected, but if the property does not hold, the first guard will be selected.

SPIN is described as an on-the-fly model checker because the entire state space is not built in one round and searched in another: SPIN searches the target states while building them. Therefore, if a counter-example exists, then the search space is built up to that
point, and there is no need to continue further. The entire state space will be constructed only when there is no error in a model.

Finally, worth mentioning is the computational cost of the SPIN verification. The cost is linear in terms of reachable states in both CPU time and memory space for the verification of safety properties, such as the absence of deadlock and user-defined assertions (in the latter case, properties are not described in LTL). The verification of LTL properties does not change the required space, but the time requirement can be exponential, in the worst case, in terms of temporal operators within an LTL formula.

D.2 Alloy

The description of Alloy used here is primarily based on Jackson’s *Software Abstractions: Logic, Language, and Analysis* [50]. Alloy was introduced in 1997. Similar to Jackson’s, this overview is divided into three sections: logic, language, and analysis.

**Logic:** Alloy’s logic is called a *relational logic* and combines the quantifiers of predicate logic with the operators of relational calculus. The logical and relational operators play an important role in Alloy and are shown in Table D.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational Operator</th>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arrow (-&gt;)</td>
<td>and (&amp;&amp;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dot (.)</td>
<td>or (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>box ([ ])</td>
<td>not (!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transpose (~)</td>
<td>implies (=&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive closure (')</td>
<td>iff (&lt;=&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive transitive closure (*)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domain restriction (&lt;:)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range restriction (&gt;:)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>override (++)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.2: Alloy’s relational and logical operators

The meanings of logical operators are similar to those of predicate logic. A brief description of operational operators follows. The *arrow product* (->) of p -> q represents a binary relation if p and q are sets, but describes a multirelation if p and q are relations.
The dot (.) or the join operator can be used for object navigation. This operator resembles the relational database join, but in Alloy, the matching element is dropped; e.g., the joining of (a,b) and (b,c) results in (a,c). The box ([ ]) operator represents a variation of join in which arguments are received in reverse order; e.g., \( p[:q = q.p \). The transpose (~) of a binary relation represents its mirror image; e.g., the transpose of \{ (a,b) \} is \{ (b,a) \}. A transitive closure (\(^\ast\)) of a relation includes the relation and its closure; e.g., the transitive closure of \{ (a,b), (b,c) \} will be \{ (a,b), (b,c), (a,c) \}.

Four other relational operators include reflexive transitive closure (\(*\)), domain restriction (<:), range restriction (:>), and override (++). A reflexive transitive closure is defined as a relation that is reflexive and includes its closure; a relation is reflexive if for every existing element of \( a \), it also includes \( a \rightarrow a \). The domain restriction (<:) of \( s <: r \), where \( s \) is a set and \( r \) is a relation, includes tuples with starting elements in \( s \). For instance, if \( r = \{ (a,b), (c,d), (e,a) \} \) and \( s = \{ (a) \} \), then \( s <: r \) is represented by \{ (a,b) \}. The range restriction (:) or \( s :> r \), where \( s \) is a set and \( r \) is a relation, includes tuples with ending elements in \( s \). The range restriction of the set \( s \) and relation \( r \), just described, is represented as \( s :> r = \{ (e,a) \} \). Finally, the override (++) of relations \( p \) and \( q \) is shown by \( p++q \) and defined as their union, in which \( q \) can override \( p \); e.g., if \( p = \{ (a,b), (c,d) \} \) and \( q = \{ (a,m), (e,f) \} \), then \( p++q = \{ (a,m), (c,d), (e,f) \} \).

**Language:** The language component of Alloy provides the ability to organize the structure of a model and communicates with the analyzer. Some features, e.g., scope and signature, of the language are unique to Alloy; others, such as function, are common to many modeling and programming languages. The components that are used most often follow.

- **signature declarations**, by the use of the keyword sig, define sets; in addition, relations can also be declared as fields in sig declarations, and subsets can also be defined.

- **constraint paragraphs**, by the use of keywords fact, pred (predicate), and fun (function), describe various expressions.

- **assertions**, by the use of the keyword assert, express properties that should hold.

- **commands**, by the use of keywords run and check, declare a particular desired analysis. By running a predicate, the analyzer looks for a model, whereas by checking an assertion, the analyzer looks for a counterexample.

**Analysis:** Alloy Analyzer is a compiler that translates a problem into a boolean formula; the formula is subsequently handed to a SAT solver. Alloy Analyzer also translates a
SAT solver’s solution into Alloy’s language. Therefore, the analysis is a form of constraint solving. Alloy’s analysis is based on scope, which plays a role in the creation of a boolean formula. A model is called an instance in Alloy, and the use of scope makes instance findings possible. Therefore, the analysis finds an instance within a specified limit or scope. Jackson proposes a hypothesis called the “small scope hypothesis” that states, “most bugs have small counterexamples.”

The creation of a boolean formula is as follows: for a relation \( r \) from a set \( A \) to a set \( B \), an adjacency matrix is created. The dimension of this matrix depends on the scope of sets \( A \) and \( B \). If both have the default scope of 3, then there will be a \( 3 \times 3 \) matrix having 9 boolean variables that creates \( 2^9 \) values for these variables. Therefore, if a model has only four relations, there will be over a billion cases \( (2^9 \times 2^9 \times 2^9 \times 2^9) \) of values. Despite the existence of optimization techniques in this translation and consistent progress in SAT-solving techniques, the state space grows exponentially, as described above; therefore, Alloy’s analysis is usually small in scope; the default for the scope is 3.

D.2.1 An Example of AC Policies and Properties Specification and Verification

This section describes a small running example to show the benefit of access control formal analysis [56]. This approach is in contrast with a) the description of access control models, rules, policies, and their combinations in Chapter 3, b) the property categorization provided in the first part of this chapter, and c) the case study approach presented in Chapter 5. In particular, the policies of this section are not based on a model; there is no definition of the structure of an access control rule or a policy and their combinations. Access control rules or policies are specified using a programming language.

The following running example describes the formal specification and verification of access control policies for business processes. First, this section specifies access control policies for REA business processes and examines the addition and combination of these policies, more specifically focusing on the principal of separation of duties. In addition, the verification of access control properties is examined in conjunction with a REA business process, and it is shown that this process can reveal errors. As a running example, this chapter uses the process of renting a car and adds access control policies. Subsequently, these policies are integrated into a REA process and are formally analyzed. An incorrect effect is created by adding new access control policies.

**Specification of a REA Business Process:** A REA business process of rent is specified in Alloy (an overview of Alloy is provided in Appendix D.2.), and a description of these
Alloy is used for formal specification and verification of access control policies. Alloy is a declarative language with a complete semantic and automatic analysis having the capability of presenting models graphically [50]. Alloy Analyzer is a compiler that translates a problem into a Boolean formula; the formula is subsequently handed to a SAT solver. Alloy Analyzer also translates the SAT solver’s solution into Alloy’s language [50].

A *sig* (signature) declares a set; an *extend* keyword introduces subsignatures, and “an abstract signature has no elements except those belonging to its extensions” [50]. Unlike
subsets introduced by the keyword *extend*, subset signatures declared by the keyword *in* are not necessarily mutually disjoint subsets [50]; e.g., customers and car rental employees form a non-disjoint set because an employee can also rent a car. “exchange and exchangeb” are used to show the bidirectional associations; similarly, “provide and provideb” and “receive and receiveb” are used for the “provide” and “receive,” respectively.

Alloy has an option called meta-model that is used to show the process of renting a car as a directed graph. This option is used to create Figure D.2. The car-rental employees and customers are presented inside ellipses using the keyword *in* to represent non-disjoint sets (i.e., car-rental employees can rent cars to themselves and therefore can be customers); on the other hand, cash receipts and rent cars are represented as disjoint sets (i.e., the *extend* keyword) and are shown inside rectangles.

As Fisler et al. [36] describe, “access control is conventionally defined using a matrix. As organizations grow, however, the explicit matrix becomes very cumbersome,” and the information in the matrix is captured using rules.
This section introduces three policies as three rules and explains whether the verification of the following three policies holds individually and in composition:

\( P_1 \): Gold-club customers get a discount whenever they rent a car.

\( P_2 \): People who get a discount (i.e., gold-club customers) cannot be both customers and car rental employees within one exchange.

\( P_3 \): Car-rental employees can receive certain discounts whenever they rent a car.

\( P_2 \) represents a static separation of duty (SoD) when a discount is involved. A static SoD can use an agent’s attribute, and with or without the existence of a discount.

In the next section, these three policies are added to the existing previous model and are analyzed using Alloy to determine their effects. The analysis of access control policies enables determining whether a specification is actually intended.

The typical reasoning analysis includes determining the consistency of these policies and finding out whether there is an instance for a description. In addition, the safety analysis, which is arguably the most important property [59], can be checked (e.g., whether an individual has a permission that he/she should not have).

The next section uses Alloy and provides an example of the verification of access control policies in conjunction with a process of renting a car. More specifically, the principal of separation of duties (e.g., two separate individuals must authorize ordering items and paying for them) is illustrated.

**Specification and Verification of Access Control Policies:** This section revisits the previously mentioned policies and adds them one by one. The main access control property is to maintain the separation of duties during the car-rental process such that individuals are not able to rent cars to themselves. The first property, “gold-club customers get a discount whenever they rent a car,” is indicated as PolicyGCC and defined as an extension of the set Policy.

```alloy
abstract sig Policy{}
sig Policy GCC extends Policy {apply: GoldClubCustomer}
```

The *predicate* and *run* keywords of Alloy are used to find models of specifications. The idea is to examine whether there is a model for a specific specification.
pred showPolicy []
run showPolicy for 2 but 1 Policy_GCC, 1 RentACar, 1 Exchange

The statement, “run showPolicy” is sufficient to create models. Other options such as “for 2 but 1 Policy_GCC, 1 RentACar,” are added to create a small model that has only one policy and is applicable to only one exchange. The numbers “2,” “1” of Policy_GCC, and “1” of RentACar, from showPolicy just mentioned, are the scope of analysis. Scope is used to bound (i.e., to restrict or to limit) the size of an analysis. The default scope is 3, and scope is the number of elements of top-level signatures that will be included in analysis. Figure D.3 represents one possible model. Names, such as Car and Agent0, in Figure D.3 and other upcoming ones, are assigned by Alloy and can be changed by the users of this tool.

Figure D.3 shows that one individual both receives cash and rents a car. The goal is to tighten this case so that these two tasks cannot be performed by one individual. Therefore, a new property is added to ensure a separation of duties: employees cannot be counted as gold-club customers. The second property, “people who get a discount (i.e., gold-club customers) cannot be both customers and car rental employees in one exchange.” Gold-
club customers get discounts, and therefore, the following \textit{fact} (an Alloy keyword) is added to ensure that if a gold-club customer provides cash, he/she cannot be the person who is the provider of the rental car. This \textit{fact} is described in Alloy as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
fact { all e:Exchange, gc:GoldClubCustomer, cr:CashReceipt, rac:RentACar |
    gc = e.provide.cr
    ==> e.provideb.rac != gc
}
\end{verbatim}

The above \textit{fact} can be added as an assertion (using the keyword \textit{assert}) and then checked to determine whether a counterexample exists. No counterexample is found when the assertion is checked. An assertion is essentially a constraint that follows from implicit or explicit facts and is added to detect flaws in specifications [50]. Now, the third policy, “Car-rental employees can receive certain discounts when they rent a car,” is added to enable car-rental employees to get discounts.

\begin{verbatim}
sig EmpCus in Customer{}
sig Policy_Emp extends Policy{apply: EmpCus}
assert empSP2{ all e:Exchange, ec:EmpCus, cr:CashReceipt, rac:RentACar |
    ec = e.provide.cr
    ==> e.provideb.rac != ec
}
\end{verbatim}

Checking this assertion indicates the existence of a counterexample: “Counterexample found. empSP2 is invalid.” Whenever an assertion is not valid, Alloy creates a graphical counterexample to show the violation(s). Figure D.4 represents this violation and a counterexample for this case.

This counterexample (Figure D.4) shows that a car-rental employee or EmpCus (i.e., a car-rental employee who is also a customer) can receive money (i.e., the edge named “receive” from “CashReceipt” to “Agent1” in Figure D.4); in addition, a car rental employee can provide a car during the rental event (i.e., the edge named “provideb” from “Agent1” to “RentACar in the same figure). Figure D.5 shows the graphical representation of an “Agent” and its non-disjoint subsets before and after allowing discounts for car-rental employees, as shown in Part a and Part b, respectively.

The reason for the existence of a counterexample can be observed if Figure D.5 is compared to the previously mentioned \textit{fact}, shown again below.
Initially, this fact was stated for gold-club customers, who were the only people entitled to receive discounts. The fact was designed to reduce the possibility of fraud and to enforce separation of duties when only gold-club customers were eligible for discounts. The addition
of the last policy so as to make employees eligible for a discount creates a counterexample because car-rental employees are now customers too.

One possibility for correcting this counterexample is the inclusion of another fact, similar to the previously mentioned one. With the inclusion of the following fact, checking the previous assertion does not find a counterexample.

\[
\text{fact}\{ \text{all } e: \text{Exchange}, \ ec: \text{EmpCus}, \ cr: \text{CashReceipt}, \ rac: \text{RentACar} \ | \\
\quad ec = e.\text{provide}.cr \Rightarrow e.\text{provideb}.rac \neq ec \}
\]

The drawback to this approach is the inclusion of another similar fact; on the other hand, that all the possible cases are enumerated and are not implicit can be an advantage. Another possibility for correcting this counterexample is to change the fact specified for gold-club customers on Page 175 and the fact just described for employees who are customers and consider both groups as customers and have one single fact. The following fact not only ensure that the provider of a car and the receiver of cash are different whenever a discount policy exists but also is true for all other cases. This strict separation of duties might sometimes be required. The single resulting fact follows:

\[
\text{fact}\{ \text{all } e: \text{Exchange}, \ c: \text{Customer}, \ cr: \text{CashReceipt}, \ rac: \text{RentACar} \ | \\
\quad c = e.\text{provide}.cr \Rightarrow e.\text{provideb}.rac \neq c \}
\]

Checking the assertion after this change does not find a counterexample. This assertion is initially checked for the default scope of 3. Then, the scope is gradually increased to 27, and no counterexample is found within this large scope (the analysis runs out of memory for a scope of 28).

This simple example illustrates how combining policies can create an incorrect effect. Iterating over all possible combinations and determining their effects require formal analysis when the number of these polices increases.

Clarification of the approach described and of the access control safety analysis for a general case is necessary. Similar to Jha et al.’s work [52], the presented verification is not the safety analysis mentioned on Page 23 of this thesis; instead, the intention is here to determine whether access control policy invariants are preserved. (Invariants are correctness properties that should hold at certain control points of a program’s execution [83].) Jha et al. show that this analysis is decidable.
In summary, a small example that includes access control policies in connection with a REA business process has been specified. In addition, the access control policies have been verified, and the formal verification of policies showed that an incorrect effect occurs with the addition of the last policy; more specifically, the separation of duties has been violated.
Appendix E

The CONTINUE Policies and Properties

The CONTINUE policies and the properties are provided in Sections E.1 and E.2, respectively.

E.1 The CONTINUE Policies

A prose description of twenty-five policies for CONTINUE conference management follows. The first-applicable combining rule within each of the following policies holds. These policies are available in the XACML format from the CONTINUE web site.¹

In CONTINUE, a review-set consists of four resources: paper-review, paper-review-info, paper-review-info-reviewer, and paper-review-info-submissionStatus. Similarly, a review-content-set consists of four resources: paper-review-content, paper-review-content-rating, paper-review-content-commentsAll, and paper-review-content-commentsPc. Furthermore, the first-applicable combining rule within each of the following policies holds.

Convention: The dashes within names and the suffix rc (rc stands for resource class) are omitted; therefore, paper review is used instead of paper-review_rc.

Policy One: An administrator has permission to read and write conference resources, and a pc chair possesses permission to read these resources. A pc member at a meeting

¹http://www.cs.brown.edu/research/plt/software/margrave/versions/01-01/examples/continue/CodeB/
is permitted to read conference resources; an unidentified subject has no access to these resources.

**Policy Two:** An unidentified subject has access to read conference info resources. Any other permission to these resources is based on the same access rules applicable to conference resources.

**Policy Three:** A pc member has access to read pc member resources. An administrator possesses permission to write, create, and delete pc member resources. A pc member whose user-id is equal to the user-id of a pc member resources has no permission to perform any action on these resources. Any other individual’s access to these resources follows the same rules for accessing conference resources.

**Policy Four:** A pc chair possesses permission to read and write pc member assignment resources, whereas a pc member is allowed to read his/her own assignments (i.e., a pc member’s user-id is equal to the user-id of a pc member assignment resources). An unidentified subject has no access to these resources. Other types of access to these resources follow the same rules for accessing pc member resources.

**Policy Five:** A pc chair has read and write access to pc member conflict resources, whereas a pc member is capable of reading his/her conflict resources. An unidentified subject has no access to these resources. In addition, other types of access to pc member conflict resources follow the same rules for accessing pc member resources.

**Policy Six:** Access to pc member assignment count resources is according to the rules for accessing pc member resources.

**Policy Seven:** A pc chair possesses permission to read and write pc member info resources, whereas a pc member has access to read and write his/her pc member info resources. An unidentified subject has no permission to access these resources. Furthermore, the same permission rules for accessing pc member resources hold for pc member info resources too.

**Policy Eight:** A pc member has write access to his/her pc member info password resources, and an administrator has the same permission whenever pc member info password resources are not pending. An unidentified subject does not posses any access to these resources. Additionally, the same permission rules for accessing pc member info resources also hold for accessing pc member info password resources.

**Policy Nine:** A pc member has access to read pc member isChairFlag resources, whereas a pc member whose user-id is equal to the user-id of these resources has no access to pc member isChairFlag resources. An unidentified subject has no access to these resources. Furthermore, the same permission rules for accessing pc member info resources also hold to access pc member isChairFlag resources.
Policy Ten: A pc chair possesses access to delete paper resources. A pc member has permission to read a paper if the paper is designated for a meeting; in addition, a pc member is allowed to create paper resources. Any other access to paper resources is based on the same rules for accessing conference resources.

Policy Eleven: A pc chair and a pc member are permitted to read paper submission resources, whereas a sub-reviewer is allowed to read only his/his own paper submission resources. In addition, the same permission rules for accessing paper resources are also applicable for accessing paper submission resources.

A pc member, P, designates a sub-reviewer, S, to review P’s papers. S submits reviews for the assigned papers; after submitting these reviews, S has no future access to these reviews. P can access the reviews by S and modify and submit them. This arrangement makes S capable of using the conference management interface to read submitted papers and to write reviews. Otherwise, P has to make copies of submitted papers for S and retrieve S’s reviews without using the conference management interface.

Policy Twelve: Access to paper submission info resources follows the same criteria as those for accessing paper submission resources.

Policy Thirteen: The same rules for accessing paper submission resources are also applicable for accessing Paper submission file resources.

Policy Fourteen: A pc chair in a meeting has read and write access to paper decision resources. Other criteria for accessing paper decision resources are based on the same rules as those for accessing paper resources.

Note: In the following policies, the words “conflicted” and “unconflicted” indicate that people in a role may face conflicts of interest, such as when reading and writing reviews.

Policy Fifteen: A pc chair and an administrator are allowed to read and write paper conflict resources, whereas a pc member who is conflicted is permitted to read paper conflict resources. In addition, a pc member in a meeting has access to read paper conflict resources. An unidentified subject has no access to paper conflict resources. Furthermore, other types of access to paper conflict resources follow the same rules for accessing paper resources.

Policy Sixteen: A pc chair and an administrator are permitted to read and write paper assignment resources. An unidentified subject who is conflicted possesses no access to paper assignment resources. A pc chair in a meeting is allowed to read a paper assignment resource that is related to the meeting. An unidentified subject who is in the meeting is allowed to read paper assignment resources. An unidentified subject has no access to paper assignment resources. In addition, the same criteria for accessing paper resources are applicable for determining access permission for paper assignment resources.
Policy Seventeen: An unconflicted pc chair has all types of access to paper review resources, whereas a pc chair in a meeting for particular paper review resources is allowed to read only those resources. A pc chair is permitted to create and delete paper review resources. A conflicted subject has no access to paper review resources. An unconflicted pc member is permitted to read paper review resources. All have all types of access to their own paper review resources. All types of access are permitted to discussion phase paper review resources. An unidentified subject who is assigned to paper review resources and has already done his/her task is allowed to have any type of access to the resources, whereas an unidentified one assigned to particular paper review resources has all types of access to them. An unidentified subject is not allowed to have any access to unassigned paper review resources. Furthermore, other access rules to paper resources are also applicable to paper review resources.

Policy Eighteen: A pc chair has all types of access to paper review info resources; in addition, other types of access to paper review info resources are based on the same criteria for accessing paper review resources.

Policy Nineteen: A pc member is permitted to write, create, and delete paper review content resources if a pc member’s user-id is equal to the user-id of the paper review content resources, whereas a sub-reviewer is allowed to create paper review content resources only if the sub-reviewer user-id is equal to the user-id of the paper review content resources. Furthermore, other types of access to paper review content resources follow the same criteria for accessing paper review resources.

Policy Twenty: A pc member has permission to write paper review info submission status resources if the pc member’s user-id equals the user-id of these resources and the content of these resources is already in place. Other types of access to paper review info submission status resources are based on the same rules for accessing paper review info resources.

Policy Twenty-one: All types of access to paper review content rating resources are based on the same rules as those for accessing paper review content resources.

Policy Twenty-two: All types of access to paper review content comments all resources are based on the same rules as those for accessing paper review content resources.

Policy Twenty-three: All types of access to paper review content comments pc resources are based on the same rules as those for accessing paper review content resources.

Note: CONTINUE currently does not permit comments by pc members who have not written reviews for a paper, and therefore, have not read the paper in as much detail as the reviewers of that paper have but intend to provide comments, which are distinct from reviews, for authors.
Policy Twenty-four: All types of access to paper review info reviewer resources are based on the same rules as those for accessing paper review info resources.

Policy Twenty-five: A pc chair has read and write access to is meeting flag resources, whereas a pc member possesses only read access. In addition, other types of access criteria for is Meeting flag resources follow the same rules for accessing conference resources.

E.2 The CONTINUE Properties

The CONTINUE properties are provided next. Note that because of the use of model checking and temporal logic and implications (Figure 4.5), always, eventually, and next exist in the description of these properties.

Property 1 (Pr1): For any state, if there is a request, then it will eventually allow only a deny or permit response (i.e., no NA response is possible). This property should hold.

Property 2 (Pr2): It is always the case that a program committee (PC) member who owns reviews can eventually edit his/her reviews. This property should hold.

Property 3 (Pr3): For any state, if an individual is neither a PC chair nor an administrator, then he or she cannot eventually set the meeting flag. In verification, this property should hold.

Property 4 (Pr4): It is always the case that if an individual role is not described (i.e., no roles exist for a subject), then no permit exists for the individual. In verification, this property should fail.

Property 5 (Pr5): For any state, if an individual’s role is not described and a resource is not conference-information, then eventually no permits exist for the individual. This property should hold.

Property 6 (Pr6): It is always the case that if a person is neither a PC chair nor an administrator, then the person should eventually never be allowed to read the paper review resources for which he/she has a conflict of interest. This property should hold.

Property 7 (Pr7): For any state, if an individual is neither a PC chair nor an administrator, and he/she is conflicted, then the individual should never be eventually permitted to read either any part of the review-content-set resources that are not written by the individual, or read the reviewer-info resource. This property should hold.\(^2\)

\(^2\)Pr\(_7\) and Pr\(_6\) are similar in the sense that the latter refers to a subset of the former. (Pr\(_6\) refers
Property 8 (Pr₈): For any state, if a PC chair calls for a meeting, then the chair can eventually read anything related to the subject of the meeting. This property should fail.³

Property 9 (Pr₉): For any state, if a PC chair calls for a meeting, then the chair can eventually read any part of the reviews to be discussed at the meeting. This property should hold.⁴

Property 10 (Pr₁₀): It is always the case that a non-conflicted PC member at discussion phase can eventually read all parts of the reviews. This property should hold.

Property 11 (Pr₁₁): For any state, a non-conflicted PC member who has submitted a review of a paper can eventually read all parts of others’ reviews of that paper. This property should hold.⁵

Property 12 (Pr₁₂): It is always the case that when the phase is not discussion, a PC member who has been assigned to submit a review of a paper but who has not done so cannot eventually read any part of review-content-set of others’ reviews of that paper. This property should hold.

³This property possibly exists to check whether a paper’s certain information, such as a paper’s author(s), can be revealed in a meeting. Generally, the specific information, which can be known, must be clearly defined.

⁴Pr₉, a specific case of Pr₈, allows access to all eight review resources (described previously).

⁵For both Pr₁₁ and Pr₁₂, the provided Scheme code specifies non-conflicted PC members.
Appendix F

Other Combining Access Control Algorithms

This appendix presents algorithmic forms and state machines for the following combining algorithms: the strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm, strong-majority policy-combining algorithm, and super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm. This appendix also shows algorithmic forms and state machines for the weak-consensus rule-combing algorithm and weak-majority rule-combining algorithm.

**Strong-consensus** [66]: “All sub-policies must agree: Permit a request if all sub-policies permit a request. Deny a request if all sub-policies deny a request. Yield conflict otherwise.” This algorithm differs from the weak-consensus policy-combining algorithm as one or more policies may have a not applicable result. In this situation, the result provided by the strong-consensus algorithm is conflict, whereas the weak-consensus algorithm may provide a permit or deny result because one or more not applicable results have no effect in the final decision.

Figure F.1 shows the strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm according to the approach shown in Chapter 3. Figure F.2 shows the corresponding state machine for this algorithm according to the approach presented in this thesis.
initial state = state$_{00}$;
set PermitRes to false;
set DenyRes to false;
set ConflictRes to false;
set NAres to false;
for $i = 1$ to $n$
do
    // $n$ = the number of policies in a policy set
    if premise-rule$_i$ = false then
        set NAres to true;
        move to state$_{i0}$;
    else
        move to state$_{ii}$;
        if Event$_i$.Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set PermitRes to true;
            move to state permitRes;
        else if Event$_i$.Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set DenyRes to true;
            move to state denyRes;
        end
    end
end

if $i = n$ and NAres = true then
    set ConflictRes to true;
    move to state conflict;
else if $i = n$ and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = false then
    move to state permit;
else if $i = n$ and DenyRes = true and PermitRes = false then
    move to state deny;
else if $i = n$ and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = true then
    set ConflictRes to true;
    move to state conflict;
end

Figure F.1: The algorithmic form for strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm
Figure F.2: A UML state machine for strong-consensus policy-combining algorithm
**Strong-majority** [66]: “Permit a request if over half of all sub-policies permit it, and deny the request if over half deny it.”

Figure F.3 shows the algorithmic form for the strong-majority policy-combining algorithm.

```plaintext
initial state = state_00;
set NumPermit to zero;
set NumDeny to zero;
for i = 1 to n do
  // n = the number of policies in a policy set
  if premise-rule_i = false then
    move to state_0;
  else
    move to state_1;
    if Event_i.Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
      add one to NumPermit;
      move to state_permitRes;
    else if Event_i.Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
      add one to NumDeny;
      move to state_denyRes;
    end
  end
end
if i = n and NumPermit > (n/2) then
  move to state_permit;
else if i = n and NumDeny > (n/2) then
  move to state_deny;
end
```

Figure F.3: The algorithmic form for strong-majority policy-combining algorithm

Figure F.4 shows the state machine corresponding to the algorithmic format.
Figure F.4: A UML state machine for strong-majority policy-combining algorithm
**Super-majority-permit** [66]: “Permit a request if over 2/3 of all policies permit it, and deny the request otherwise.”

Figure F.5 shows the algorithmic form for the super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm.

```plaintext
initial state = state_{00};
set NumPermit to zero;
for i = 1 to n do
    // n = the number of policies in a policy set
    if premise-rule_{i} = false then
        move to state_{i0};
    else
        move to state_{i1};
        if Event_{i}.Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            add one to NumPermit;
            move to state permitRes;
        else if Event_{i}.Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            move to state denyRes;
        end
    end
end
if i = n and NumPermit > (2/3 n) then
    move to state permit;
else
    move to state deny;
end
```

Figure F.5: The algorithmic form for super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm

Figure F.6 shows the state machine corresponding to the algorithmic format.
Figure F.6: A UML state machine for super-majority-permit policy-combining algorithm
Figure F.7 shows the weak-consensus rule-combining algorithm that is similar to the weak-consensus policy combining algorithm, shown in Chapter 3.

```
initial state = state_{00};
set PermitRes to false;
set DenyRes to false;
set ConflictRes to false;
for i = 1 to n do
    // n = the number of rules in a policy
    if premise-rule_i = false then
        move to state_{i0};
    else
        move to state_{i1};
        if Event_i Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set PermitRes to true;
            move to state permitRes;
        else if Event_i Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
            set DenyRes to true;
            move to state denyRes;
        end
    else
        move to state_{(i-1)0};
    end
end
if i = n and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = false then
    move to state permit;
else if i = n and DenyRes = true and PermitRes = false then
    move to state deny;
else if i = n and PermitRes = true and DenyRes = true then
    set ConflictRes to true;
    move to state conflict;
end
```

Figure F.7: The defined AC rules and states for weak-consensus rule-combining algorithm

Figure F.8 represents the state machine corresponding to the algorithmic description.
Figure F.8: A UML state machine that uses AC rule definitions for weak-consensus rule-combining algorithm
Figure F.9 shows the algorithmic form for the weak-majority rule-combining algorithm that is similar to the weak-majority policy-combining algorithm, shown in Chapter 3.

```plaintext
initial state = state_{00};
set NumPermit to zero;
set NumDeny to zero;
for i = 1 to n do
  // n = the number of rules in a policy
  if premise-rule_{i} = false then
    move to state_{i0};
  else
    move to state_{i1};
    if Event_{i}Access(permit) = true for every element of EventResult then
      add one to NumPermit;
      move to state permitRes;
    else if Event_{i}Access(deny) = true for every element of EventResult then
      add one to NumDeny;
      move to state denyRes;
    end
  end
if i = n and NumPermit > NumDeny then
  move to state permit;
else if i = n and NumDeny > NumPermit then
  move to state deny;
end
```

Figure F.9: The defined AC rules and states for weak-majority rule-combining algorithm

Figure F.10 represents the state machine corresponding to the algorithmic description.
Figure F.10: A UML state machine that uses the AC rule definitions for weak-majority rule-combining algorithm
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